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“My Benge has given me such confidence that

I hit it hard 
and wish it well
and tell same?

As you can see, there’s nothing 
timid about Claude Gordon’s approach 
to playing his Benge trumpet.

And he’s the first to 
admit such confidence 
stems as much 
from the Benge 
dedication to 
instrument- 
making as his 
own extensive 
experience.

Fashioning 
an instrument from 
the finest materials 
with meticulous 
care is one thing,

to bring out the best that’s in 
you —is more than a horn.

It’s a way of life for sym
phony, jazz, pop, 
rock, studio, and 

recording artists.
Ask at your 

dealer’s about a Benge 
trumpet, cornet or our 

new flugelhorn.
It only stands to 

reason Benge must 
be as selective with 

its appointment of 
>rs as you are with

customizing your horn.
As a result, you may

Mr. Gordon will tell you; 
handcrafting is quite another.

CLAUDE GORDON. Trumpet Virtuoso 
and noted clinician

find it more convenient to ■ 
write direct for the name of

Yet Benge does both with an 
extravagance that sets a new standard for 
the state of the art.

Beyond that, Benge lets you choose 
from a variety of bell tapers and bore sizes.

Lets you position thumb throws, finger 
rings, finger hooks and slide knobs to suit 
yourself.

You even choose among a number of 
trigger and water key options.

The result is a trumpet with a sound 
and feel as uniquely yours as your 
fingerprints.

No wonder a Benge —custom-made

the Benge dealer nearest you.

Claude Gordon’s booklet, "How 
to practice to develop your high and 
low ranges’’, is free on request. Write 
King Musical Instruments, Inc., 
33999 Curtis Boulevard, Eastlake, 
Ohio 44094

ANAHEIM, CA 92806

TRUMPETS 
CORNETS 

FLUGELHORNS
MOUTHPIECES

Distributed exclusively by King Musical Instruments, Inc.



PRACTICE DOES NOT MAKE PERFECT 
UNLESS YOU PRACTICE PERFECTLY.
The pursuit of perfection is nothing new at Sunn. It’s this philosophy along with our record of high achieve
ment in the development of P.A. systems that prompts us to advertise our latest products without so much 
as a picture.

Setting up a sound system in a night club or auditorium has traditionally required near mystical powers. 
Without costly monitoring gear and an experienced ear. the resulting sound is often a lifeless, 
whistling compromise at best.

When we set out to design GENERATION II, we had only one goal in mind ... to take 
the headaches out of sound system set-up while still providing the power and performance 
flexibility needed to meet the challenges of contemporary music.

Features such as the AUTO-MATCH and SUNN-SENSOR effectively eliminate the 
technical problems that stand in the way of accurate, trouble-free sound 
reproduction. You end up with the quietest, most efficient, distortion- 
free sound system possible.

But what really sets GENERATION II apartfromThe 
competition is our all new PHASE-SYNC tone control cir
cuitry. This is what adds class to the system. Typical 
tone controls induce phase cancellation (like 
two speakers in the same box out of phase) 
causing the sound to be honky and midrangey. 
Multiply this by 8 or 12 channels and you wind up with 
the world’s largest car radio. PHASE-SYNC eliminates 
this cancellation. So the next time you turn up a treble 
control, all you’ll hear are clean, crisp highs added to the mix.

Sunn’s all new AUTOMATED SOUND SYSTEMS, GENERA
TION II were created expressly to provide the working 
musician with a tool capable of amplifying his vocals 
or instrumentswithout producing unwanted distortion, 
feedback, or tonal coloration inherent in most systems.

In short, here are five systems that allow you to 
spend more time playing music instead of playing 
engineer. It’s the difference between practicing A 
and perfection!

AUTOMATED SOUND 
GENERATION II

Write to Department II 
Sunn Musical Equipment Co 
Amburn Industrial Park 
Tualatin. Oregon 97062
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"Some horns are dead . . . and you 
have to push ’em harder for the right 
response. This trombone vibrates 
when you play . . . you can feel the 
note in your hands . . . it’s alive.
“Main thing is an instrument you’re 
comfortable with. I like a lighter- 
weight instrument and this is a nice 
light horn. Others can make little ad
justments . . . we’ve already made 
them, right here.” .... _- Urbie Green

Chrome-plated tubing. No more green 
necks and shirts from brass.

Curved 
natural-feel 

brace. 
Closer grip. 

Invisible 
slide lock.

Solid nickel- 
silver slide. 
Larger water 
hole, curved 
key.

The new Urbie Green Martin Trom
bone. Custom-made for Urbie Green. 
Available for those who want the best. 
For a full-color spec sheet, just call, 
toll-free, (800) 558-9421. Or write 
to Leblanc, 7019 Thirtieth Avenue, 
Kenosha, Wisconsin 53140.

12 The Crusaders: “Knights Without Jazz,” by Lee Underwood. Reaping the benefits of 
full-scale success, this is one group glad to have dispensed with the “jazz” tag. Is 
L. A. really Valhalla?

14 Tom Waits: “Bitin’ The Green Shiboda,” by Marv Hohman. One of the most unique 
young performers rises to the occasion with tales of indigestion and general 
disorder. Word/slang game included.

17 Asleep At The Wheel: “Sage Defenders Of Western Swing,” by Howard Mandel. It 
all started with Bob Wills and swings on today with the help of this aggregation of 
Western hipsters. Accompanied by tips on pedal steel.

20 Record Reviews: Al DiMeola; Michael Mantler/Carla Bley; Toshiko Akiyoshi/Lew 
Tabackin Big Band; George Benson; Eberhard Weber; Meri Saunders; The 
Brecker Brothers; Eric Kloss; Terje Rypdal; Charles Earland; Archie Shepp; Phil 
Wilson/Rich Matteson; Patrice Rushen; John Payne; Andrew Hill; Sam Rivers.

33 Blindfold Test: Sarah Vaughan.

34 Profile: The Fowler Brothers, by Lee Underwood. Brian Torff, by Arnold Jay Smith.

36 Caught: Weather Report and Shakti, by Michael Rozek; Stone Alliance, by John H.
Hunt.

42 How To Combine Keys, Part II, by Dr. William L. Fowler.

43 Workshop: Polytonal Americana, by Pat Williams.
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FOR KEYBOARD PLAYERS WHO AEED Afi EXTRA HAAD.
If you're like most keyboard performers, you've got your hands full—but you still want 
more sound. Now you've got it. The new ARP Sequencer adds rich new textures to your 
music while it frees both hands for playing keyboards. Just patch the ARP Seguenc- 
er into an Axxe, Odyssey or 2600 and get bass, percussion and other musical 

lines in sequencial or random order. Exclusive dual quantizer circuits give 
you incredibly fast, perfectly-scaled tunings, plus single note and chord 

seguences for exhilarating arpeggios. And, you have total control over 
accents, rhythmic patterns and other dynamic changes with the push of 

a button or the flip of a switch. Famous ARP "human engineered" 
features include linear slide controllers, high-grade circuitry, 
rugged construction and some totally new innovations, of 
course. Reach for the ARP Seguencer at your nearest ARP
dealer and while you're there, 
ARP line of professional syn
thesizers and accessories.

ARP Instruments, Inc. «320 Needham 
St. ♦ Newton, Mass. 02164 • (617) 

965-9700 «Canadian Distributor: MCH 
Richmond, B.C. .(604) 273-7251

check out the complete
World’s leading 

manufacturer of electronic 
music synthesizers.



education in 
jazz

by Alan Broadbent
Alan Broadbent, 
pianist-arranger- 
composer, cur
rently with Super- 
sax; own solo 
Choice L P, 
Where is Love, 
with Irene Kral.

I came to Berklee from Auckland, New 
Zealand, in January, 1966 when I was 18 
—on the strength of winning a down beat 
scholarship, aided by down-home fund 
raising. By the end of the first semester, I 
knew that I could never go back. What I 
found in jazz, at Berklee, could not grow 
elsewhere. I was here, musically at least, 
for life.

While my first instrument is piano, 
writing is my first love—I’ve been com
posing since I’m six—and that’s what I 
concentrated on at Berklee. The teacher 
that best put it all together for me was 
Herb Pomeroy, a brilliant arranger—just 
brilliant. He made me realize, for exam
ple, how the infinite range of orchestral 
colors that can be expressed through in
struments: brass and reeds. I’ll never for
get an end-of-semester assignment I had. 
It was to condense Ellington’s Tone Par
allel to Harlem into a three minute suite 
that had the aspects of all the themes. I 
was limited to three trumpets, a fluegel
horn, French horn, clarinet & bass clari
net, and alto & tenor saxes; and I wasn’t 
allowed to write unisons or combine parts 
or sections. I learned from that and other 
challenges, and evidently Berklee thought 
so too. Four of my charts were recorded on 
volume XII of the Jazz In the Classroom 
series of which Lisa, Lisa remains a favor
ite of mine.

After the first year, I got a Peter Nero 
type solo gig at My Apartment, a club 
near school. That job not only kept me in 
school but was the basis of my first quar
tet with other Berklee friends and play
ers: George Mraz, bass; Mick Goodrick, 
guitar; and Jeff Brillinger, drums.

Much of what Berklee taught me re
sulted from trial and error. I would write 
a line and ten minutes later hear it played 
by a band (with the proper instrumenta
tion). I’d dash back and redo it—helped 
by my teachers on how to simplify, em
phasize, and clarify.

What else can I say but that Berklee 
has given me the proper training for a 
varied and useful musical life. The rest is 
up to me.

for catalog and information write to:
BERKLEE COLLEGE OF MUSIC

Dept. D
1140 Boylston Street, Boston, MA 02215

the first chorus
By Charles Suber

r A1 he intended theme of this issue was to be 
“jazz-rock.” But like most attempts to 
shorthand contemporary music, the thematic 
phrase is too confining. What we really have 
in this issue are a goodly number of musicians 
who play their music their way.

The Crusaders took a while to find their 
own way. The four original members—Stix 
Hooper, Joe Sample, Wilton Felder, and 
Wayne Henderson—started out in the 
mid-’50s as a “Gulf Coast r&b/jazz group.” 
They were denied entry in the cool West 
Coast school as the Modern Jazz Sextet; 
scuffled a while as the Night Hawkes; and in 
1961 found themselves as the Jazz Crusaders, 
the first black group on the Pacific Coast 
label. Finally, in 1970, fed up to here with 
jazz critics and the commercial handicaps of 
“jazz,” the Crusaders emerged successful and 
musically free. “When we took “Jazz” off our 
name, we took the shackles off of what was 
hanging us up. ... If 1 want to play a gospel 
chord out of my life’s experience, I’m gonna 
do it.”

Asleep At The Wheel, the ten-piece West
ern-type swing band, has a musical back
ground similar to the Crusaders despite color 
and point of origin. The three original 
Sleepers—Ray Benson, Lucky Oceans, and 
Danny Levine—grew up around Philadelphia 
before emigrating west to Oakland by way of 
West Virginia. The Sleepers’ musical 
forefather was Bob Wills (& his Texas Play
boys). They were also consciously influenced 
by a passel of other folks, such as Lucky Mil- 
linder, Joe Turner, Hank Williams, Art 
Tatum, Merle Haggard, Bird, Basie, and Jerry 
Lee Lewis.

Chicagoan Brian Torff, the well-schooled 
21-year-old acoustic bassist, also pays respect 
to older folks with whom he has worked or 
learned from on records. He continues to 
learn from Stephane Grappelli (with whom 
he’s currently touring), Oliver Nelson, Mary 
Lou Williams, and Scott LaFaro.

Airpocket is a syncretic group formed by 
five Fowler brothers: Bruce, Steve, Tom, 
Walt, and Ed—all and each of whom are com
mitted to a high degree of self-determination. 
Their music is derived from the healthy in
fluences of Oliver Nelson, Frank Zappa, 
Beethoven, Cheech & Chong, Bach, Ussachev- 
sky, Keith Jarrett, Bartok, Wuorinen, and 
Ellington. Brother Bruce explains: “The 
reason our music moves through classical, 
jazz, rock, and funk is because all of us are so 
varied. We love all different kinds of music.”

Tom Waits is variously a songwriter, 
vocalist, keyboard player, and yarnspinner 
who relates, among others, to Tom and Bruce 
Fowler, Zappa, Link Wray, Carson Mc- 
Cullers, George & Ira Gershwin, Lord Buck- 
ley, Kerouac, Basie, Monk, Memphis Minnie, 
Al Cohn, and Randy Newman.

Waits is, in my opinion, the most gifted and 
genuine American folk musician-poet around 
today. His ears and eavesdropping are 
reminiscent of Dos Passos’ young man who 
“walks by himself searching through the 
crowd with greedy eyes, greedy ears taut to 
hear, by himself, alone ... it was the speech 
that clung to the ears, the link that tingled in 
the blood; U.S.A.”

Next issue: down beat’s 42nd anniversary 
and a long look at ourselves and the music 
and, above all, the musicians. db
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Bill Watrous 
distinguished 
Jazz Artist, 

plays the Bach 
Stradivarius 
Trombone

A
Elkhart, Indiana

Hear Bill play his Bach 16M Trombone on his
Columbia release, "TheTigerof San Pedro”—PC33701.



The Daniels Backlash
First of all, comparing Kenton and Rich to 

Charlie Daniels is like comparing the 
Cincinnati Reds to the Y.W.C.A. junior girls 
softball team (db, 5/6).

Who is Stan Kenton, Charlie? He’s a 65- 
year-old guy who lives mostly out of a bus 
playing in front of packed houses across the 
country night after night. A guy who has done 
more for the education of young musicians 
than anyone 1 know of. Where will you be at 
65, Charlie? Sitting at home listening to your 
old albums, telling your friends how you used 
to be a musician?

I personally don’t think Stan or Buddy will 
accept your ten thousand dollar bet. 1 don’t 
think either one would be caught dead with 
any Nashville musicians. I also think your 

by Slingerland

Slingerland's brilliant 
new finish, Blakrome. 
Because drums should 
reflect the sound and 
color of your music. 
Blakrome is a totally new 
finish applied to steel and 
adhered to wood. Blakrome 
finishes are available at the 
same price as our standard 
finishes. >

6633 N. Milwaukee Ave., 
Niles, Illinois 60648

vocabulary portrays your mentality.
Anonymous Allentown, Pa.

Thanks for printing Charlie Daniels’ 
hilarious challenge... . His simplemindedness 
is perfectly suited to the kind of music he 
champions. When are the rustics in this 
country going to wise up and realize what 
country music really is? It's music’s equivalent 
of comic books and gossip magazines. The 
very idea of country music being “beyond” 
anyone is ridiculous.... Charlie Daniels is a 
clown.
Chuck Estes Fullerton, Cal.

Charlie Daniels is my new hero. One more 
cheer for ethnic purity and everything it 
stands for.
Abe Lincoln Rockwell Buenos Aires, Arg.

A Pair Of Boners
In the past couple of years Bill Watrous has 

shot from relative obscurity to the top of the 
trombone world.... Although Watrous 
deserves every bit of recognition he has 
received, there is another demon on the bone 
who deserves just as much, if not more.

This person ... is Jimmy Pugh, who 
presently resides in Woody Herman’s band. 
His technique is as dazzling as Watrous’, and 
the ease with which he plays in the upper 
register is just as remarkable.... Anyone who 
hasn’t been fortunate enough to hear Jim Pugh 
should make a special effort to do so. 
Chris Lay Darien, Ill.

Bill Watrous has received far too much 
acclaim as a jazz artist.. . . He has not 
contributed any significantly new innovations 
to the art of jazz trombone playing. He is 
highly indebted to players such as Phil Wilson 
and Carl Fontana, two of the most 
imaginative and swinging trombonists in the 
world.... He has drawn more attention to the 
art of trombone playing than anyone in the 
past decade. Young players who have never 
heard of J. J. Johnson or Frank Rosolino 
revere Bill as though he were the prophet of 
jazz trombone. This is precisely the problem: 
Bill Watrous, with his incredible facility and 
control, has recreated the innovations and 
original ideas of his predecessors....

Bill, take a chance now and then. You may 
find that you have the power to make us laugh 
or cry.
Paul Brewer Edmund, Okla.

Salsa Salute
I feel compelled to write to tell you how 

very much I enjoyed your April 22 issue, 
devoted to Latin music.

Salsa is nothing new to me—I grew up in 
Miami Beach in the late ’40s and early ’50s, 
and my radio was always tuned in to Radio 
Progreso in Havana. In those days we were 
obsessed with dancing, and practiced for 
hours every day so that we could show off on 
weekends at such places as El Mambo Club. I 
can’t tell you how many times we perfected 
our steps to the beat of Machito’s Asia Minor. 
Our favorite bands then were Machito, Señora 
Matancera and Conjunto Casino. I still have 
all their hits on the original 78s!

My teen-aged children, while mostly into 
progressive rock music, have achieved an 
appreciation of both jazz and Latin music 
through osmosis, since they have been hearing 
it at home all their lives. We have a mutual 
respect for each others’ musical tastes, and 
they respect their old mama because she 
bought the first Santana albums.

The salsa issue was enjoyed by all of us, as 
we all dig Latin music ... our favorites are 
Ray Barretto, Eddie Palmieri, Willie Colon. 
Orquesta Harlow and the Fania All-Stars and 
Tipica.
Helene Bernstein Baltimore, Md.

Bring On The Old
I agree that new talent deserves recognition, 

but we should also be concerned and 
interested in reading about the masters who 
are still playing.

I would appreciate reading feature articles 
on such greats as Ruby Braff, Dizzy Gillespie, 
Benny Goodman, Thelonious Monk, Zoot 
Sims, Buddy Tate, and Teddy Wilson, jdst to 
name a few.
Lorne Schoenberg Fairlawn, N.J.
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RAHSAAN RETURNS
NEWARK—In what has to be one of the most spectacular come

backs in memory, Rahsaan Roland Kirk has made his return to live 
performing. Felled only a few months ago by a stroke which left one 
half of his body paralyzed, Rahsaan unveiled his old form in a recent 
set at Newark's hottest spot, Sparky J's.

Accompanied by a quintet that featured Hilton Ruiz, Walter Per
kins, and Steve Torre, Rahsaan wailed away on multi-instruments, 
evidently full of energy and glad to be back to his old tricks. He 
played a couple of cuts from his recent album, The Return Of The 
5000 Lb. Man, and broke up the house with a rousing rendition of 
Sweet Georgia Brown.

Rahsaan now moves on to the Village Vanguard for a series of 
June concerts. Check City Scene for details plus additional Kirkian 
plans.

Sweet Smell Of Bayou Success
NEW ORLEANS—From its 

crude beginnings seven years 
ago, the New Orleans Jazz and 
Heritage Festival has gone on to 
become a major musical event, 
as much a part of the city’s 
cultural scene as Mardi Gras.

More than 100,000 persons 
sauntered back and forth among 
seven stages and two tents dur
ing two weekends in April in 
order to hear such luminaries as 
Professor Longhair, the Wild 
Magnolias, Earl Turbinton & Nu
cleus, and the Rhapsodizers. 
About 200 acts were presented 
out at the city’s racetrack, in
cluding for the first time, out-of- 
Louisiana talents like ragtime 
pianist Eubie Blake, country
swing ensemble Asleep At The 
Wheel, and fiddler-guitarist 
Clarence “Gatemouth” Brown.

In the festival’s new Jazz Tent, 
Charlie Mingus and Max Roach 
gave lecture-demonstrations to 
a packed house. At the same 
time, Bob Dylan’s discovery 
Scarlet Rivera gave a debut per
formance of her new group Mam
moth to the gathered thousands 
in a make-shift outdoor arena.

A distinctively New Orleans 
bash with over 190 local crafts- 
men plus food vendors dispens
ing jambalaya, boiled crawfish 
and red beans with rice, the New 
Orleans festival might well be 
the most enjoyable of its kind 
anywhere in the world.
“Some people think the

Disco Assaults Big Bands
LOS ANGELES—Chalice Pro

ductions, a production company 
directed by Lee Lasseff and 
David Chackler, is currently pre
paring a disco album of 1940s 
big band tunes, produced by 
Chackler and Joe Renzetti. The 
album will be released initially in 
Great Britain on Arista early in 
the summer.

Using the working title Wel
come Back To World War II, the 
producers have assembled sev
eral of the original horn players 
who performed with big band era 
greats to update the tunes to the 

festival has become too much 
fun," commented Quint Davis, the 
28-year-old co-producer of the 
festival along with George Wein. 
"But it's New Orleans, not the 
Newport festival where au
diences would sit passively in 
lawn chairs and listen to the 
darkies from down South.”

Musical purity has never been 
one of the Jazz Festival's obses
sions. Besides traditional New 
Orleans jazz by groups like the 
Imperial Brass Band, Kid Sheik, 
Kid Thomas and the Preservation 
Hall Jazz Band, there's every 
other kind of music the region 
has to offer: rhythm and blues by 
Robert Parker, Lee Dorsey, Er
nie K. Doe; cajun music by 
Clifton Chenier, Allen Fontenot & 
his Country Cajuns; and a tent 
full of top area gospel groups.

In addition to the weekends at 
the Fairgrounds, the festival also 
featured a series of seven night
time concerts, including per
formances by McCoy Tyner, 
Allen Toussaint, Keith Jarrett, B. 
B. King, Muddy Waters, Lightnin' 
Hopkins, Art Blakey & the Jazz 
Messengers, the Staple Singers, 
Harold Melvin & the Blue Notes, 
the Charlie Mingus Quintet and 
the Max Roach Quintet.

As a whole, the festival proved 
a resounding success. The foun
dation that runs the operation 
will show a substantial surplus 
for the first time in its history, 
according to Davis.

disco style of today. The tunes 
include the Glenn Miller classics 
In the Mood, American Patrol and 
Chattanooga Choo Choo, an An
drews Sisters medley of Three 
Little Fishes and A Tisket, A 
Tasket and Count Basie's Two 
O 'Clock Jump.

Musicians on the album have 
been associated with various big 
bands, including those of Benny 
Goodman, Tommy Dorsey, Jim
my Dorsey, Glenn Miller, Lionel 
Hampton, Duke Ellington, Harry 
James, Count Basie and Les 
Brown.

Kenton Coughs Up Rare Disc 
Daniels Billed 10 Grand

Why Is This Man Laughing??? Does He Have Anything To Laugh 
About???

LOS ANGELES—Scott A. 
Cameron recently sent Nash
ville’s Charlie Daniels a bill for 
$10,000 and a copy of the Stan 
Kenton/Tex Ritter album re
leased on Capitol in 1962.

Cameron, Kenton's personal 
manager, is responding to a re
cent article (db, 5/6) in which 
Daniels stated, “I, Charlie 
Daniels, will stake my reputation 
as a musician and as a human 
being that Mr. Stan Kenton and 
Mr. Buddy Rich—neither one of 
’em—can go into the studio and 
cut one decent country record." 
Daniels challenged, "—I defy 
Stan Kenton! I defy Buddy Rich! 
I'll bet $10,000 with either one of 
those gentlemen—not an album, 
just one record."

"Daniels should have done his 
homework," Cameron said. "He 
is simply trying to gain publicity 
by latching onto the coattails of 
two of the real greats of modern 
music, and his challenge, on

Teo At Cooper Union
NEW YORK—In a continuing 

series of exceptional musical 
fare, this city’s Cooper Union re
cently presented a preview of 
the musical drama The Shape, 
lyrics by Rem Capra and music 
by Teo Macero.

Capra’s view of the drama is 
as follows: "It is to be interpret
ed as having recaptured the 
same need for social commen
tary as has been recurrent 
throughout classical literature 
since the dramatists Racine and 
Voltaire. Fixed at the center 
point between the Phaedrian- 
Aesopian and Christian momen
tum, this drama establishes the 
unquestionable change of the 
universal morality that began 
with the advent of Christ’s birth 
and death ..

He told db that to outline the 
drama would be tantamount to 
requesting a jazz buff to explain 
the essence of jazz. "It can only 

which he has staked his reputa
tion, is going to cost him $10,- 
000."

Both Kenton and Rich have 
gone on record recently as dis
liking the mass-produced, manu
facturing-plant syndrome of 
country western music, arousing 
considerable controversy 
among Nashville devotees.

"I don't know who Charlie 
Daniels is," Kenton said in a 
telephone interview from Albany, 
New York, "but after reading his 
profane interview and tasteless 
challenge, I know he will never 
be the person that Tex Ritter 
was. I was proud to make an 
album with Tex. Tex was not only 
talented, he was sincere and he 
was a gentleman."

Cameron commented, "I’ve 
sent Daniels the album, which is 
a collector's item, and a bill for 
$10,000. Let's see if his money 
is as good as his 'reputation as a 
musician and as a human being.’" 

be felt,” he concluded.
The Macero music (it can 

hardly be called a score) ranged 
from The Song Of Solomon ex
cerpt from the Old Testament 
(which had a recorded narration 
by Barry Ulanov backed by Miles 
Davis' musing), to a Bobby Scott 
vocal/piano selection, The 
Preacher. Other highlights in
cluded guest tubaist Don Butter
field in a magnificent The Devil's 
Depth. Lionel Hampton was on 
hand to sit in on vibes with a 
group called Cosmology, with 
help from tenors George Young 
and Dave Liebman. The segment, 
entitled Laylah Triangle, put 
Hamp through some astounding- 
ly feverish paces.

Teo himself played alto and 
tenor saxes with Cosmology, 
while vocalist Dawn Thompson 
startled us with her fine musical 
sense on the difficult Son Of The 
Morning.
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CANNONBALL SALUTE Garner Greets Grappelli
NEW YORK—The 1976 

Newport Jazz Festival will pay 
tribute to Cannonball Adderley, 
at Carnegie Hall on July 2, with 
the world premiere concert ver
sion of his jazz musical, Big 
Man—The Legend of John Henry, 
which Cannonball composed 
with his brother Nat. The libretto 
is by Diane Lampert. Ms. Lam

PEA SOUP AT STORYVILLE

3

NEW YORK—What could be 
more conducive to eating pea 
soup than doing it to the great 
jazz sounds at New York’s new
est club, George Wein's Story- 
ville? Pea soup?! It's a Swedish 
tradition and since Rigmor New
man is Swedish ... Ms. Newman, 
executive director of Jazz Inter
actions and the manager of the 
club, thought of the idea while 
sitting there with Mari-Louise 
Forsgren, the founder of Artor- 
nas Vanner, a group of Swedish 
women who meet regularly for 
pea soup and good conversa
tion.

Rigmor combined her desire 
to get more Swedish-Americans 
interested in jazz with a fund- 
raising event for the Swedish 
American Bicentennial Commit
tee, the result being a one night 
bash starring Joe Newman, Illi
nois Jacquet, Bob Cranshaw, 

Ellington Forever
NEW YORK—A concert was recently presented on the 77th an

niversary of Duke Ellington's birth at the Cathedral Church St. John 
The Divine, the massive edifice in the heart of Manhattan. The pro
gram was a benefit for Cuttington College, Liberia, West Africa, the 
only college of its kind in sub-Sahara Africa. Featured performers 
included Sarah Vaughan, Joe Williams, Dave Brubeck, Charles 
Mingus, the Hampton Choir and the Duke Ellington Orchestra under 
the direction of Duke’s son, Mercer.

Anita Moore, the band’s vocalist, began the musical part of the 
program following a speech by Betty Ford.

Ms. Moore offered Come Sunday and Tell Me It's The Truth, the 
former from Black, Brown And Beige.

Mingus played an a cappella improvisation that was lost in the re
verberation of the cavernous concrete flying buttresses. It was in 
this Cathedral that the Second Concert of Sacred Music was first 
performed and it was here that The Man was laid to rest two short
years ago.

Mercer got down to business with Les Trois Pois Noirs (Three 
Black Kings), dedicated to the King of the Nativity, King Solomon 
and Martin Luther King, Jr. Standout soloists were tenorists Ricky 
Ford and Percy Marion.

Liberian Suite was performed, with Joe Williams singing the 
opening I Like The Sunrise in place of Al Hibbler, who recorded the 
original. Joe later contributed some fine Jimmy Jones arrange
ments of Ellingtonia: In The Beginning God, (the theme of Sacred 
Concert I), Ain't Nothing Wrong With That, Heritage, and Jump For 
Joy. Brubeck did a trio of tunes consisting of his own The Duke, 
Mercer's Things Ain't What They Used To Be and Billy Strayhorn's 
Take The A Train.

Sassy offered two Duke numbers, In My Solitude and / Got It Bad 
And That Ain’t Good, and another by George Gershwin. The 
Hampton Choir joined the orchestra and soloist Devonne Gardner 
for The Majesty Of God and Praise God And Dance.

pert collaborated with George 
W. George on the concert ver
sion, based on material by Paul 
Avila Mayer, G. W. George, and 
Peter Farrow.

Joe Williams will sing the title 
role of John Henry (as on album), 
accompanied by the newly 
formed Nat Adderley’s Black 
and Blues Band.

Harold Mabern, Mel Lewis and 
Ben Brown, who sat in for Cran
shaw at the outset.

Also on hand was Claes 
Dahlgren, head of the Swedish 
Broadcasting Corporation in 
New York and for more than 20 
years the voice of "Jazzglimtar 
Fran USA," a monthly program 
from this city.

There were Scandinavian del
icacies aplenty: herring, cheese, 
bread, ham, pancakes, aquavit 
and beer. (Aquavit is a liqueur 
that makes the eyes tear and the 
nose run a bit, at least that's 
what it did to this reporter.)

Record albums by members of 
the group were auctioned off for 
the cause, the highest price 
being $30.00 for a Thad Jones 
and Mel Lewis' Suite For Pops, 
personally autographed by the 
drummer and the writer of the 
liner notes.

LOS ANGELES—Erroll Garner 
and Stephane Grappelli recently 
got together in the violinist's 
room in Los Angeles, during 
Grappelli’s concert stay here. 
The above photo of Garner is the 
first since he fell ill in Chicago in 
the spring of 1975.

Garner is working on a new 
folio of his music, plus several 
new collaborations with lyricists 
on his compositions. His ballad,

potpourri
ABC/Impulse has signed both Axelrod, Walter Booker, Jimmy

Mayuto and Wade Marcus. 
Brazilian percussionist Mayuto 
has worked with Santana, 
among others. Marcus is an ar
ranger who is known for his work 
with Motown. Debut albums will 
be produced by Esmond Ed
wards.

• •
Trombonist Wayne Andre and 

trumpeter Marv Stamm highlight 
the Wilmington (Del.) Music 
School’s jazz workshop, from 
June 19-27.

•
The Board of Directors of the 

American Society of Com
posers, Authors, and Publishers 
(ASCAP) has reelected lyricist 
Stanley Adams as its president.

•
Pianist Thelonious Monk has 

been honored with a 1976 Gug
genheim Fellowship in music.

•
Chuck Mangione has added 

two new members to his quartet, 
following the departure of Gerry 
Niewood and Chip Jackson. The 
new Mangionites are Gregory 
Herbert, a saxophonist/flutist 
formerly associated with Thad 
Jones/Mel Lewis and Woody 
Herman, and Kim Daragin, an 
electric bassist who formerly 
performed with keyboardist 
Monty Alexander.

•
The U.C.L.A. Center For Afro- 

American Studies recently pre
sented a concert as part of a 
three-day festival in tribute to 
the late Julian “Cannonball" 
Adderley. Featured musicians 
included Nat Adderley, David 

Nightwind, has received a lyric 
treatment by British writer, Mar
cel Stellman, and will be re
leased this spring in England on 
British Decca, as recorded by a 
new vocalist, Lance Winsor.

Several TV appearances for 
Garner being scheduled for the 
near future. A new album by Gar
ner titled Erroll Garner Plays 
Gershwin And Kern is due for 
May-June release.

Cleveland, George Duke, Victor 
Feldman, Louis Hayes, Freddie 
Hubbard, Sam Jones, Roy Mc
Curdy, Ernie Watts, and Nancy 
Wilson. Many of these musicians 
participated in the free instru
mental workshops that were 
held on campus, following the 
concert. All net concert pro
ceeds went to the Julian Ad
derley Memorial Scholarship 
Fund.

•
Benny Goodman recently 

received an honorary doctor of 
fine arts degree from Union Col
lege in Schenectady, New York.

•
The Las Vegas Jazz Society 

held an Easter Doubleheader 
during the spring holidays. A 2 
a.m. concert at the Hacienda 
featured Phineas Newborn, 
Sweets Edison, Jerome Rich
ardson, Jake Hanna, and others. 
Later in the day, Johnny Smith 
and Herb Jeffries were among 
those to show at the Judy Bailey 
Theater.

•
Rutgers U. and Livingston 

College are collaborating on a 
jazz lecture series that will bring 
in noted jazzers to discuss their 
instruments. Among the 
speaker/clinicians: Frank 
Foster, Budd Johnson, Billy 
Taylor, Barry Harris, Philly Joe 
Jones, Freddie Waits, Thad 
Jones, Quentin Jackson, Ron 
Carter, Bob Cranshaw, Kenny 
Burrell, Roland Prince, and 
many others. The project direc
tor is Kenny Barron. Other facul
ty members include Billy Harper 
and Larry Ridley. db
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“Why Grandma, what big eyes 
you have!” cried Little Red Riding 
Hood.

“The better to see you with!’ 
grinned the Wolf.

“And what big ears you have!"
“The better to hear you when 

it’s time to boogie!' drooled the 
Wolf.

“Maybe so!’ Red Riding Hood 

challenged, “but you can’t jive me 
about those teeth!" And ignoring 
the handsome Woodsman nearby, 
Red Riding Hood hooked up the 
Fuzz-Wah Pedal, Phaser and Fender 
Blender in her basket with her 
very own axe.

“Grandma says a person's out
fit should always include the right 
accessories!’ she explained with a 
mighty chop. And lickety-split, the 
Wolf burst into song.

"Fender accessories!" he warbled. 
“You’re just a babe in the woods 
without that extra edge!’

“And of course!’ Red Riding 
Hood sang out...

"You really sharpen your axe with 
a Fender!"* -—

CBS Musical Instruments

For a full-color poster of this ad. send $1 to 
Fender. Box 3410 Dept. 675. Fullerton. CA 92634



THE CRUSADERS

Knights Without Jazz
“WTre don't have a format—we always 
spring surprises on people. That's why we have 
been contemporary for 25 years. Tell all the 
critics I said that."

If drummer Nesbert “Stix” Hooper sounds 
somewhat challenging in the above remark, 
it’s because he and the other core-members of 
the Crusaders—Joe Sample, Wilton Felder, 
and Wayne Henderson—have waged a con
stant war against so-called “purist” jazz critics 
for 25 years.

“We have always been accepted more by 
the jazz listener than by the jazz establish
ment,” said keyboardist Joe Sample. “During 
the ’60s, when we still called ourselves the 
Jazz Crusaders, we were among the top jazz 
groups as far as the public was concerned. In 
the public’s eye we were up there with Miles 
Davis, Horace Silver, Dave Brubeck, and Art 
Blakey. But on a critical level, we were almost 
totally ignored by the people who set up the 
criteria by which jazz is evaluated.”

“That’s right,” said Wayne Henderson, the 
group’s heavy-set trombonist. “Critical ac
ceptance has never matched our wide popular 
acceptance. There always seemed to be a kind 
of underground conspiracy against what we 
were all about. The critics didn't know where 
to put us, and that hurt us.”

Wilton Felder, the tall, thin tenor saxo
phonist, said, “Back in the two-beat dixieland 
era, everybody played two beats to the mea
sure, and that was acceptable.

“Then the bop thing came along, and every
body played four beats to the measure, and 
that was cool. The only differences were in the 
standup vocalists, or maybe the front-line 
horn player, or a little different voicing in the 
orchestrations—but everybody played that 
groove, and that was okay.

“But now, jazz critics say everybody’s play
ing that eighth-note rock groove, and they 

by Lee Underwood

put them down for it. Why is it different now 
than it was then? Why can’t what’s being done 
now be just as acceptable as what was being 
done then? So it’s not two-beat, or it’s not be
bop: so what?

“Why did jazz critics stop when Dizzy 
Gillespie played the last chorus of Salt Pea
nuts? Why have they set up the Cherokee ap
proach to jazz as the only criterion by which 
jazz will be evaluated?”

Stix Hooper, the group's primary spokes
man, leaned across the sprawling desk of his 
Sunset Boulevard office and said, “Let’s just 
think about the word ‘jazz’ for a minute. If 
you put four people in a room, you will re
ceive four entirely different definitions. Even 
the Oxford Universal Dictionary definition 
doesn’t get it: ‘A kind of music in syncopated 
time, as played by Negro bands in the U.S. 
Hence, any syncopated dance music.. ..'

“Now let’s take musicians. Dave Brubeck 
calls himself a jazz musician. Charles Lloyd 
calls himself a jazz musician. Sun Ra says, ‘I 
play jazz.’ Jack McDuff said, '1 play jazz, 
man.’ Archie Shepp, Duke Ellington. Stan 
Kenton plays jazz. Shorty Rogers called him
self a jazz musician. Charlie Parker. Look at 
all those diversified styles. And everybody 
says, ‘I play jazz.’

“Now let’s take locale. You go to New 
York; on the East Side, Bobby Short is the 
king, baby. You go down into the Village, and 
you're into Archie Shepp and Sun Ra, the 
more avant garde movement. They say, ‘I 
don’t know what Bobby Short’s doin’ over 
there with those people sippin'out of cocktail 
glasses. They're sayin' that’s jazz over there, 
but this is where it’s at.’ Then you go over to 
Count Basie’s Club, and they got an organ 
trio, and they’re funky, they burn: ‘We playin’ 
some jazz, man.’ That’s in one city.

“You leave New York and jump all the way 
to New Orleans, and it’s Al Hirt, Pete Foun

tain: that's jazz, baby. This is where it’s at. You 
go to Chicago and you got a heavy organ jazz. 
You go to Boston, the supposed intellectual 
center of the U.S., and you got the cerebral ap
proach of people like Jan Hammer, Alan 
Dawson, Chick Corea. Then you got the old 
ladies all over the world who say, ‘I’m goin’ 
out and get me some jazz,' and they go buy Bix 
Beiderbecke records.

“That’s part of the reason why we said that 
we don’t need to carry a banner that doesn’t 
have any meaning.”

Stix, of course, was referring to the fact that 
the Jazz Crusaders dropped the “Jazz” from 
their name in 1970. Since that change, every 
one of their last five albums has reached the 
Top 40 on the pop charts and Number One on 
the soul and jazz charts. Chain Reaction, their 
last release to date, hit Number 26 on the pop 
charts, and, like Southern Comfort and Scratch, 
is still selling strongly, approaching gold 
status. The Second Crusade was nominated for 
a Grammy in 1973, and Crusaders I (featuring 
Larry Carlton's “weeping” guitar on Wilton 
Felder’s hit single, That’s How I Feel) and 
Scratch both received nominations in 1974.

As individual session men, Wilton, Wayne, 
Joe, and Stix have played on 150-200 gold 
albums. They are approaching 30 LPs under 
their own names, past and present. Their own 
music has been used extensively as back
ground accompaniment for the Wide World 
Of Sports, various local and national 
newscasts, and other television shows.

You’ve heard their sound. It’s a smooth 
blend of written and improvised music, with 
Wilton’s tenor and Wayne’s trombone often 
playing unison lines, and Joe’s piano laying 
down a rich tapestry of r&b and traditional 
jazz changes. The whole affair swings with an 
infectious groove that appeals to black and 
white audiences alike.

While the music has wide appeal commer

“Why is it that jazz is synonomous with being broke? Why do you have to be broke 
and ‘hip’ to play jazz? And if your music becomes commercial, even if you didn’t mean 
it to be, they say you prostituted yourself to reach a commercial audience.... Once 
you have success, you are no longer acceptable to the jazz establishment.”
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cially, it has also been scathingly attacked by 
certain critics: "formulaic,” “bland,” 
“shallow," “tedious." and “repetitious” are 
some of the common salvos. And the Crusad
ers continue to work long and hard to gain a 
critical respect that matches their undeniable 
popular acceptance throughout the Western 
world.

TA hey hail from Houston. Texas, where even 
as lads of 11,12 and 13 they yearned to be
come professional musicians. Listening to 
black AM radio of the time (1952-53)—Bob
by Blue Bland, B. B. King, “Gatemouth” 
Brown, Smokey Hall, and Lightnin’ 
Hopkins—the fledgling Crusaders weaned 
themselves on the blues and r&b.

“That’s where the natural feeling came 
from,” said Joe Sample. “From listening to 
black radio and learning the blues, and getting 
a I those old gospel influences, the old Baptist 
churches that had tambourines and piano 
players and choirs.”

They met in the school marching band, 
where Stix played drums, Joe played clarinet, 
and Wilton played sax. All Stix had was a 
parade drum until he decided to get a set and 
“play some other music besides march music. 
We'd get together and lock ourselves in our 
room and listen to music and really get into it. 
We were shuttling the blues; we were 12/8-ing 
the blues; we were just playing the blues and 
having fun. We called ourselves the Swing- 
sters.”

In an effort to make their music more in
teresting, they began to embellish and expand 
on the blues. Then, “a rebel disc jockey down 
south by the name of Vernon Chambers put 
together a one-hour jazz show. That was the 
first time we really got our ears tuned to hear 
jazz—bop music.

“Because of Vernon, we got turned on to 
the East Coast jazz (Dizzy Gillespie, Max 
Roach. Charlie Parker) and to the West Coast 
jazz (Shorty Rogers, Bud Shank, Chico Ham
ilton, Stan Kenton.)

“That music was different from the blues, so 
we started listening to it and developing our 
own style. We incorporated the refinement 
and spontaneous improvisation of jazz; but we 
never lost our earthy roots. We weren’t West 
Coast musicians, and we weren’t East Coast 
musicians. We were Gulf Coast musicians, 
and we were unique. Our roots were so deep 
that if we play ‘Round Midnight, Straight No 
Chaser, Bye Bye Blackbird, or any of those 
other jazz standards, even then they had those 
funky r&b feelings under them. It was just 
natural for us to play with those inflections. 
Little did we know that was going to be a det
riment to us later on.”

In the early and middle ’50s, "the epitome 
of what a black guy could be was a classy jazz 
musician. We looked at a Modern Jazz Quar
tet album cover and saw they were dressed in 
tuxedos, so we dressed in conservative, 
lookalike suits and changed our name to the 
Modern Jazz Sextet.”

Adding various bass and horn players along 
the way (including flutist Hubert Laws at one 
time), they attended Texas Southern Univer
sity, where they quickly became a major force 
on the local scene, playing their own brand of 
“Gulf Coast Texas r&b/jazz” at all of the 
proms and clubs.

“We really got involved in the whole jazz 
frame of playing,” said Wilton Felder. “We 
listened to people like John Coltrane, and we 
realized it was strong, highly introspective 

music. But beyond that, we always wanted to 
make the music feel good.

“We always rebelled against getting up on 
the stand and playing the music just ‘because 
I’m me and I’m great.' We wanted the people 
to dig us for what we were, and not say, ‘I have 
to dig ’em because they say they’re great, and 
because what they’re doing is beyond my com
prehension, so therefore it must be good.’

“First of all, 90% of an audience—even in 
classical music—are average people who re
spond to two basic things: the pulsation and 
the mood that it generates. They can appreci
ate a guy’s technical facility, but they don’t 
know it would have been hipper if he would 
have altered the change in the third beat, and 
by so doing would have made himself into a 
genius. A lot of musicians were into that—that 
technical approach, that chops attitude—so 
we shied away from it.”

Given a tentative offer to record, the 
“Modern Jazz Sextet" dropped out of school 
and came to Los Angeles in 1958, “but the 
bottom was falling out of the West Coast 
movement," said Stix. “The recording con
tract never materialized, and jobs were hard 
to find.”

They changed their name to the Night 
Hawkes and took a gig for a year and a half in 
an L.A. r&b club called the Tailspin. Their 
success there led to the New Frontier Lounge 
in Las Vegas, where they worked for five 
months. “The money was finally flowing,” 
said Wilton, “but, again, it just wasn’t what we 
wanted to do. Joe had switched from piano to 
Hammond organ, and we had a whole new
SELECTED CRUSADERS 
DISCOGRAPHY
THOSE SOUTHERN KNIGHTS—ABC BTSD-6024 
SOUTHERN COMFORT—ABC/Blue Thumb 9022 
SECOND CRUSADE—ABC/Blue Thumb 7000 
SCRATCH—ABC/Blue Thumb 6001 
CRUSADERS I—ABC/Blue Thumb 6010 
UNSUNG HEROES—ABC/Blue Thumb 6007 
THE YOUNG RABBITS—Blue Note BN-LA530-HZ 
TOUGH TALK—Blue Note LA-170-G
routine. It was a show act, complete with 
choreography. We wanted to get back to the 
jazz scene.”

Dick Bock, president of World Pacific Jazz 
Records, had decided to alter his pre
dominately all-white roster of artists. He re
corded Les McCann, who became a hit. He 
then recorded Curtis Amy, a fellow Houstonian 
who knew of the Modern Jazz Sextet. Curtis 
recommended the MJS to Bock. “We gave up 
all our contracts and pulled up stakes in Veg
as,” said Wayne. “We auditioned for Bock, and 
that audition turned out to be our first album, 
Freedom Sound. That album was released in 
August of 1961, and we had become the Jazz 
Crusaders.”

rom 1961 to 1969, the Jazz Crusaders 
released more than 20 albums, went on tours, 
performed at the major jazz festivals, and be
came one of the top instrumental groups in the 
nation. “We realized in 1969 that we had 
reached the pinnacle of what could happen in 
jazz,” said Stix Hooper. “We were composi
tionally complex for many years, but that 
didn’t mean anything. Some of those composi
tions were on a par with all of the jazz stan
dards written throughout those years—What's 
Happening, Till All Ends, Fancy Dance, Free
dom Sound—there were a lot of them. But the 
really hard-core jazz buffs still weren’t heavy 
into our music. It was the average person who 
dug it. There was still that gap between popu
lar and critical acceptance.

“If it was a matter of being avant garde . . . 
we went through that era when it was a matter 
of getting into a corner and running all up and 
down the scales, playing every possible mode 
that could be played, and saying, ‘Okay, I 
learned the Lydian mode, the Mixolydian 
mode, the Phrygian mode, and man, I’m a 
giant!' Everybody isn’t aware that we were in
volved in that. We can sit in on anybody’s 
stand and get involved. But the critics by
passed that whole era with us, especially be
tween, say, 1961-65.

“During the ’60s,” continued Stix, “we 
tended to lean more toward the established 
forms of so-called jazz, because we wanted the 
acceptance. It was hip to be accepted. It was 
hip to be #3 in down beat, #2 in Metronome, 
#1 in whatever. 1 suppose it was the youth in 
us that wanted that kind of respect from our 
peers and from the critics. So we watered 
down some of our true feelings, de-emphasiz- 
ing our r&b roots and emphasizing the ac
cepted jazz of the day.

“When we wanted to play Straight No 
Chaser with our funky. Southern, down home 
feeling, we didn’t do it, even though it would 
have been sincere. That Texas r&b feeling 
wouldn’t have been accepted, because it didn’t 
fit the established criteria against which jazz 
was evaluated.

“1 was reading through some old reviews in 
down beat and Metronome. Those reviews 
didn't have anything to do with the sincerity 
of the artist or with the artist’s true intention. 
Those reviews remained in the confines of, 
say, classical music—a certain structure, a 
certain form, a certain pattern, a certain beat, 
certain chord progressions. The critics waited 
for that. It was a technical approach, and only 
a technical approach.

“We fell into it, because we wanted to be 
respected, but after many years we realized 
that that kind of respect really doesn’t mean 
anything, because music is supposed to be 
totally sincere. We felt that if we really 
wanted to search out our r&b roots, we should 
do it. We took a leave of absence in 1969-70. 
When we came back, we changed our name to 
The Crusaders. A lot of people said we 
changed just to make our music commercial. 
No. What we really did was become more 
natural with ourselves. When we took ‘Jazz’ 
off our name, we took the shackles off of what 
was hanging us up. We said, ‘To hell with it. If 
I want to play the drums with a s/eJge-hammer. 
I’m gonna do it!’And Joe said,‘If I want to playa 
gospel chordout of my life’s experience, I’m gon
na do it!’

“Money? We can make $150,000 a year 
apiece without playing one concert. We 
wouldn’t have to get on one plane, go to one 
strange town, or listen to a single bebop critic 
put us down. We could just lay back right here 
in L.A. and do the studio work and never have 
to do anything else.

“Why is it that jazz is synonomous with 
being broke? Why do you have to be broke 
and ‘hip’ to play jazz? And if your music be
comes commercial, even if you didn’t mean it 
to be, they say you prostituted yourself to 
reach a commercial audience. I mean, when 
Brubeck recorded Take Five, 1 don’t think he 
prostituted himself. 1 think he just felt like he 
wanted to do Take Five. Once you have com
mercial success, you are no longer acceptable 
to the jazz establishment.

“Look how the critics raved over Cannon
ball Adderley’s early work. Then he played 
Dis Here, Dat Dere, Moanin’, Mercy Mercy, 
and all those other down home things with the
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BITIN’
THE GREEN

SHIBODA

I Ie looks as if he might have stumbled on 
stage by accident, this refugee from some chump 
change cafe, decked out in tattered sportcoat 
and weatherbeaten tweed cap. His white shirt 
soiled by who knows how many gas-forming 
bowls of chili, he barely glances up at the au
dience before launching into a torrid finger- 
snapping motion. When he tugs the everpresent 
cigarette from his mouth and starts to deliver 
the first monologue of the evening, he sounds 
every bit as deadly as he looks, his menacing 
rasp testifying to tales of chugged six packs 
and chain-consumed cartons.

Raconteur extraordinaire, poet laureate of 
the luncheonette, stripshow aficionado, 
voyeur of the great American downbeaten— 
all these terms serve to describe the 25-year- 
old songwriter, vocalist, sometime keyboard
ist, and yarnspinner known as Tom Waits. 
Jive talkin’, speed rappin’, equipped with an 
encyclopedic hunk of poetic street slang 
culled from a panoramic flirtation with the 
cavalacade of Great American Losers, Waits 
glories in the seamy world of after hours bars, 
all night cafes, rundown bus terminals, seedy 
tattoo parlors. Name the place you’d least like 
to spend the next week and chances are Waits 
not only knows about it, but plans to immor
talize it in some still half-formed monologue 
of the future.

Rhythm is his forte, the manic finger-snap- 
ping serving as the backdrop to an incessant 
collage of fantastic characters and bizarre 
events. It’s not an easy brand of music to peg; 
it owes more to the era of beatnik jazz than it 
does to rock, with a healthy dose of Tin Pan 
Alley more than occasionally making its pre
sence felt. The songs never come across the 
same way twice, as Tom’s rambling palaver 
mutates the arrangements as well as the 
general aura surrounding them. One night, 
Semi-Suite emerges as the sentimental lament 
of a truck drivin’ widow. On the next, it will 
somehow be invested with an air of humor and 
whimsicality. The Heart Of Saturday Night can 
amaze with the sheer power of its imagery one 
night, and come in the next on the back of an 
uproarious monologue detailing the weekend 
antics of a group of dragstrip rowdies.

New images and occurrences are constantly 
popping up in the songs, phrases Waits hews 
from the conversations he is eavesdroppingly 
addicted to—the cliche-ridden, daily-bur
dened, color-frocked jargon of the working 
class, a language that runs the gamut of human 
emotion, lauding the mundane at the expense 
of the maudlin.
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WITH 
TOM 

WAITS
by

Marv Hohman

“I think you’ll probably never 
go broke underestimating 
the collective taste and at
tention span of the American 
public.”

Waits first appeared on the recording scene 
back in 1973, via a debut album called Clos
ing Time. Although few copies of the disc were 
sold, somebody was evidently listening. The 
album’s opening cut was Ol' 55, a song dedi
cated to a steel Pegasus, well-worn but sturdy, 
and its highway adventures. Subsequently re
corded by Ian Matthews and the Eagles, the 
tune has already achieved mini-standard 
status. Other Closing Time goodies such as 
Rosie and Midnight Lullaby marked Waits as a 
composer of promise, one who dared to fuse 
coherent lyrics with inventive melody.

As encouraging as this debut was, it failed 
to hint at the astonishing accomplishment that 
emerged on the follow-up LP, The Heart Of 
Saturday Night. Each of the 11 cuts is a small 
gem, Tom’s musical maturity having been per
fectly wedded with his private vision of Amer
icana, circa 1970. Many of the songs sounded 
strangely out of place (much in the sense that 
the best Randy Newman material does), the 
tunes evidencing distinct ancestral connec
tions, canvassing the spectrum of American 
popdom throughout the last century.

New Coat Of Paint and Depot, Depot both 
possess a light-hearted camaraderie, a bluesi
ncss that genuflects back toward a simpler, 
less high-strung era. Drunk On The Moon and 
Fumblin' With The Blues conjure up the image 
of a citified Hank Williams, a late-night loup 
garou aimlessly cruising the porno book stores 
and raunch-ladcn swap shops. Semi-Suite and 
Please Call Me, Baby show Waits’s compassion
ate side, the latter featuring one of the more 
poignant phrases in recent lyricdom: “If 1 ex
orcise my devils/my angels may leave too.” 
Diamonds On My Windshield hints at what was 
to come on the third Waits album, Nighthawks 
At The Diner. Accompanied only by throbbing 
bass and drums, Tom delivers an 
amphetaminic rap that conveys the feel of fly
ing down an interstate during a driving 
rainstorm, metal-encased jockeys vying for 
the express lanes, the wind howling like a 
banshee. A modern day Hellhound On My 
Trail, if you will.

It is this adventurous, speed-spoken Wind
shield cut that prepares the listener for the 
radical experience of Nighthawks. A double 
album recorded “live” in July of last year, 
Waits broke new artistic ground on the outing, 
eliminating the restrictions heretofore im
posed on him by studio recording. The entire 
set pulsates with urban verve, Waits skillfully 
stitching songs like Better Off Without A Wife, 
Eggs And Sausage, and Big Joe And Phantom 



309 together with convoluted and many
faceted monologues that are themselves small 
works of art.

The following conversation took place on a 
blustery and bleak Chicago day, in the shadow 
of an overhanging elevated train platform and 
a world-famous tattoo parlor, and over inter
minable cups of coffee in a dingy round the 
clock cafe. Obviously, Tom found these sur
roundings to his liking.

Hohman: Let’s start off by talking about 
Nighthawks At The Diner. Your previous two 
albums didn’t really capture the ambience 
of your stage act. Nighthawks was a giant step 
forward in that it seemed to portray the real, 
live, onstage Tom Waits.

Waits: Yeah, I’m proud of it. Pete Christlieb 
played tenor sax on it, he’s with the NBC Doc 
Severinsen orchestra. He also drives the On
tario Motor Speedway; he just plays with 
Severinsen as more or less of a sideline. Jim 
Hughart, the bassist, he’s got a pedigree all his 
own. He does studio work in Los Angeles, he’s 
done a lot of road work with Ella Fitzgerald. 
Bill Goodwin is on drums. He lives in Poco- 
no, Pennsylvania, so he flew out for the date. 
I'd seen him before with Mose Allison in New 
York. Hughart lives in L.A., so does Mike 
Melvoin (the keyboardist on the album) and 
Christlieb. 1 was just trying to find a band that 
could naturally play what 1 wanted and not 
have to teach or tell ’em what to do. I wanted 
them to stretch out on their own.

Hohman: The first time I saw you perform 
was back in St. Louis a few years ago, when 
you were playing Kiel Auditorium as a solo 
warm-up act for Zappa and the Mothers. Not 
only were you swamped by the sheer immen
sity of the hall, with your vocals almost totally 
inaudible, but the crowd was obviously a 
rock-oriented set. They were far from being 
into a lone guy up there singing tales of bro- 
kendown autos and barroom troubles. That 
was a bad scene.

Waits: Aw, man ... the worst. I bit the 
green shiboda on that tour with Frank. That 
wasn't even the worst night, though; if I 
remember correctly, St. Louis was a snap. I 
had some real bitches on that tour. We played 
a lot in the South and ended up on Mothers’ 
Day at midnite in the Philharmonic Hall in 
New York. That tour was my own decision, 
though, 1 wasn’t doin’ anything at the time and 
Frank’s original opening act had quit. So he 
was stuck and 1 volunteered my services. It 
was like mercy killing, you know—an experi
ment that turned into a real catastrophe. The 
cats in his band were easy to get along with, it 
wasn’t their fault. Tom Fowler was in Frank’s 

band at that time, Bruce Fowler on trombone, 
Napoleon Murphy Brock, George Duke, Ruth 
Underwood .... I went out every evening 
and proceeded to ruin my evening, and the au
dience’s too, I guess.

Hohman: Your songs all seem to have a 
rootless, wandering spirit to them. Where are 
you from?

Waits: 1 grew up in Whittier, California, 
lived in Hollywood, went to high school in 
San Diego, moved back to L.A. after high 
school. I’ve been on the road doing clubs for 
about four years now.

Hohman: Did you start out working in a 
combo, or were you a solo act right from the 
beginning?

Waits: I did a few rock things; I was in a 
group called the Systems. I was rhythm guitar 
and lead vocalist. We did Link Wray stuff.

Hohman: Link Wray—that’s the guy who 
made all those killer rock instrumentals back 
in the late ’50s, Rumble, Rawhide, Comanche, 
The Swag. . . .

Waits: Yeah, Rumble was his first hit. I’ve 
been trying to pin down Frank Zappa’s guitar 
style for a long time and I think Link Wray’s 
about the closest I can get. 1 think Frank’s try
ing to be Link Wray. We did stuff by the Ven
tures, too, a lot of instrumentals. I finally quit 
that band; we had a drummer with a harelip 
and a lead guitar player with a homemade 
guitar. Actually, there were only three of us, 
so in a sense we were sort of like pioneers.

Hohman: An early power trio, huh?
Waits: Yeah, that’s it. Anyway, then I 

started writing my own stuff, and that meant 
going out and getting a lot of different kinds 
of jobs.

Hohman: What kind of jobs do you mean, 
music or otherwise? Your songs mention a 
slew of gigs, everything from pumping gas to 
flopping pizzas.

Waits: I had a lot of jobs. I worked as a 
cook and dishwasher and waiter and janitor. I 
worked in a jewelry store, a hardware store, a 
cleaners. I drove a delivery truck, an ice 
cream truck, a cab for awhile. . . .

Hohman: Did you ever have any formal 
musical training?

Waits: No, nothin’. 1 never had any real 
academic stuff, which I think becomes sort of 
obvious when you notice my pedestrian style.

Hohman: There’s an entire persona to your 
stage act that must cause some people to 
wonder whether you’re really for real, 
whether you are the same guy offstage as on. 
Are you really you?

Waits: Well, the last time I checked I was. 
You see, there has to be a certain amount of 

exaggeration in order for a performance to be 
educational as well as entertaining. I mean I 
don’t normally wear bermuda shorts and 
white socks and wingtips and read Kahlil Gib
ran, you know. I’m the closest thing to myself 
that 1 know. Does that make any sense?

Hohman: That’s surprising; I had you peg
ged for a Prophet freak. If you don’t read 
Gibran, what are some of the things you do 
read? What literary influences have affected 
your style?

Waits: Oh, you know, I read a little, not pas
sionately or nothing. I like John D. MacDon
ald, Damon Runyon, Carson McCullers. I 
like Charles Bukowski, Hubert Selby, Jr., 
John Rechy. . . .

Hohman: All the Grove Press gang?
Waits: Yeah, 1 like all those guys. I like 

Gregory Corso and Ed Sanders and Allen 
Ginsberg and Jack Kerouac, Larry McMurtry 
some of the time.

Hohman: How about Richard Brautigan?
Waits: No, no thank you, uh-uh.
Hohman: When you look at the inside 

jacket of Nighthawks and see the amount of 
lyrics and monologue, it’s almost overwhelm
ing. How do you get all of your stuff down 
pat—the rapid-fire delivery, the rhythmic 
sense, the one-liners. . . .

Waits: I don’t just sit down at a typewriter 
and write. I pick up stuff from conversations 
in bars and cafes and cabs and clubs. The 
monologue generally comes out of stuff I ex
periment with onstage.

Hohman: Some guy sitting in front of me 
during your set the other night said, “Where 
does he get all those one-liners?” It seems to 
me I’ve heard some of them before, yet others 
seem like they might be your own.

Waits: Yeah, I steal a lot of them from 
somebody else. There are a lot of tired, old 
one-liners hangin’ around that aren’t being 
used, it all depends on whether you can make 
’em palatable for what you’re performing and 
who you’re performing for. I like to get a 
chortle or two from the crowd on occa
sion. . . .

Hohman: Do you think you’ll always rely on 
the same sources for inspiration? Can you 
keep hanging around greasy spoons and Grey
hound terminals and turning what you see and 
hear into fresh, vital material?

Waits: What you essentially do is just look 
around you, take the raw material and forge it 
into something meaningful. It’s as much the 
way you deal with what you’re dealing with as 
what you choose to write about.

Nighthawks was a result of spending eight 
months on the road; it’s just a lot of travelogues

------------------- -----DAWNBUSTERS JARGON QUIZ
The first five readers to correctly match up the letters

1. Stacy Adams
2. Overdrive
3. eighty-sixed
4. beehive
5. Dynaflow
6. naughahyde
7. wolf tickets
8. mice
9. Thunderbird

10. Red Sovine
11. fat man
12. Phthirus pubis
13. Ivar Theatre
14. Napoleon’s
15. deuces and a razor blade

with the numbers will win a Nighthawks At The Diner LP, plus a bottle of Pepto Bismol,
a. five dollar bill
b. subsidiary of vinyl that makes appearance in souped-up roadsters 
c. greasy, cheesy, pizza palace in National City, Cal.
d. musicians slang for violins
e. from vaudeville to burlesque in an uneasy twitch
f. musical Buick transmission that powered TW’s Ol’ 55
g. highest hand in poker
h. trucker magazine famed for giving TW a good record review
i. inexpensive beverage loved by plasma bank habitues
j. big sole in the ghetto; pimp pedalpushers
k. item peddled in after hours clubs; sold by he who hasn’t yet 

caught his lunch
1. objet d’art flaunted by middle-aged and celluliten waitresses

m. shit out of luck, Buck; shut out on the plate, Nate
n. c&w songwriter and spiritual ancestor of C. W. McCall 
o. what you get when you fish in another man’s pond
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strung together. When you’re on the road, 
doing clubs, it’s hard to stay out of the bars in 
the afternoons. You got time to kill before the 
show. Then you hang around the club all night 
and you’re up till dawn, so you hang around 
coffee shops. It stops being somethin’ you 
do—it becomes somethin’ you are.

Hohman: Ken Nordine made a series of re
cordings in the late '50s, something called 
Word Jazz. Are you acquainted with it?

Waits: Oh yeah, I used to listen to that. I 
was listening to Lord Buckley and Lenny 
Bruce,too.

Hohman: You obviously didn’t hear those 
guys on the radio. What did you listen to when 
you were growing up?

Waits: It was mostly the hit parade, that 
kind of stuff. There are a lot of composers I 
like: George and Ira Gershwin, Jerome Kern, 
Johnny Mercer, bless his soul, Cole 
Porter. . . .

Hohman: That stamps you as somewhat of a 
throwback these days, more than a little out of 
sync with the mainstream of the American 
music scene.

Waits: Well, I do like some of the current 
people. 1 like Martin Mull, Randy New
man. . . .

Hohman: That’s one element that sets you 
apart from the majority of contemporary 
music. Both you and Newman write songs, 
tunes with a readily comprehensible lyric, and 
a discernible and ofttimes hummable melody. 
Certain songs of yours, especially New Coat Of 
Paint and Drunk On The Moon, somehow re
mind me of Hoagy Carmichael, and in a 
strange way, Hank Williams, and a lot of 
other ’30s and ’40s composers as well.

Waits: Another composer I like is Bob 
Dorough. He wrote Baltimore Oriole back in 
the ’50s; nowadays he writes mostly for kid 
shows. The first time I got hip to him was on 
an album called Poetry And Jazz. John Carra
dine was on it reading some Dylan Thomas 
stuff. Dorough did a Ferlinghetti poem, some
thing called A Dog, I think.

Hohman: Speaking of contemporary song
writers, one of last year’s more depressing 
events was the unexpected death of Tim Buck- 
ley. In many ways, both of you guys work with 
the same subject matter.

Waits: Yeah, that was a real shock. Yeah, 
old Tim—I think you’ll probably never go 
broke underestimating the collective taste 
and attention span of the American public. 
When it conies down to the hit parade, things 
are so tightassed and exclusive that the stuff 
people have to base their own musical frame 
of reference on is limited, all except for the 
people that are curious enough to go out and 
do their own research. If all you do is listen to 
the hit parade, man. . . .

Hohman: That’s one thing about Night
hawks, I can’t imagine how the record guys 
can ever pull a three-minute single out of that 
album.

Waits: Myself, 1 like Eggs And Sausage and 
Spare Parts, I’d like to hear those as singles.

Hohman: I notice you're always carrying a 
small notebook around with you.

Waits: Yeah, I’m constantly jottin’ things 
down. I keep the notebook in my pocket. 
That’s why I’m so anxious to get home after a 
few months on the road, I just dump out all my 
suitcase full of things I’ve written. I take down 
people’s conversations in cafes, then I make 
music over the notes. . . .

Hohman: You can write your own music 
then. Where did you learn to do it?

Waits: I taught myself, primarily so that I 
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could understand what I was trying to do tech
nically on the piano. Usually you write within 
a framework, however limited you are, then 
that’s as far as you’ll go. Instead of learning 
theory and then learning to play the piano, I 
learned theory through writing.

Hohman: You pick out your melody on 
piano rather than guitar?

Waits: Yeah, I don’t play much on guitar. 
Piano’s my main instrument.

Hohman: Your voice seems to have grown 
steadily coarser over the progression of the 
last three years.

Waits: Yeah, that’s due to a certain amount 
of self-abuse, I guess . . . the beer, the greasy 
spoons, Old Gold filters. . . .

Hohman: Where do you live in L.A.?
Waits: I live in a little apartment in Silver 

Lake. It’s almost to downtown L.A., a Mexi
can-Oriental neighborhood. I hang out in the 
Food House and the Casino Club, the Mo
hawk. I play a lot of craps. In fact, there’s this 
club in D.C. where I did a week. After the 
place closed up one night, all the waiters, the 
bartenders, and the manager, we all hit this 
place down the corner and threw craps until 
dawn. I made a little more than chump change 
and somehow one cat had turned on the tape 
and got the whole thing down, taped a real 
serious crap game, the yelling, everything. That 
gave me an idea for something to do on an 
album, I’m going to take a trio in the studio 
and set ’em up in the corner, hunker down and 
roll craps and tape the whole thing.

Hohman: Let’s go back to Nighthawks again. 
How long did it take to record?

Waits: Two nights. I spent two weeks

WAITS DISCOGRAPHY
CLOSING TIME—Asylum SD 5061
THE HEART OF SATURDAY NIGHT—Asylum 

7E-1015
NIGHTHAWKS AT THE DINER—Asylum 7E-2008

rehearsing for it. It was done like a club date, 
nonstop. We invited 200 people and had 
booze, tables, chairs. A stripper named 
Dewanna opened the show. The band played 
The Pink Panther and Night Train.

Hohman: How much of your audience do 
you think is hip to all the slang terminology 
you use? It seems you’ve made an exhaustive 
study of American pop culture, especially the 
underside of it. There are terms I know that 
I’m sure most people don’t, things like Thun
derbird, Stacy Adams, names like Texas 
Guinan. . . .

Waits: Yeah. Kerouac made a record back 
in ’59 on Hanover Records with Steve Allen 
and he talked about her. Her famous line was, 
“Hello, sucker.” I use stuff that’s an integral 
part of an American conversation, things we 
don’t even realize until they’re broken down. 
Like restaurant calls, you know, like “Adam 
and Eve on a log and sink ’em,” “shit on a 
shingle,” “eggs blindfolded,” “eggs over
whelming,” “chicken catastrophe.”

Hohman: What do you have planned for the 
next album?

Waits: It’s gonna be called Pasties And A G 
String and it’ll dig deeper, even farther into 
the bowels of I don’t know. We got ideas . . . 
but it’s hard to really talk about it until I get 
home and work with the concept.

Hohman: What would have happened to 
your head if Nighthawks would have started 
selling fantastically, like Springsteen’s Born 
To Run? Would your outlook have been al
tered?

Waits: I don’t know, man. I can’t make no 

predictions on anything like that, no. I think 
I’m my own handicap, so I don’t know. I never 
really expected that to happen.

Hohman: Nighthawks did make it to 166 
with a bullet on the Billboard charts, I think, 
that ought to be good enough to keep it out of 
the cutout racks for awhile.

Waits: Yeah, the bargain bin. . . . That’s 
where I might find an album I been trying to 
get my hands on, it’s called Blues Haikus, by 
Al Cohn and Zoot Sims. Al Cohn used to play 
strip joints with Lord Buckley. He’s an amaz
ing player.

Hohman: Do you think you could ever be 
really comfortable with anything other than 
the California life style?

Waits: It’s okay, I grew up there, so at least 
I’m familiar with it.

Hohman: California has often been tagged 
the home of American crackpot culture, what 
with the various religious and social 
phenomena that dot the landscape. That’s one 
thing—though you shoot lots of barbs at 
various aspects of America, you seldom make 
reference to religion.

Waits: What’re you talkin’ about, religious 
sects or religious sex?

Hohman: I mean the guru stuff.
Waits: Well, I do consult my guru before I 

do an interview.
Hohman: Who’s that, Herb Cohen or Joe 

Smith?
Waits: “I don’t know who the guy in the 

robe with the towel on his head is, but that guy 
next to him is Joe Smith.” That’s the 
punchline to an old story, one that’s so old 
that I think it might even be a Damon Runyon 
story.

Hey, did you ever read that Kerouac 
novel—it’s out in Grove—called Pic? It was 
written about ’56, published after he died, it 
was written like a Mark Twain story, all in 
phonetic black jargon.

Hohman: What about Mexico City Blues? Do 
you know that?

Waits: Yeah, Kerouac had Charlie Parker in 
there, The Wheel Of The Quivering Meat Con
ception, a lot of real strange ones. I liked that 
a lot.

Hohman: Have you ever seen any of Lou 
Reed’s poetry? Some of it is very fine, a lot 
better than the stuff he has put to music.

Waits: No, I haven’t. Real good, huh? What 
do you think of Patti Smith? Her band buries 
her, on record and on stage, too. She’s a 
merchandisable commodity and she’s being 
marketed as a poet and it just seems that under 
those circumstances that she should be a lot 
more concerned about her storytelling and the 
way she comes across lyrically. A lot of it is 
just lost.

Hohman: What do you think about that 
whole genre of music, the deco-rock brigade; 
Patti Smith, Reed, the Blue Oyster Cult, the 
Tubes?

Waits: Well, you know, cosmic debris. . . .
Hohman: Do you know who Frank Zappa 

wrote that song about?
Waits: Yeah, well, I think it was about this 

little 15-year-old boy wonder from Denver, 
the little perfect master. He’s got a Mercedes 
and a Maserati and lives in a castle. He’s been 
15 for about ten years now.

Hohman: I haven’t seen you in front of a 
hostile audience, not since that fiasco with 
Zappa. Do you get heckled much nowadays? 
What’s the worst club scene you’ve ever had?

Waits: Heckling, hell, that happens all the 
time. It’s usually affectionate hostility, you 
know, somebody who really likes what I’m co
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ASLEEP AT THE WHEEL
Sage Defenders of Western Swing

(^hicago’s suburban Lincolnwood Hyatt 

House is no home on the range. But for Asleep 
At The Wheel, the ten-piece band that’s been 
reenergizing the vital American music known 
as western swing, it was a home on the road 
during the hectic week that had them taping a 
Soundstage segment for national PBS broad
cast, as well as playing two and three sets an 
evening at the Quiet Knight.

For all the contrast with the plush-carpeted 
lobby, the phony-paneled corridors, and the 
formica coffee shop, it wasn't hard to pick out 
bandleader-guitarist Ray Benson. The tall, 
biondish man in the brocade Levis, snap 
pocket shirt, and cowboy boots was scarfing 
down the last of a Reuben sandwich. At the 
cigar stand near the hotel elevator, the sales
lady recognized Benson for his good taste as 
he choose a 90c Jamaican smoke.

"That’s the best,” she approved, “all my 
doctors smoke those.”

Well, yes, in a sense Benson’s a doctor; 
maybe not the kind his parents would have 
preferred, but nonetheless capable of curing 
souls of malaise. When the lanky leader 
strides onstage, surrounded by vocalists Chris 
O'Connell and Leroy Preston wearing rhythm 
guitars over their fancy Texas clothes, there’s 
a lightening of one’s burdens. When Lucky 
Oceans picks up the slide bar for his pedal 
steel guitar and Floyd Domino begins to warm 
up the boogie woogie piano, there’s the itch to 
tap a foot. Tony Garnier plucks away at his 
upright bass. Scott Hennige beats out country 
cum rock rhythms. Line Davis picks up a riff 
on his tenor sax—anticipation plays over the 
audience. When fiddlers Danny Levine and 
Bill Mabry cut through with some hot licks, 
it’s all whoops and hollers. Soon there’s a foot 
stomping hoedown going on, prescribed by 
Dr. Benson and administered by Asleep At 
The Wheel.

It is hard for any music buff to dismiss this 
medicine, since anyone with an ear is sure to 
hear some likeable strain in the fine amalgam 
of styles that blend into Western swing.

“Ain't nothing 1 like better than hearing a 
blues, followed by a dixieland tune, followed 
by a waltz, followed by a swing number, a 

by Howard Mandel

hoedown, followed by a Western swing shuf
fle, two-beat foxtrot, into a blues; it’s great!” 
asserts Benson. And so it is—great to hear 
Louis Jordan’s Choo Choo Ch’ Boogie, Basie’s 
Jumpin’ At The Woodside, as well as Back 
Home In Indiana and Ornithology played with 
respect, but not too much reverence.

“Our music is folk music,” Benson con
tinues, resting his boots on the back of an 
unoccupied chair. “So is a lot of jazz. As soon 
as it becomes non-contemporary, it’s a folk 
music. Count Basie’s an American folk music 
because he represents an era of music past; 
he’s a folk artist now. Basie still does it, but 
it’s not the same as his Kansas City band. 
That’s history, right there.

“Innovation, which everybody’s put such a 
premium on in the last ten years—I don’t be
lieve in it. Some people can come and in
novate and do new things, that’s fine, but it’s 
like the first guy they approached to make a 
record, a New Orleans contemporary of Kid 
Ory—he wouldn’t do it. He never made a rec
ord because he thought ‘Then everybody will 
steal my licks, and then what the hell am 1?’

“Before records, music was the same, year 
after year. It changed with the time, for sure, 
but it was based on what happened ten years 
before inextricably, as it was passed on from 
man to man. When the record thing came in as 
a whole industry, a stamp was put on innova
tion that made it good, because it will sell, be
cause no one else is doing it. Go-go-go inno
vation, bang, bang, bang; ok—everything that 
hasn’t been tried gets tried, but then you get to 
the point where you’ve tried it, it’s done. And 
as a musician I've got to choose, because what 
am 1 going to innovate? Nothing—in terms of 
complexity, or non-complexity, or in terms of 
atonality . .. we’ve had music with atonality, 
with ten different tonalities, all over the 
world, thousands of different rhythmic ideas, 
so who’s fooling anybody by saying they’re

ASLEEP AT THE WHEEL 
DISCOGRAPHY
ASLEEP AT THE WHEEL—Epic KE-33097 
TEXAS GOLD—Capitol ST-11 441
COMIN' RIGHT AT YA—■United Artists LA 038G 

doing something innovative?
“It’s time we realized what Coltrane was 

saying: Om, what it is is that music is as it is. 
And that lasts. The blues is that, it’s eternal. 
Everybody at some time, in some place feels 
that emotion, as it’s expressed in that form. 
The blues runs the gamut of emotions. We’ve 
reached the point in music where innovation 
—what is it? Just play what you’ve got in your 
head and that’s where it’s at.”

What sticks in Benson’s mind, despite his 
disclaimer, is the result of an early innovation 
in folk forms. By adding blues-based big band 
jazz lines to the hopped up dance ballads of 
the Southwest during the ’20s, Bob Wills cre
ated the first fusion music out of the elements 
of popular but dissimilar styles. Fiddle break
downs satisfied his audience, Wills and his 
Texas Playboys never losing their West Texas- 
Oklahoma roots. But the sophisticated use of 
horns garnered widespread attention and the 
rhythm section helped them move, whether 
the band was heard live in a rented dancehall 
or at a party over the crystal set. There’s not a 
Nashville musician who doesn’t appreciate 
the innovations of Wills, and his spirit obvi
ously inspires the Wheelsleepers.

“Wills didn’t let a lot of boundaries bother 
him, he just played what he was going to 
play,” says Benson, “and most of it was dance 
music. The way a lot of people have repre
sented it to me, what Bob had most of was 
style, entertainment style. The Playboys drove 
on a bus, wore matching cowboy suits, had 
horns, electric instruments, and drums . .. and 
were also a string band, with fiddles, guitars, 
steel guitars, bass. That was a band.

“There wouldn’t be no rock ’n roll bands if 
there hadn’t been Bob Wills. There wouldn’t 
have been no country-western bands without 
Bob Wills. Wayion Jennings, Buddy Holly, 
the Big Bopper, Roy Orbison, all those peo
ple were West Texas kids who grew up listen
ing to Bob Wills, and because of him went out 
to do rock ’n roll.

“Bob loved the blues, the black music of the 
day, and that was carried over to those cats 
who listened to it. Wayion’s first record had 
King Curtis on the saxophone. They had re
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spect for those musicians and their influence.
“He was a white person who emulated the 

people who were right down there doin’ it, 
making the music, having a different way of 
life. . . . Bob’s three favorite artists were 
Bessie Smith, it was like love, Emmett Muller, 
basically a jazz vocalist from the ’20s and 
’30s, and Patsy Clyde, a great, great vocalist. 
And he just loved dixieland, and New Orleans 
music. 1 got a cut of his band from 1939 or 
sometime, and it sounds just like Fletcher 
Henderson.

“Bob tried it all and he did it all well. His 
fiddle players played horn lines—some of his 
fiddle players doubled on horns, which makes 
for an extremely versatile band. Three horns 
or three fiddles at the drop of a hat, or two fid
dles and a horn; and that’s the whole thing 
with our kind of band. I’m not trying to be 
Bob Wills, though if we do a Wills tune I’m 
going to do it like Bob did it, with our over
tones. But I want to be able to do the music I 
like, and that the band likes. And to do that 
you’ve got to have a lot of different instru
ments, a lot of versatile players, and that’s 
what we’ve got.”

It was six years ago that the Sleepers started 
putting it together as a country band. Ms. 
O’Connell, Preston, Oceans, Domino, and 
Benson have been on all three of their rec
ords. Fiddler Levin was there at the begin
ning, though he left for Austin, Texas while 
the group stayed on in West Virginia, and re
turned to it much later, after they’d followed 
him west. The core of the unit goes back 
further.

“Danny and me and Lucky all grew up 
around Philadelphia,” says Ray, “and I’ve 
known Lucky since I was about five years old. 
Played in junior high school bands with him, 
been good friends with him all my life; we met 
Danny in high school.

“We started out in West Virginia, and after 
two years we moved to Oakland, California 
for two and a half years, where we picked up 
Floyd, Tony, a drummer, and another fiddler.

“We’ve had other people in the band, too. 
We went where we wanted to, added and sub
tracted when we wanted to, never had an easy 
road, we always hugged it ... so it took more 
than wanting to make a buck or wanting to be 
a star to be a band. We’ve got an exceptional 
bunch of players, and almost everybody’s in 
their 20s, so a lot of good years are ahead of 
them, too.”

Fiddler Bill Mabry is a bit older. His face 
has the tanned, weathered look of a ranch 
hand or Californian, and he appears to have 
been born in his jeans, boots, denim shirt, and 
wide-brimmed hat. He’s the kind of musician 
you expect to meet in the parking lot at a blue
grass festival, jamming on standards with a 
circle of stringmen in front of a camper.

“When the swing was goin’, back in it’s hey
day, I was too young,” Mabry says. “I could 
only listen to those guys. Then when I came 
up it was gone, so I had to wait until the 
younger guys came in.” He shows a picture of 
his grandfather taken in Texas around 1890. 
“He went to Oklahoma with a five-piece band 
that had three fiddlers—that’s one reason 1 

"The record player is my university—I've got 50 years of the 
greatest teachers in the world that I can sit right there on the 
record player... I can't read music—well, I can read it but I 
can't just look at it and know it—so that limits me in a lot of 
areas. But it frees me up, too."
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never gave it up while the music was in limbo. 
For a long time I worked one nighters with 
everybody who came through Sacramento. 1 
even played with the old cowboy, Rex Allen.

“I saw Bob Wills a couple of times. I used 
to listen to KBOO radio out of Tulsa. John 
Lee, Bob’s brother, and Leon McAuliffe (ped
al steel guitarist) broadcast from there. I 
heard them on a battery radio and got their 
licks down. Most of those guys I met later on, 
but they were ten or fifteen years older than 
me.”

Though Benson fronts the band as singer, 
guitarist, arranger, planner, and gregarious 
host, the combo isn’t totally unilateral. Every
one gets a spot in the light: Preston singing a 
wistful Running After Fools; Chris on a Loret
ta Lynn song, You Ain't Woman Enough To 
Take My Man; Floyd with a medley that in
cludes a Pinetop Smith number.

“One of us will bring a song or a sugges
tion,” says Benson. “The originals, we work 
them up a section at a time usually, depending 
what kind of song it is. Then we put it togeth
er, which is sort of the vocalist’s chore. Leroy 
wrote the bridge on The Letter That Johnny 
Walker Read" (the tune which kicks off their 
Texas Gold album with a mariachi fanfare) 
“and I wrote the middle part. We know each 
other pretty well, so any song that’s not one of 
our originals—about 60 per cent of our stuff 
—the people who’ve already heard it will re
act to, and the rest will learn a worked-up ar
rangement. Again, whoever’s doing the vocal 
has something to say about it.

“We don’t rehearse a lot; we rehearse for an 
album, we’ll rehearse a month for an album. 1 
call a number on stage and most of us will 
know it, but we’ll play around with it, sing the 
words—it’s better that way because things 
come out on stage under pressure that 
wouldn’t happen if people weren’t sitting 
there staring at us. We don’t do this when 
we’ve got 45 minutes to do a show, but if we’ve 
got two sets, the second set I’ll call a tune we 
haven’t done before. Parts will come up on 
stage—you listen, and somebody will start a 
riff or a fill, and we’ll follow; when you know 
people and you follow a riff, all of a sudden 
you’ve got three parts and the whole thing 
worked out. And that’s fun. It eliminates the 
tediousness of rehearsing. We’re highly ar
ranged, but none of the parts are written out, 
and we don’t rehearse because we rehearsed so 
many years as a younger band, and it’ll kill 
you. We all practice individually, and that 
much singing and playing makes everything so 
stale.”

Besides Wills, the list of influences Benson 
cites is long and encompassing.

“I’ll listen to all music, anything I can get 
my hands on. 1 enjoy Wynonie Harris, Roy 
Brown, Lucky Millinder, Joe Turner. I like a 
lot of modern jazz, all the bop stuff, love Art 
Tatum, Benny Goodman, Hank Williams, 
Merle Haggard, George Jones, Spade Cooley. 
All the boogie woogie piano players—Fats 
Waller I love. I like good rock music, what 
there is of it: Lee Dorsey, all the ’50s stuff, 
Jerry Lee Lewis, I can dig Johnny Cash some
times—I used to do every song he did when I 

started. Then there’s Lefty Frizzell, Loretta 
Lynn, Willie Nelson. The great people.

“There are so many, and not all of them are 
huge selling artists. Most are just good mu
sicians, people who plied the trade, did the 
craft, and were great at it; they had something 
to say, emotionally.

“That’s the whole point of music, which is 
so nebulous. The very personal reasons I do it 
come through to me in my music. I know the 
whole idea is to put it to everybody so when 
you hear somebody else doing it, even if 
they’re using a different language, you can un
derstand it. So it’s an emotional thing.

“And you know, a lot of modern music is 
totally unemotional. People can do the same 
licks with synthesizers and things that a guy 
does on horn, or that a guitarist gets with his 
fingers moving the string, shaking his ax. But 
it doesn’t have that quality; the synthesizer has 
absolutely no touch, nothing to do with you— 
it has to do with turning dials, or maybe 
manipulating slides, and they can’t fool me 
with it.

“Well, maybe on an ensemble they could 
fool me, but when you solo, when you have 
something to say ... I can't get emotional 
about it. It always sounds like it’s coming 
from a machine rather than from a human, I 
can almost sense that. It doesn’t get me off, it 
could never make me cry, and that’s the thing 
that people can do.

“I love Tammy Wynette; I can sit there and 
see her on stage, and she does the whole thing: 
the way she looks, the way she acts, the way 
she sings, it just makes me go snap. I can’t ex
plain, except that it’s an emotional reaction.

“I know better than anybody you don’t sit 
up there night after night and emote on stage 
the same song you sang a thousand times, but 
beyond that, there’s something there. Because 
1 know I’ve sung songs a hundred times, a 
thousand times, ten thousand times, and it 
can’t literally mean the same, with the words 
and all, as it did when we put it together, but 
somehow the emotions are there, or I couldn’t 
do it at all.

“It’s the fact that 1 have to take a breath, use 
this muscle and put forth this effort; you can’t 
sing if you are not really physically putting 
something into it, and when you do it physi
cally, you usually are doing something emo
tional, too. Horn playing is the same way, and 
with strings it’s the same thing: it’s the vibra
tion of your tongue or your fingers. I’ve got a 
little more, but I don’t use my electric con
trols too much—up and down volume, but I 
still use my right hand for volume because the 
harder you’re playing the louder it is, and 
that’s something I like about music. Why do 
we use an amplified bass, or acoustic guitars? 
They’re a pain in the ass to carry around, but 
they sound just right, and they make the 
rhythm. If there are any arguments about what 
rhythm is, there it is. It’s the drum and the 
bass and the piano and the guitars going 
chomp, chomp chomp chomp thump thump 
thump. There ain’t no arguing about that, or 
shouldn’t be.

“Oh, it’s loud. You don’t get two electric in
struments together these days without getting 
loud. You play loud to get tone quality elec
tronically. 1 like a fuzzy edge to the guitar, 
and I like a distorted edge with a lot of treble® 
in it, and there’s no way you can get that on a 
low volume, as I found out in over three years 
in recording studios.

“I tried playing with my amp set at 2 in the 
studio; onstage I set it at 4'/2. But then, most 
people never even use amps the size of what co
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***** excellent. **** very good. 
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AL DIMEOLA
LAND OF THE MIDNIGHT SUN—Columbia 

PC 34074: The Wizard; Land Of the Midnight Sun; 
Sarabande From Violin Sonata In B Minor; Love 
Theme From Pictures Of The Sea; Suite-Golden Dawn; 
Short Tales Of The Black Forest.

Personnel: DiMeola, electric, acoustic guitars, 
vocals, synthesizers, chimes, gong; Stanley Clarke, 
bass, vocals (tracks 1 and 3); Anthony Jackson, bass 
(track 2); Jaco Pastorius, bass (track 4); Mingo Lewis; 
percussion; Steve Gadd, drums (track I); Lenny 
White, drums (track 2); Alphonse Mouzon, drums 
(track 4); Barry Miles, electric piano, synthesizers 
(tracks 2 and 4); Patty Buyukas, vocals; Chick Corea, 
acoustic piano, marimba (track 5).

★ ★ ★ ★ ★
For a solo debut, Land Of The Midnight Sun 

is remarkably free of the self-indulgent tinker
toy excesses many other coming out parties 
subject us to. The urge to strut your stuff is 
hard to discipline; it’s your name on the mar
quee now, and you know the world will be 
watching and listening.

To DiMeola’s credit, the mystical, chanting 
aura of this work is free from a trendy, guru- 
dictated sense of cosmic dribble. In short, he’s 
not another McLaughlin clone, or a windup 
doll whose purpose in life is to pursue endless 
variations of the lost chord. True, he’s spacy, 
yet without the “mystical" drone which was 
once innovative but now has turned into 
shlock. Where others would challenge their 
amps to an endurance contest. DiMeola re
mains lyrical and melodic.

The percussive contributions of Steve 
Gadd, Lenny White, Mingo Lewis and Al 
Mouzon lay a propulsive base for Al’s long 
and exploratory solos. They seem to fire up 
and inspire the young guitarist; Lewis' 
feverishly beaten congas speed up the picking 
in a number of different directions. The 
Wizard finds an occasionally busy high- 
powered minor key rush to the top of the fret
board. On the way, notes are encountered, and 
squeezed like oranges in a luscious, yet 
tasteful, amplified ooze.

Return To Forever comrade Lenny White 
helps Lewis lay the rhythmic underpinning 
for the more interesting DiMeola work. The 
title cut features some interesting chicken
picking from a guitarist obviously enjoying his 
day in the sun. Mouzon replaces White on the 
three part Suite-Golden Dawn, and the cym
bal-bashing trapper backs up a funky, re
peated intro line.

In all candor, however, these reasons alone 
would not make this effort stand on its own, 
for DiMeola’s tasteful treatment of volume is 
a matter of public (RTF) record. What is 
special, however, is his well-honed sense of 
mellow sound. True, when playing with 
Chick, he had to fit the high-volume demands 
of the group; but on his own Al shows his con- 
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summate skill as composer and arranger in a 
more quiet setting, both by transcription and 
composition.

Bach’s Sarabande From Violin Sonata In B 
Minor docs have a couple of annoying “pops” 
(he ain’t no Christopher Parkening), yet is 
delivered evocatively. Short Tales Of The 
Black Forest, a duet with Corea, is occa
sionally frantic yet musically orgasmic in the 
coda; guitar and ivory in a private serenade. 
Yet DiMeola’s Love Theme From Pictures Of 
The Sea stands alone; a wistful, dream cloud, 
held aloft on a sustained synthesizer chord, 
evoking images of that special, joyous night 
on a deserted ocean beach.

For a guitarist barely in his 20s to discover 
even a bit of the truth is quite rare. There are 
sure to be more albums, and more delights, 
from DiMeola. —shaw

MICHAEL MANTLER/ 
CARLA BLEY

13 AND 3/4—Watt 3: Side One: 13, for piano and 
two orchestras, by Michael Mantier; Side Two: 3/4, 
for piano and orchestra, by Carla Bley.

Personnel: No less than 75 musicians participated 
in the making of this record. While they all certainly 
merit mention, a full listing would be too lengthy to 
fulfill any reasonable purpose.

★ ★ ★ ★ ★
It only makes sense that Carla Bley and 

Michael Mantier would each decide to make 
half an album, similar in concept, and com
bine the two projects in a single package. 
They arc, after all. adopted twins, creative ex
tensions of one another’s imaginative person
alities, ideally kindred enough to be the sole 
principals of their shared record label, Watt. 
Although the record jacket conveys a shrewd 
ambiguity about the matter, 13 and 3/4 are 
two independent orchestral compositions, in
tended, undoubtedly, as companion pieces. 
Regardless of whether one takes them sepa
rately or jointly, they are the finest examples 
of progressive large ensemble work written 
and recorded in America in 1975.

Mantier’s is the larger of the projects, con
ceived for two orchestras and a linking piano, 
a remarkably innovative, fairly challenging 
construction. As much as he uses the setting to 
pit contrary textures and movements against 
each other, Mantier employs the orchestras as 
devices for comparing and blending creative 
attitudes. One grouping, dominant, brassy, 
and given to circling motifs, captures the open 
air, grandiose German vision of Wagner and 
Richard Strauss; the other, responsive, swingy, 
and shamelessly bold, embodies the city night 
spirit of Ellington and Mingus. Both depend 
upon each other for contrast and are centrally 
connected by Carla Bley’s emotional piano 
excursions, alternately crazed and gentle. 
Towards the end, all of the disparate elements 
jell for a prolonged, turbulent climax.

The dichotomous European-American in
fluences abound in Bley’s piece as well, but 
then so does a more apparent sense of warmth. 
Carla has opted for a cohesive approach, 
when, at this stage, one would expect her to 
play havoc with the orchestral format. But 
then she has always exhibited a fascination 
with the drone concept, and its inherent tonal 
gravity possibilities. She casts the piece in a 
wonderfully perverted waltz time (hence the 
title, 3/4), actually more of an undercurrent 
motion than an arbitrary time signature, for 
various soloists, including Bley, observe their 
own dictations. Still, this is orderly music, un
folding hypnotically from a simple raindrop 
motif, evolving into bluesy cascades and state

ly martial passages. Only once, towards its 
conclusion, does the music burst of its own in
ner dynamism, then slips calmly, almost shy
ly, into its resolution, the restatement of the 
opening motif.

If it all seems a bit too much on the first lis
tening, stick with it. This is friendly music, the 
harvest of true community. —gilmore

TOSHIKO AKIYOSHI- 
LEW TABACKIN

LONG YELLOW ROAD—RCA APLI-1350: 
Long Yellow Road; The First Night; Opus No. Zero; 
Quadrille, Anyone? Children In The Temple Ground; 
Since Perry/Yet Another Tear.

Personnel: Tabackin, Gary Foster (tracks 1,2,4,5, 
6), Tom Peterson, Bill Perkins. Joe Roccisano (track 
3), Dick Spencer, woodwinds; Bobby Shew, Don 
Rader, Mike Price, John Madrid (track 1), Stu Blum
berg (tracks 2, 3, 5). Lynn Nicholson (tracks 4, 6). 
trumpets; Charlie Loper, Britt Woodman. Phil Teele, 
Jim Sawyer (track 1), Bruce Paulson (tracks 2-6), 
trombones; Akiyoshi, piano; Gene Cherico, bass; 
Peter Donald (tracks 1,2,4, 5), Chuck Flores (tracks 
3, 6), drums; Tokuko Kaga (track 5), vocal.

★ ★ ★ ★ ★
The arrival of the Toshiko Akiyoshi-Lew 

Tabackin Big Band is one of the most exciting 
musical events of the year. I first caught the 
band last November at L.A.’s Hermitage 
Theater along with several thousand other 
transfixed music fans. At that time we were 
transported to magical realms beyond the 
warm afternoon California sun. Now, Long 
Yellow Road makes available to us all the full 
range of spells, incantations and conjurations 
cast by the band.

Toshiko’s approach, like Ellington’s, is to 
write solo and ensemble parts tailored for 
each member’s individual strengths. Her 
woodwind voicings are especially effective. 
On Quadrille, Anyone?, for example, the rich 
bari intro of Bill Perkins ends with a dramatic 
upward line which is taken to its lofty summit 
by Tabackin’s piccolo. After the full band 
roars, excellent solo voyages are taken by 
Gary Foster on soprano and Tabackin on 
tenor. At the conclusion of the bands’ energet
ic restatement of the head, Toshiko dra
matically closes the curtain with a charmingly 
understated passage for a quintet of flutes and 
clarinets.

The most outstanding of the band's many 
strengths include: Lew Tabackin’s eclectic, 
electric soloing on tenor and flute (Tabackin 
is simply incredible!); Toshiko’s exotic, ka
leidoscopic colors and textures; the band's 
spirited ensemble work; and the fine improvi
sations of such gifted players as Gary Foster, 
Bobby Shew and Bill Perkins. All of this, and 
much more, is available on the trip down the 
Long Yellow Road. —berg

GEORGE BENSON_________
BREEZIN’—Warner Brothers BS 2919: Breezin', 

This Masquerade; Six To Four; Affirmation; So This Is 
Love; Lady.

Personnel: Benson, guitar; Phil Upchurch, rhythm 
guitar; Ronnie Foster, electric piano, Moog; Jorge 
Daito, Clavinet, piano; Stanley Banks, bass; Harvey 
Mason, drums; Ralph MacDonald, percussion; un
listed string section.

★ ★
Hearing George Benson on this album is 

like watching Marlon Brando in a Three 
Stooges movie. Such is the relationship be
tween the artist and the “art.”

It’s not that Benson is bad; a musician of his 
caliber is never bad. He can always get by on 
craftsmanship. But disco music is not a form 
designed to bring out a talent of Benson’s di
mensions. He could have telephoned in this
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one. He’s like the invincible gunfighter who 
between the big showdowns passes his time by 
picking off beer cans at a hundred paces from 
the hip. The skill is impressive, but misspent.

However it may be, Benson is a versatile 
musician. There’s nothing he hasn’t already 
proved in the company of the finest jazz musi
cians. So for this outing (his first for War
ner’s), he has put together a pleasant pop- 
oriented set with strings and disco overtones. 
Commercially, the title track, Breezin’, is 
about the strongest, with a catchy melodic 
hook made sharper by constant repetition. It’s 
also probably the most vapid of the titles. It’s 
likely to get disco play.

A hint of some real tension develops during 
Affirmation, but only in relation to the rest of 
the LP. Generally the mood is soft, even tem
pered and workmanlike. Production is sloppy. 
When five of six titles lack legitimate musical 
endings (and are just faded), one has to 
wonder about the amount of thought given 
this project.

Al Young’s annotations heap praise on Ben
son’s performance with Benny Goodman on 
the recent World Of John Hammond special 
over PBS, and with complete justification. But 
if that’s the George Benson you’re after, you 
won’t find him here. Sit back and wait for the 
Columbia LP Benson recorded with Good
man two weeks after their first encounter on 
the Hammond show. —medonough

EBERHARD WEBER
YELLOW FIELDS—ECM 1066: Touch; Sand- 

Glass; Yellow Fields; Left Lane.
Personnel: Weber, bass; Charlie Mariano, soprano 

sax; Sheni Nagaswaram; Rainer Bruninghaus, key
boards; Jon Christensen, drums.

★ ★ ★ ★
In the last few years, a new classical school 

has taken form in jazz, and while it is neither 
in reaction nor symmetrically opposed to the 
current commercial-funk melange, it does 
provide an interesting balance. By classical, I 
mean that the elements of a piece’s composi
tion are more likely to emerge from European 
considerations than a blues orientation. Solo
ists still improvise, but they don’t always 
“swing,” nor do they always place a premium 
on emotional expression. Their music is, more 
often, for the appreciation of the listener’s 
cerebral and intellectual sensibilities. (Com
pare this to the American “avant garde” 
movement, whose principals always emoted 
and swung, regardless of intellectual bents.)

On his second album, Eberhard Weber 
emerges as one of the more impressive and re
sourceful composers of this academy, possess
ing a sound grasp of aggressive dynamics, as 
well as passive buoyancy. He can hold you in 
a floating, calm state of trance, or crash that 
state with a furious plunge into headlong tur- 
bulance. Actually, the key figure in the success
ful communication of Weber’s vision here is 
not so much Eberhard himself as it is Charlie 
Mariano, an amazing and evocative saxo
phonist whose work has gone too long unno
ticed and too little praised. His strong flair for 
an Oriental temperament adds to the medita
tive quality of Touch and Sand-Glass, and his 
keen, oddly angular sense of bop phrasing 
turns Yellow Fields into a powerful and com
pelling show.

The other musicians, Rainer Bruninghaus 
and Jon Christensen, exert a warm presence in 
their performance, but neither has yet devel
oped a startling or unique personality about 
his instrument. Bruninghaus limits himself to 
a bland raindrop tone on the electric piano, 

which renders his solos as flat exercises; on 
the acoustic piano, however, he plays broad, 
oceanic sweeps, and his command rings con
vincingly. Christensen vacillates between pelt
ing his cymbals and hitting some rock-bottom 
rhythms, much in the style of DeJohnette and 
Moses, but with less decisive fervor. And 
Weber remains largely in the background, 
taking an occasional sparse but supple solo on 
his upright electric bass, and leaning forward 
(in Left Lane) to direct and drive the content 
of Charlie and Rainer’s solos.

While Eberhard still has a few problems 
committing his ideas to vinyl, Yellow Fields is 
undeniably attractive music. The prognosis, at 
this point, is good. —gilmore

MERL SAUNDERS
YOU CAN LEAVE YOUR HAT ON—Fantasy 

F-9503: You Can Leave Your Hat On; Teasin'; Feel 
Like Sufferin'; Boogie On Reggae Woman; M.S.; I Feel 
Like Dynamite; Meet Me in the Morning; Bahia.

Personnel: Saunders, organ, electric piano, piano, 
Clavinet. String Ensemble, vocals; Martin Fierro, sax 
and flute; Arthur Adams, Billy Fender, Chris Hayes, 
guitar; Tony Saunders, bass; Paul Humphrey, Larry 
Vann, drums; Shiela Escovedo, congas.

★ %
Saunders is a mediocre keyboard player 

who happened to get involved with the right 
people (viz. Jerry Garcia, on some of his tired 
adventures apart from the Grateful Dead). 
Hence this, yet another installment of his solo 
career.

Now Meri was never much of an organist 
(his main ax) to begin with, but on this album 
he proves beyond any reasonable doubt that 
he can’t sing worth a damn either. Indeed, his 
strained efforts on Dylan’s Morning make 
even that scrawny hillbilly from Hibbing 
sound like Caruso in comparison.

To give the man his due, however, he does 
have good taste. The Randy Newman title 
song, Wonder’s Boogie, and King Floyd’s Dy
namite are all great songs but, vocally, Saun
ders just doesn’t have the emotional or techni
cal tools necessary to convince the listener 
that he’s the marvelously raw, high energy 
lover those songs portray. (The juicy cover il
lustration of the title cut communicates that 
persona far more effectively than any of the 
performances.)

Likewise, Merl’d like a band that, for the 
most part, grooves and shines, with the op
tional power to kick you to your feet, with ar
resting soloists to boot—an amalgam of 
Booker T. and the M.G.’s and James Brown’s 
great groups. What he’s got is a gang of West 
Coast sessionmeisters (excepting Tony Saun
ders and the solid funk that flows from his 
bass). Sorry Meri, this is mighty thin stuff.

—adler

THE BRECKER BROTHERS
BACK TO BACK—Arista AL 4061: Keep It 

Steady (Brecker Bump); If You Want To Boogie .. . 
Forget It; Lovely Lady; Night Flight; Slick Stuff; Dig A 
Little Deeper; Grease Piece; What Can A Miracle Do; I 
Love Wastin’ Time With You.

Personnel: Randy Brecker, electric trumpet, flue- 
gelhom; Michael Brecker, tenor sax, flute; Dave San
born, alto sax; Don Grolnick, keyboards; Steve Khan, 
guitar; Christopher Parker, drums: Steve Gadd. drums 
(tracks 3 and 9); Ralph MacDonald, percussion; 
Sammy Figueroa, percussion (track 4); Lew Del Gat
to, baritone sax (track 2); Dave Friedman, marimba 
(track 6); Dave Whitman, synthesizer programmer; 
Luther Vandross, Robin Clark, Diane Sumler, back
ground vocals.

If you want the Breckers’ band for your next 
high school sock hop this album won’t disap
point you. They prove they can handle the
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Just Released!
BIRD...PRES...TRANE 

BAGS...LATEEF 
CANNONBALL &THE ELF!

‘Bird” is the premiere reissue 
oy the incomparable Charlie 
Parker with the accompani
ment of Miles Davis, Bud 
Powell, John Lewis and Max 
Roach.(SJL 2201)

JOHN COLTRANE-
WILBUR HARDEN
COUNTDOWN

The Historic Savoy 
Recording Sessions

The celebrated Savoy recordings chronicled 
the most creative period in the history of 

jazz.They were milestones in the careers of 
Charlie “Bird” Parker, John Coltrane, 

Lester Young, Milt Jackson, Yusef Lateef, 
Cannonball Adderley and Errol Garner, 
giving many of these musicians their first 

role as leaders in the recording world. Now, 
you hear them again in this giant new 

release —with performances that are sharp, 
perfectly balanced and dynamically true 
to these inspired contemporary classics.

"Pres” is an incredible 
double-LP presenting the 
entire body of Lester Young’s 
Savoy work, comprising 
thirty-five tracks in all.
(SJL 2202)

Eight Double-Album Sets!
Coltrane at his best. Along 
with the inspired playing of 
Wilbur Harden, Tommy 
rlanagan, Doug Watkins and 
_ouis Hayes. (SJL 2203)

The late alto star steps out 
with the likes of Donald Byrd, 
Paul Chambers, Kenny Clarke, 
Nat Adderley and Hank Jones. 
(SJL 2206)

Jackson is accompanied by 
tenor master Lucky Thomp
son, pianist Hank Jones and 
drummer extraordinaire 
Kenny Clarke. (SJL 2204)

Errol Garner has always 
possessed a unique inter
pretive ability. On "The Elf," 
Garner's magnificent tech
nique shines throughout. 
(SJL 2207)

THE CHANGING EACH 
OF HARLEM

Lateef performs in a remark
ably contemporary mode as 
the music is highlighted by 
a smooth rhythmic feel.
(SJL 2205)

“Swing” and “Jump" music 
from the 1940’s. By Buck 
Ram’s All Stars, Pete Brown’s 
Band, Lionel Hampton, and 
Tiny Grimes with Charlie 
Parker. (SJL 2208)

Distributed by Arista Records



Hot sound, cool performance

Tlibes vs. transistors.
Musicians and engineers 

have been debating which is 
best ever since the introduction 
of the first transistor amp.

While many musicians agreed 
that tubes had a warmer sound, 
nobody could ever deny the 
convenience of transistor amps 
which were less susceptible to 
breakage and required little or 
no maintenance.

So it all boiled down to this: 
tubes had the sound, and transistors 
had the reliability. But 
nobody could satisfactorily 
combine the best of both worlds.

Until now.
The Breakthrough.

Working closely with top 
professional musicians, the engineers 
at Yamaha found a way to capture the 
warmth and gentle overload 
characteristics of vacuum tubes using 
lightweight, solid-state FET technology. 
The result is a transistor amp that puts out a 
sound so hot that it’s winning over even the 
strongest tube supporters.
Warmth of tubes combined with FET reliability 

and tonal flexibility.
Technically speaking, the reason for tube's 

pleasant sound was that they emphasized the 
even order harmonics (especially the second 
harmonic, the octave). 
This emphasis imparts a 
pleasing choral character 
to the human ear. In other 
words, it sounds good.

The Yamaha sound en
gineers devised a way to 

even order harmonics as tubes. And it makes the 
critical difference in the Yamaha sound.

It means when you hit a Yamaha amp hard, 
especially with some added distortion dialed in, 
you get the natural distortion you'd get with a 
tube amp. But if you need a clean sound, you get 
a cleaner one than with tubes or conventional 
bipolar transistor amps.

Yamaha amps are designed to give you the 
ultimate versatility that a professional musician 
needs. A centered, defined tone that’s never 
mushy, with plenty of sustain and punch.

YÀ

(»YAMAHA

VAMAHA

ŸAMRHj

Sa
YAMAHA

Features that put you in complete control.
Each feature on every Yamaha amp has been 

engineered to give you complete control.
Take distortion. Every amp (except the B5O-115), 

has a continuously variable distortion control. 
Whether you want to dial in just a little natural
sounding distortion for extra sustain, 
or advance the control for loads 
of harmonic generation, you’re 
in command.

Take our bright control. It’s a rotary 
control, not just a switch, and it 
allows you to dial in precisely the 
right amount of extra transient attack 
you want. A little for some picking

BRIGHT di£
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latest disco beats and can deliver the slow 
tunes with sophomoric lyrics for the late 
dance squeeze plays better than any other 
dues-paying jazz musicians.

Whether record company pressure or the 
real need for a buck makes musicians with a 
respectable past opt for a middle of the dance
floor disc, the Brecker reputation isn’t well 
served by such a revisionist product. Though 
their rhythm section is tightness itself and the 
production glistens with studio expertise, only 
a couple numbers offer any musical interest. 
And rockstar-like bassist Lee is a genuinely ir
ritating singer, who gargles, tongue clicks, and 
whispers like the sappiest of the Association 
right at the most dramatic moment of an 
electric trumpet ride.

One of the bright spots is Michael Brecker’s 
Flight, a space-aged instrumental spurred by a 
booming bass and a unison line that comes 
from the Corea/Mahavishnu/Coryell/Cobham 
school of experimentation, mixed with inten
tions a la Ventures. Michael is also the only 
player whose solos are fiery.

The vocal cuts are geared for AM radio; 
Lovely Lady is heartsick, and Dig or Wastin' 
may please the palate of all the saccharine- 
addicted disco dj’s. Randy’s long break on 
Slick shows off his smooth technique before an 
expertly formulated backdrop, and Khan has 
lots of moves, prominent pushing wah-wah 
and feedback despite synthesizer strains clut
tering climactic moments.

The album as a whole seems to be an em
barrassment; we expect better from such a so
phisticated bunch as the Breckers travel with. 
Do they dance to this music? Certainly they 
don’t listen to it for amusement, though maybe 
they hope some gumchomper will. —mandel

ERIC KLOSS
BODIES' WARMTH—Muse 5077: Lady; Joni; 

Bodies' Warmth; Scarborough Fair; Mystique; Headin' 
Out.

Personnel: Kloss, alto and soprano sax; Barry 
Miles, acoustic, electric pianos, synthesizer; Vic 
Juris, guitar; Harvie Swartz, electric bass; Terry' Sil
verlight, drums.

What strikes most about Eric Kloss is the 
emotional depth of his playing. A consum
mate alto player with a strong lyric voice, 
Kloss’s music propels itself with such melodic 
feeling that one is drawn right to its core.

Take Joni (for Joni Mitchell), for example. 
The piece begins simply with acoustic piano 
and alto, the rhythm is added, then the tension 
begins to build, becoming tighter and tighter 
as Kloss moves up the register of his horn until 
finally he lets it all come down and unwind 
with a single note cry.

The musicians assembled for this date—all 
young—work beautifully with the sightless 
saxophonist; Juris is a guitarist with classical 
influences and formidable technique; Barry 
Miles (Silverlight) and his brother Terry (ac
cording to the extensive liner notes he is only 
about a year out of high school) have their 
own band and combine with Swartz to pro
duce a strong rhythm section.

Of the six compositions, all but one are 
Eric’s. They range from Lady, a funky, r&b 
tune, to Headin' Out, an avant garde composi
tion with a 12 tone influence that does indeed 
head out.

Eric’s rendering of Simon and Garfunkel’s 
Scarborough Fair is a Miles-Kloss duct that ex
plores the familiar melody without straying 
too far from the original. This duct concept is 

used again in a section of the title tune, suc
cessfully mixing a jazz and classical feeling 
with Kloss’s fine melody. —nolan

TERJE RYPDAL
ODYSSEY—ECM 1067/68: Darkness Falls; Mid

nite; Adagio; Better Off Without You; Over Birkerot; 
Fare Well; Ballade; Rolling Stone.

Personnel: Rypdal. guitar, string ensemble, 
soprano sax; Torbjorn Sunde, trombone; Brynjulf 
Blix, organ; Sveinung Hovensjo, 6 and 4 string Fen
der bass; Svein Christiansen, drums.

* * * 1/2
Most of Rypdal’s musical inspiration seems 

to be in the form of a chordal continuum, an 
often dirge-like attempt at picture painting. 
Immersion into the sound is not unlike soak
ing in a whirpool bath with the door locked; 
there’s a kind of magnetic feeling of magical 
hypnosis that catches you in its grasp and 
takes you on a soothing pleasant ride to a kind 
of fantasyland oblivion.

In the great majority of instances, the sus
tained, minor key organ notes of Brynjulf 
Blix, the ever-climbing scaler subtleties of 
Rypdal plus the Rudd-like growls and bleats 
of bonist Sunde are captivatingly enrapturing. 
At its frequent best, there are few peers; and 
very few comparative references or juxtaposi
tions. Fare Well is probably the most out
standing example, with the string ensemble 
work of Rypdal underscoring the trombone 
and guitar with a seemingly perpetual note, 
hanging in mid-air.

At frequent points, we are subjected to a 
bevy of melodic anchors, repeated lines in
tended to provide both a launching pad for the 
quasi-atonal vagueness and a rhythmic point 
of reference for the more-grounded listener. 
Oftentimes, these devices will be an endlessly 
reiterated bass line, such as Hovensjo’s ghost
ly, marching cadence on Midnite, or his rock
like floorboard work on Rolling Stone, where 
his timely pulsations help restrain Rypdal, 
who, in a burst of occasional self-indulgence, 
plays footsie with the wah-wah pedal, obvi
ously trying for a higher reality.

These intermittent gymnastic exercises are 
one of the very few things keeping this ex
traordinary guitarist from the rarified air of 
true artistry. The mixes and textures are 
definitely first rate, yet over the course of a 
lengthy two record set, his main fault is 
revealed; either by choice or necessity, his 
scope and repertoire are limited.

True, there are significant departures; the 
bluesy tones of Darkness Falls arc definitely 
something new for the Norwegian virtuoso. 
Overall, the playing is perfect, clean, spotless 
and uncommonly flawless. Yet the thought of 
a picker with such a sublime, pristine sense of 
dreamy beauty is sobered by the clinical ex
cellence of his work. Spontaneity is often ab
sent. Concurrently, one hopes that in the fu
ture his attack will be broadened. New vistas 
need to be explored, new frontiers conquered. 
Rypdal’s gone far; he’s even defined a new. 
highly individualistic approach. However, the 
spaciness is starting to wear a bit thin; he has 
the dexterity of style and imagination to grow 
further. —s/ww

CHARLES EARLAND
ODYSSEY—Mercury SRM I-1049: Intergalactic 

Love Song; Sons Of The Gods; Cosmic Fever; From My 
Heart To Yours; We All Live In The Jungle; Phire; 
Journey Of The Soul.

Personnel: Earland, Arp synthesizers, organ, elec
tric piano, Clavinet, Echo-plex. background vocals; 
John Abercrombie, guitar (tracks 1,3. and 7); Robert 
Lowe, guitar (tracks 1,3, and 7); Jack Turner, guitar 
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(tracks 2, 4, 5, and 6); Ron Carter, bass (tracks 1,3, 
and 7); Billy Colburn, bass (tracks 2,4,5, and 6); Abe 
Speller, drums (tracks 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, and 7); Howard 
King, drums (tracks 1, 3, and 7); Norman Connors, 
drums (track 3); Lawrence Killiam, congas and per
cussion; Hosea Cheo Santos, percussion (tracks 2, 4, 
5, and 6); Richard Himsvark, Arp Odyssey synthe
sizer (tracks 1, 3, and 7); Arthur Grant, tenor sax 
(tracks 5 and 6), lead vocal (tracks 2, 5, and 6); Mi
chael Urbaniak, violin (track 3); John Blair, violin 
(track 7); Randy Brecker, electric trumpet (tracks 3 
and 7); Gene Skinner, Vernon Brown, Jr., and Robert 
Brooks, background vocals (tracks 4, 5, and 6).

★ V2
Wait a second! Do you ever read the per

sonnel section above or do you go right to the 
heart of the review? Well, that list of musi
cians is a backbreaker to compile, and I 
would appreciate it if you would take the time 
to scan over it. Now, undoubtedly you recog
nize some of those names, respected and 
talented musical craftsmen all. Maybe, like 
me, you’ll think, "Hmm ... Earland, Aber
crombie, Carter, Urbaniak, Brecker; this 
looks like hot stuff.” Save your expectations. 
Never have so many joined together to create 
so little.

Partially, recording technology must take 
the blame. What little personality Earland’s 
guests were allowed to project in their per
formances has been buried in an abominable 
mix. At points on Odyssey, ten musicians (in
cluding two drummers) play at the same time, 
yet only Earland’s keyboards and, strangely, 
Jack Turner’s guitar solos, penetrate the din. 
The rest are buried, lost in the nether world of 
a capricious mixdown, likely the computer 
variety.

Beyond that, Earland seems caught up in 
the mid-’70s jazz quandary, whether to fly or 
to bump, and his reluctance to commit him
self either way results in some fairly unin
spired music. The better moments, clearly, are 
the straightforward instrumental tracks, Inter
galactic Love Song, Cosmic Fever, and Journey 
Of The Soul, all rough approximations of the 
two-chord style of rock modality, fused with 
genuinely moving Latin-derived rhythms. 
Pleasant enough stuff, but Earland doesn’t 
know when to stop running engaging motifs 
into the ground.

The vocal tracks (Sons Of The Gods, We All 
Live In The Jungle, and Phire) feature saxo
phonist Arthur Grant’s gruff Sly Stone imita
tions, and are virtual throwaways. Dressed un- 
disguisedly for the disco market, they’ll never 
make it unless somebody bothers to remix 
them. Discos like it hot, not dull.

Charles Earland once asserted that his 
music was not of this planet, and maybe once 
it certifiably embraced that possibility. But 
don’t be fooled by the cosmic fever which 
grips nearly every title on the album: Odyssey 
is Earland at his most mundane. —gilmore

ARCHIE SHEPP
THERE’S A TRUMPET IN MY SOUL—Arista- 

Freedom Al 1016: Suite: There's A Trumpet In My 
Soul, Samba Da Rua, Zaid Part One: Down in Brazil- 
Suite Part Two: Zaid Part Two, It Is The Year Of The 
Rabbit, Zaid Part Three.

Personnel: Shepp, tenor and soprano saxes; Char- 
less Majid Greenlee, trombone; Ray Draper, tuba; 
Roy Burrowes, trumpet and fluegelhom; Alden 
Griggs, trumpet and fluegelhorn; Walter Davis, elec
tric piano; David Burrell, piano; Brandon Ross, gui
tar; James Garrison, bass; Vishnu Wood, bass; Beaver 
Harris, drums; Nene Defense, percussion; Zahir 
Batin, percussion; Semenya McCord, vocal (track 1); 
Bill Willingham, vocal (track 4); Bill Hasson, poetry 
and recitation (track 7).

★ ★ ★ 1/2
Actually the brass in Shepp’s bearing has 

been somewhat fogged in this lush outing by 

echoing acoustics and the interruption of a 
storm of soul searching for a robust travel
ogue. Though there’s the suspicion of tamper
ing, the saxman’s energetic, dramatic ideas 
ring out strongly; there are depths to be ex
plored as well as surfaces to enjoy.

Semenya’s sweet, spiritually sincere open
ing declamation, nearly severe, is at another 
end of the spectrum from the sophisticated, 
nearly decadent ease with which the saxist 
spins a Samba. Zaid is the meaty centerpiece, 
an exercise reminiscent of Doraueschingen 
concerts of ’67. But before the listener gets to 
the wooly, reed-splintering, raw and howling 
jazz, Willingham comes on with a deep, roll
ing invitation to Brazil. The suite is picked up 
midway through on side two, and roars along 
until a solitudinous Garrison overdub leads 
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into the nicely framed poetry. This is disap
pointing because it appears trombonist 
Greenlee, Zaid’s composer, was robbed of a 
solo somewhere between the edits.

Each of the keyboard players gets a lengthy 
solo, Davis scampering on electric piano 
with little individuality, while Burrell makes 
the amazing discovery of a pianistic equiva
lent for his leader’s smeared phrases and 
thereby recharges the blaze with his inspira
tion. Even through the wash of sound it’s pos
sible to hear guitarist Ross, delicate and wiry, 
stretching nylon strings.

Shepp himself is here, somewhere. The man 
is among the most complex black classical 
musicians. He’s as bluesy as anyone, a superb 
colorist, an ambitious composer, a stylist ca
pable of an evergrowing range, and a political
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literate who’s frequently tried to fill his music 
with as much substance as fury. This LP is nei
ther his most accessible nor his most success
ful, but provides another glimpse into a musi
cal life that may inform the jazz of the ’70s as 
it reformed the music of the ’60s. If Trumpet 
doesn’t strike a chord, don’t dismay—there’s 
always more Shepp to come. —mandel

PHIL WILSON/
RICH MATTESON___________

THE SOUND OF THE WASP—ASI Records 
ASI-203; What Wasp?; Hey Man!; Hassles; Another 
Balance; Red Flannel Hash; The Sound Of The Wasp; 
Hills And Valleys; Carrob; A Breath Of Fresh Air; 
What's Her Name?; Kilgore Trout; That Wasp.

Personnel: Wilson, trombone; Matteson, valve 
trombone, euphonium, tuba; Jack Peterson, guitar, 
Lyle Mays, piano; Ed Soph, drums; Kirby Stewart, 
bass.

* * ★ 1/2
The Sound Of The Wasp is a positive indica

tion of the vitality and health of the collegiate 
jazz scene. Combining the talents of teachers 
(Phil Wilson of the New England Conservato
ry, Rich Matteson of North Texas State, and 
Jack Peterson who developed Berklee’s guitar 
program), alumni (Ed Soph, NTS) and stu
dents (Lyle Mays and Kirby Stewart of NTS), 
this set radiates a high level of professional
ism.

Among the collection of fine charts, my 
favorites include Peterson’s driving up-tempo 
samba, Hey Man!; Matteson’s Hassles, a boun
cy boppish line superimposed over the 
changes of Just Friends; Wilson’s mysterious 
major/minor Another Balance; and the taut 
rock samba, Kilgore Trout.

The improvisations are generally first-class. 
Peterson, whom John Abercrombie credits as 
a major influence, is an outstanding guitarist; 
his work in the ballad A Breath Of Fresh Air 
and in Hey Man! is excellent. Mays’ fiery 
pianistics highlight Hey Man! and the 
keyboardist’s own Kilgore Trout. Of the two 
trombonists, Phil Wilson is by far the most 
impressive. His three-minute discourse in The 
Sound Of The Wasp forms a cogent but com
prehensive lexicon of the trombone’s full 
range of technical possibilities. In contrast, 
Matteson’s valve bone work sounds forced. 
While Matteson is a good player, he seldom 
attains Wilson’s level of drive, swing and dar
ing.

The cohesive ensemble playing and the 
rhythmic interactions of Mays, Stewart and 
Soph are the other elements, which along with 
the compositions and improvisations, make 
this disc a solid effort. —berg
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PATRICE RUSHEN_________
BEFORE THE DAWN—Prestige P 10098: Kick

in' Back; What's The Story; Jubilation; Before The 
Dawn; Razzia.

Personnel: Rushen, keyboards, synthesizers, tam
bourine, and cabasa; Josie Janies, vocal (track 2); 
Oscar Brashear, trumpet and fluegelhorn; George Bo
hannon trombone; Hubert Laws, flute (tracks 3 and 
4); Hadley Caliman, tenor sax (tracks 1 and 2); Lee 
Ritenour, guitar; Charles Meeks, bass; Tony Dumas, 
bass (track 3); Ndugu, drums (tracks 1 and 2); Harvey 
Mason, drums (tracks 3, 4, and 5); Kenneth Nash, 
percussion (tracks 3 and 4); Nate Alfred, percussion 
(tracks 1, 2, and 5).

The last year or so has been an uncommon
ly kind period for ascendant stars of all sorts, 
but few of them have been able to eclipse the 
luminaries that shone before them. Which do 
you prefer, a new Dylan, or a new Coltrane? 
There are plenty of both to choose from. The 
growing popularity and acceptance of a de-
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serving talent such as Patrice Rushen bears 
out the maxim that everything that rises must 
converge. Or, more simply, Patrice was in the 
right place at the right time. A young (21 
years) female, Rushen plays keyboards dy
namically, and fuses her approach to the in
strument with a bright eclectic sense of con
temporaryjazz forms. The critics, and to some 
degree the buying public, have proved recep
tive to just such a phenomenon. While Patrice 
has hardly received the groundswell attention 
and promotion that might endanger her long
term acceptance, her first album, Prelusion, 
received unanimous acclaim, and as a result 
she did too.

From the evidence of the new Before The 
Dawn, it would appear that Patrice can handle 
the praise. Dawn is as musically solid as its 
predecessor. Patrice sounds more assertive 
here as a group leader, plus a bit more inter
ested in establishing her commercial creden
tials.

That commercial interest vibrates appeal
ingly in the opening numbers, Kickin' Back, 
with its indebtedness to Hancock, and What’s 
The Story, a vocal strut with Josie James doing 
the honors. On the remaining less-confined- 
to-ceremonious-cliche-numbers, Rushen dis
plays a striking sense of personality on every 
instrument she touches, whether it be acoustic 
or electronic. This sense, combined with a 
mature approach to dynamics, is what renders 
Rushen such a refreshing force in the current 
jazz-rock amalgam muddle. Consider the 
closing piece, Razzia, a comparatively long, 
dramatic composition that never indulges in 
the kind of overstatement that Hancock and 
Corea are occasionally given to. Patrice’s 
modesty underlines the other musicians state
ments in an effective and intelligent fashion, 
without sacrificing her own profile. One sus
pects, however, that she does tend to restrain 
her adventurous proclivities in the interest of 
keeping her general audience comfortable. 
But Patrice has plenty of time. Her wings are 
young. —gilmore

JOHN PAYNE “7
BEDTIME STORIES—Bromfield BR-2: Snow; 

Fancy Free; Song For Love; African Brother; Scenes 
From A Journey; Thelonious Funk; Rush.

Personnel: Payne, tenor and soprano sax, flute; 
Louis Levin, electric and acoustic piano, Clavinet, 
synthesizer; Scott Lee, electric and acoustic bass; 
Gerald Murphy, drums; Les Lumley, congas; Robert 
Kuumba, cow bell.

★ ★ ★
John Payne’s music consists of an eclectic 

amalgam of rock, pop and neo-bop. Played 
with conviction and energy, the music re
flects a high level of cohesion which suggests 
a working group with a fair measure of expe
rience.

The dominant force is Payne. His Trane- 
inflected soprano is especially effective. On 
Donald Byrd’s Fancy Free, for instance, 
Payne’s lyrical and hard-driving sides are 
both effectively juxtaposed. Payne’s poignant 
Hute work on Levin’s tender ballad, Song For 
Love, is also impressive. His tenor work, 
which seems to reflect the influence of Jr. 
Walker, King Curtis and Plas Johnson, is, 
however, unconvincing. It tends to be too 
cautious and tentative.

Louis Levin is the other prominant voice in 
the band. His writing—Snow, Song For Love, 
and African Brother—and electric and acous
tic work are solid. Strong, supple rhythmic 
support is provided by bassist Scott Lee and 
drummer Gerald Murphy. —berg
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ANDREW HILL
ONE FOR ONE—Blue Note BN-LA459-H2: One 

For One; Diddy Wah; Without Malice; Poinsettia; Illu
sion; Fragments; Euterpe; Erato; Pax; Eris; Calliope.

Personnel: Hill, piano. Tracks 1-3; Bennie 
Maupin, Pat Patrick, woodwinds; Charles Tolliver, 
trumpet; Ron Carter, bass; Ben Riley, drums. Tracks 
4-6: Maupin, woodwinds; Carter, bass; Freddie 
Waits, drums. Tracks 7-11: Joe Henderson, tenor sax; 
Freddie Hubbard, trumpet; Richard Davis, bass; Joe 
Chambers, drums.

* ★ ★ ★
England. Strings 

from Sweden. Strings 
from the United States. 
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I respect as an artist 

are D Angelico guitar 
strings. They were

professional who
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NEW YORK
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SAM RIVERS
INVOLUTION—Blue Note BN-LA453-H2: Pre

cis; Paean; Effusive Melange; Involution; Afflatus; 
Helix; Violence; Pain; Illusion; Hope; Lust; Desire.

Personnel: Rivers, tenor and soprano sax, flute. 
Tracks 1-6; James Spaulding, woodwinds; Donald 
Byrd, trumpet; Julian Priester, trombone; Cecil 
McBee, bass; Steve Ellington, drums. Tracks 7-12; 
Andrew Hill, piano; Walter Booker, bass; J. C. 
Moses, drums.

★ ★ ★ ★ ★
The last couple of years have seen an enor

mous increase in reissues, as major labels have 
sought to benefit from a younger generation’s 
veneration for influential artists they may 
have missed. What especially distinguishes the 
Blue Note reissue series, though, are the sever
al albums for which that heading is a 
misnomer. Producer Michael Cuscuna has un
earthed a number of long-forgotten sessions 
which were never issues once, let alone reis
sued here, and the series' “twofer” format has 
been utilized to at last reveal these unrcleased 
treasures.

Three of the four discs here were recorded 
in the latter ’60s under the aegis of Andrew 
Hill. For most of this decade. Hill’s highly 
personal piano and subtle, nervous composi
tions have been absent from the jazz scene, 
but in the last two years he has recorded for 
two labels in a variety of contexts. If the slow 
fade on electric music continues, the time and 
place may be right for Hill to once again 
emerge as an important creative leader for 
modern jazz.

He was certainly that during the ’60s, al
though his music was, comparatively, un
known. His Blue Note dates established him 
as a composer of taut, challenging vehicles 
and as a quirky, economical and understated 
pianist whose asymmetrical use of space and 
crafty retooling of a small motif extended cer
tain stylistic aspects of Mal Waldron. A good 
illustration of this is the thinking-man’s funk 
of Diddy Wah, where the typically short piano 
solo is nearly empty of “ideas,” preferring to 
dissect a single riff with the dual scalpels of 
space and melodic inversion.

In addition to offering priceless material 
for Hill aficionados. One For One is an excel
lent introduction to Hill’s music. It comprises 
three sessions of divergent goals and makeup, 
a panorama of the pianist’s musical interests. 
Side one. sporting the front line of Maupin. 
Patrick and Tolliver, is from 1970 and forms 
an interesting counterpoint to other develop
ments of that time. Maupin’s bass clarinet on 
Diddy Wah has echoes of his participation in 
Miles Davis' Bitches Brew; Tolliver's solo on
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the same tune makes use of the three-note 
phrase Miles initialed as his own on In A Si
lent Way.

Here and on sides three and four—featuring 
Henderson and Hubbard in a 1965 session— 
Hi I proves himself an exquisite small-group 
arranger: the horns dance and weave on the 
heads, and bracket and underscore the piano 
solos with aggressive support.

Side two (1969) features Hill’s quartet in 
conjunction with a string quartet, directed by 
Kermit Moore. As expected. Hill's writing for 
strings is like nothing else; it is thin, often 
anemic, but correspondingly gentle and frag
ile, even at the faster tempos. Like his own 
piano work, the lines often stem from no clear 
melodic pulse; instead, they skirt around the 
always strongly defined rhythms in a gratify
ing off-balance.

The pianist’s style at this time was strongly 
disposed towards this nervousness, the phras
ing often tenuous if not exactly unsure. But his 
earlier dates, like his recent ones, literally ex
plode with authority and assurance at the key
board. Sides three and four, with another for
tuitous rhythm team—Richard Davis and Joe 
Chambers—is tough and lean, yet full-bodied 
and strongly swinging. Euterpe is busy as hell, 
with Hubbard a raging fire-eater and Hender
son’s grounding in Coltrane never more evi
dent: he’s ordered and brash. Hill’s accompa
niments, as throughout all his work, are peer
less. His compositional sehse of structure is a 
pervasive force working in everyone’s solos, 
and his solos are expansive and bold, reveling 
in long lines that retain his essential thrift. 
This is a giant session bridging the hard-bop 
mainstream and the edges of the avant-garde, 
and an important addition to the recorded 
legacy of all concerned.

Only six months later, Hill was leading a 
session that trod that same bridge from the 
other side. Although it was Hill’s date, the six 
emotion-titled pieces that resulted have been 
released on Sam Rivers' Involution—Rivers 
played as part of Hill’s quartet—along with a 
major and truly remarkable sextet session 
Rivers led in 1967.

Again, Hill’s playing at this time was force
fully directed. His compositions, though, stem 
from different sources than earlier: Lust And 
Desire are less lyrical in any traditional sense, 
and the aptly-named Violence is an uncompro
mised avant-garde performance owing at least 
something to Cecil Taylor. On the faster 
pieces. Hill accompanies sternly with great 
crashing chords; on slower tunes, the chords 
muse quietly, with undiminished energy, be
hind the main event.

And the main event on most of the tracks is 
Sam Rivers. Virtually unrecognized in 1966, 
this material thrusts his individuality under 
our noses. For even then he was one of the 
New Music’s most fascinating players, ranging 
freely with intense imagination and order. Re
stricted to tenor for this date, his solo on Vio
lence slashes across the liberated composi
tional landscape, flycasting emotionally in a 
sustained bout with “cliche-free” improvisa
tion. On Illusion—which is also presented, 
quite differently, on One For One—Rivers 
opens with a solid riff-idea that is organically 
enlarged, Rollins-like, into a strong-willed 
solo of resilience. And on Hope, he sings 
heartily, at first yearning on the slow intro
duction and then determined when the tempo 
picks up. The quartet was rounded out by 
Walter Booker, whose bass is an important 
anchor and empathetic melodic contributor, 

and J. C. Moses, adapting himself to the shift
ing moods.

A year and ten days after the Hill recording, 
Rivers led Spaulding, Byrd, Priester, McCall 
and Ellington in a session that should be 
ranked among the key events in Rivers' ca
reer. Preceding his startling big band LP Crys
tals by some seven years, Rivers’ linear com
positional style is shown here in full, if minia
turized, bloom. The resulting tracks offer 
stupendous charts and clear, adventurous per
formances by a group that deserved to be re
corded more than once.

Rivers’ solos are the least constricted—ac
tually, only drummer Ellington was as far 
along as Rivers at this time—but they avoid 
all the avant garde pitfalls. Foreshadowing 
his later recordings, Rivers puts in appear

George Benson and his
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ances on tenor, soprano and flute, erupting 
from the ensembles or after a sideman’s state
ment with his clear, mature perspective on 
musical freedom.

The contributions of all are vital and 
strong. Cecil McBee is the axis on which the 
music revolves; Ellington’s choice of color- 
istic figures and multi-metered solos are out
standing. Priester and Byrd acquit themselves 
well, but Spaulding will probably be the 
underrated participant; his playing, both 
tonally and conceptually, is the unifying fac
tor linking Rivers’ advanced precepts and the 
older style of the brass men. Rivers had taken 
the “little big band” format and given it a 
unique, wrenching twist on this session. It is a 
most significant milestone in his brilliant ca
reer. —lesser
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At the time of Sarah V 
turned out to be a five-

aughan’s last Blindfold Test (db 1 Z9/69) she was in the middle of what 
/ear hiatus in her recording career. Eventually she returned to the LP

scene for a series of Mainstream albums. That association ended a while back and Sass has 
recently signed with Atlantic.

Regardless of her affiliations or record sales, she has continued to impress her contempo
raries as a nonpareil artist who, as Duke Ellington would have put it, is beyond category. 
Though she came up ir the bebop era, is a proficient pianist, and was frequently associated 
with Gillespie and Parker, there is no doubt that had she been trained for It, she could have 
made a superb opera singe'. (The Leontyne Price track was included in this test at the sug
gestion of her husband, Marshall Fisher, who had tipped me off that this was her favorite 
singer.)

Though she is singing more exquisitely than ever, she still has not won a Grammy Award; 
such honors are reserved for the likes of Bette Midler and Olivia Newton-John.

Sarah was given no information about the records played.

1. ESTHER SATTERFIELD. Lift Every Voice 
And Sing (from Once I Lbved, Sagoma). Sat
terfield, vocal; Chuck Mangione, arranger.

You know, that song is, to me, like The Star 
Spangled Banner is. I really don’t appreciate it like 
that. Period! I have nothing else to say (laughs)... 
I really don’t. I never heard'it done like that before!
We used to sing it in churcih ... you know? I don’t 
like nothing about it. I’m sorry. I really don’t.

guess the middle must have been too high, or 
something, so they changed key, and then when 
they got back to the last part they went back to the 
or ginal key again ... (sighs)... I don’t know.

Feather: Just no message?
Vaughan: Well, no. Who was it?
Feather: No stars?
Vaughan: Well, who was it?
Feather: One star? Hall a star?
Vaughan: Well, if you can gather from what I 

said, I’ll let you give it the stars (laughs).
Feather: It was Esther Satterfield. You’re 

shocked?
Vaughan: I am, because she doesn't sound like 

that with Chuck Mangione, does she? I like some 
of her stuff. I wonder wh^ she did it like that, or, 
rather, I wonder who arranged it that way.

2. LINDA HOPKINS. You’ve Been A Good 
Old Wagon (from Me And Bessie, Columbia). 
Hopkins, vocal.

I know who it is but I just can't think of her name, 
because I recorded one of her songs, and if I told 
you the song, then you'd know I know who she Is. It 
was Blues ... Blues ... mmmmm. Something like 
Blues In The Night, or something. Anyhow, I would 
say that's excellent, because I love the way she 
sings. I just can’t think of her name, but I have the 
album. I’m not really up oh my blues singers, you 
know. I just know Bessie ... and Dinah. But she at
tacks the blues—she just gets right into it—hits it 
hard and tells it like it is.) And that's it. I'd give it 

five stars, because you know there's so few peo
ple, I think, that can sing the blues. I mean, there's 
a lot of people who sing the blues, but there's so 
few I think who can sing the blues—and I think she 
can sing the blues, in fact, I know she can sing, 
period! ... I remember the name: Linda Hopkins!

3. PATTY WEAVER. Spring Will Be A Little 
Late This Year (from As Time Goes By, 
RE/SE). Weaver, vocal; Mundell Lowe, ar
ranger; Gerry Vinci, violin.

That was nice. I don't know who it is. I've heard 
the voice before, or maybe I haven't. Sounds like I 
have. The song is beautiful, and I think I recorded 
that some time ago. Yes, I liked the sound, the 
phrasing. A baby-type sound, but it’s nice. The ar
rangement is beautiful. Who is the fiddle player? 
Who’s playing the violin on the end? It's beautiful. 
I'd give it three and a half stars. The arranger I'd 
give five stars.

4. FLORA PURIM. San Francisco River (from 
Open Your Eyes, You Can Fly, Milestone). 
Purim, vocal; Purim, Neville Potter, com
posers; Airto, percussion.

Nice. I don’t know who it is. It has that South 
American flavor, which is always good. If I was 
rich I'd have me a home in South America. Now you 
know I'm not rich, because I don’t have a home in 
South America. I love South America. Rio, anyway.

Feather: Does she sound like Rio to you?
Vaughan: Yeah, it sort of has that straight 

tone—no vibrato. Was that both her, or someone 
else? She dubbed the other part? That rhythm was 
just no end! I’d give her three stars. I’ve heard ... I 
have a lot of records at home which, everytime I 
go to South America I bring back a bunch ... and 
I've heard ... I hate to say, better. I'd give it three 
stars.

Feather: It was Flora Purim.

Vaughan: You know, that’s the first time I've ac
tually sat and heard her, and I've met her—just met 
her recently. In fact she was backstage at the club 
to see me when I played the Roxy. Now I'm glad 
I've heard her.

5. LEONTYNE PRICE. Un Bel Di (from High
lights From Madame Butterfly, RCA).

It must be Leontyne Price. Got to be. I’m going to 
see her, I think. (To her husband) Have you got the 
tickets? The last time I saw her she was by her
self, just the piano, and the page turner, who is the 
most important person up there. I've never seen a 
concert like that before, but this time she's going 
to be with the Philharmonic, I think. That's my 
favorite singer. But a person like that, you just 
listen to ... and wish you could. Five stars.

Feather: Did you never even start to sing 
opera?

Vaughan: No, I just always thought of it. I don't 
even think my mother knew. But now I've been 
doing things with the symphonies, and I feel as 
though I am. I heard an album of Barbra Streisand 
doing classicals. I liked it. She must have been 
doing this for years, because ... the language, it's 
hard. She put a lot of time in it, I'm sure.

Feather: Well, you could do that, I’m sure.
Vaughan: Yeah, English. I don’t know any 

foreign languages too well. I could do it if some
body was there coaching me. My favorite 
language is Portuguese.

Well, that’s five stars. Whatever you play of hers 
is five stars.

6. CAROLYN FRANKLIN. From The Bottom 
Of My Heart (from If You Want Me, RCA). 
Franklin, vocal, composer; Wade Marcus, 
arranger, conductor.

Is that the girl with the Staple Singers? I'm not 
sure whether she's ever made one by herself, so I 
really don't know who it is. Pretty song. I don't 
think it's Gladys Knight. You don't ever hear 
Gladys Knight without the Pips, do you? The ar
rangement’s not bad. Could have been Gene Page, 
but I don't know. I’d give it two and a half stars.

7. MARIA MULDAUR. Squeeze Me (from 
Waitress In A Donut Shop, Warner Bros.). 
Muldaur, vocal; Benny Carter, arranger, 
conductor.

I can't think of her name. I think I met her at Earl 
Palmer's house. What's the song she recorded that 
I like ... the first song I think she did. It was a hit. 
Midnight At The Oasis, that’s it.

Feather: You recognized the arranger before 
you recognized the singer.

Vaughan: Well, yes. Benny Carter. He's just one 
of the greatest musicians, arrangers, and persons.

I've heard the song. I know it’s an old, old song, 
but I never heard it done like this. She reminds me 
of the singer who was married to Red Norvo. 
Mildred Bailey. Yeah, I liked that. I’d give it four 
stars.

8. RAHSAAN ROLAND KIRK. Giant Steps 
(from The Return Of The 5000 Lb. Man, 
Warner Bros.). Kirk, tenor; John Coltrane, 
composer; Betty Neals, lyrics; Frank Foster, 
arranger.

Well, there are probably some very good musi
cians on there, but it didn't do nothin’ to me. I don't 
know. I guess I heard it, but didn't. Let's put it like 
that. I don't know the tune; that’s the first time I 
ever heard it.

Feather: It’s an old Coltrane tune, Giant Steps. 
But it's not Coltrane playing.

Vaughan: Oh, what a pity. Gee, I'm glad it wasn’t 
him and I didn't recognize him. I’d give it one star I 
didn’t like the harmony that the vocal group—I 
don’t think it was their fault; I guess it was whoever 
wrote it. db
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PrafHe. I
THE FOWLER 
BROTHERS 
by lee underwood

Even if you’re nof a long-haired musician who 

digs Duke Ellington, Frank Zappa. Johnny Griffin, 
Igor Stravinsky, Jimi Hendrix, John Coltrane, 
Aretha Franklin, Eric Dolphy, Mahavishnu, and 
Chick Corea, Salt Lake City is a peculiar place in 
which to grow up.

On the one hand, it's an odd, out of the way, 
"pass-through" town that perches on the ledge of 
a giant saltwater lake in the middle of what seems 
to be an endless wasteland of flat and rocky 
desert country. It is a close-knit, clean-cut com
munity dominated by Mormon Puritanism.

On the other hand, Salt Lake boasts the world- 
famous Tabernacle Choir, Brigham Young Univer
sity, and the University of Utah. The last of these 
included, for a while, a full-scale jazz course under 
the direction of Dr. William Fowler. And the city it
self heartily supports classical music and ballet.

But not only did Dr. Fowler bring jazz to Salt 
Lake; he raised five musical sons who today con
stitute The Fowler Brothers’ Airpocket.

Bruce Fowler, 28, is widely known as one of 
Frank Zappa's former trombonists, and last year’s 
TDWR Critics Poll winner on the instrument. When 
profiled in down beat (December, 74), he said he 
blends the compositional aspects of classical 
music with the improvisational elements of jazz. 
He also said he looked forward to forming a group 
with his brothers. Airpocket is the resulting group, 
an extension of an earlier Fowler Brothers aggre
gation, Blind Melon Chitlin.

Bruce writes much of the material for Airpocket 
and plays trombone. Steve, 26, also writes, and 
plays flute and alto sax. Bassist-violinist Tom. 24, 
writes lyrics, and also plays with Jean-Luc Ponty. 
Walt, 21, plays (self-taught) trumpet, used to work 
with Zappa, and is presently touring with Billy 
Cobham. Ed, the baby of the group, at 18, plays 
piano, bass, and drums.

All of the brothers, except Ed—who attends the 
Denver branch of the University of Colorado—live 
in Los Angeles, where they are now busily turning 
Airpocket into a viable jazz/rock/classical group.

"When we were kids," said Steve, "we often felt 
excluded from the Mormon social fabric. That left- 
out feeling was strong. The teachers would ask 
you which ward you were in, or they would make 
you recite the Lord's Prayer to get a grade in 
class."

"Yeah," said Tom, who enjoys wiggling his eye
brows like Groucho Marx when he makes a point. 
“That was strange. I mean, it violated all of the ele
ments of the constitution."

“They just couldn't conceive of the fact that you 
might not be a Mormon," Bruce said, “especially if 
you were a good student.”

For all of its prudery, however, Salt Lake experi
enced a burgeoning of the arts some six or seven 
years ago. “It was one of the strongest areas of 
hippie drug culture I've ever seen,” said Walt. 
“There was a tremendous flowering of the arts, 
and people from all over the country came to live 
there and create."

Dr. Fowler, presently a professor at the Univer
sity of Colorado and education editor for down 
beat, encouraged each of his five children to be
come involved with music; perhaps surprisingly, 
each one of them did.

"Dad used to make us practice an hour a day," 
recalled Bruce, “which was really the only thing 
that he would ever make us do. If we missed a few 
days, he might make us practice three hours to 
make up for it.

“But then it clicked. When it did, one hour a day 
wasn't enough for us. We began generating music 
ourselves, and Dad would feed us by playing Duke 
Ellington and Beethoven and other heavy people. 
It started to snowball."

Tom said, "It got to the place where we didn't 
think of time as a factor any more. We began to 
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base things just on how much we got done, how 
much we improved."

The Brothers transcribed Bach pieces and 
played them at church, using trombone, flute, trum
pet, and violin. Soon, young Ed was old enough to 
join them, and they formed their first major group, 
Blind Melon Chitlin, lifting the name from a Cheech 
& Chong LP.

They wrote about 50 tunes, and for three years, 
said Steve, "we put on our own concerts about 
once a month. We couldn't play the clubs, because 
we were too young, and we were musically too 
original for Salt Lake. So we did it ourselves, de
veloping a nice little following of maybe 400-500 
people."

Blind Melon became the foundation for Airpock
et. "We used a lot of jazz," said Bruce, “some free 
playing, some jazz/rock arrangements, and a few 
weird, complex electronic compositions that I 
wrote."

In early 1975, the late Oliver Nelson asked them

Fowlers All: Tom, Steve, and Ed above. Walt and Bruce 
below.
to record an LP for the Japanese label. East Wind. 
"I met them back in maybe 1970 when I was a 
guest soloist and judge at the University of Utah 
music festival," said Oliver. “When I first heard 
them, I couldn't believe it. They were very, very 
young, but every time they played they caused a 
sensation. I wanted very much to record them."

Record them he did, but the Brothers are not 
fully satisfied with Fly On (East Wind, EW—8015). 
“Oliver just co-produced us," Steve explained, 
"and he didn’t hear the music beforehand. He liked 
us from before, and he knew we were good, but he 
didn't really have enough time to do the kind of job 
we would have liked."

"We did eight charts in only four hours," said 
Bruce. "It was all live, no overdubs, and mostly 
first takes. We don't know about sales, because 
Oliver died the day we were supposed to get the 
albums. We're in touch with the right people now, 
but we haven't found out anything yet."

“We don’t plan to release that album in the 
United States," said Walt. "We'd rather redo some 
of the things and add new material."

Bruce explained that he avoids the one-chord 
funk syndrome so prevalent in commercial music 
today. “I've done that drone thing too many times. 
It's just not interesting any more. My experiences 
with Zappa definitely have had an influence on my 
writing. I learned a lot of those rhythmic things 
from playing his music. Before joining Zappa's 
group, I never had to play that stuff. I was already 
into a few weird things before I met him, but I’ve 
been writing steadily since he inspired me. I’m still 
just learning about it, and that takes time, es
pecially if you’re trying to come up with some new 
things. I don't want my music to be just random. I 
want it to have a motion and some real feeling.

“We'll have some free sections where there 
isn't any time. Or we ll start out with a trio—bass, 

trombone, flute—and then there might be a horn 
thing with no rhythm section. Then the rhythm sec
tion will come in, so the piece doesn't stay in the 
same bag. We try to keep a lot of variety. We like 
to cook and funk-out too.

"I'll write some really complicated, difficult ma
terial, both rhythmically and harmonically. We’ll go 
from that extreme to really simple, pretty pieces, 
or some out-and-out funk.

“I also tend to write about some of the things we 
see in today’s society. I purposely put some ugly 
things in there, and things that are sarcastic, too. I 
don't know if people will perceive and understand 
them that way, but that is the intent.

"In Kaiparowitz High, for example, I write about 
the Kaiparowitz Plateau in southern Utah where 
they're strip-mining now, and they've started burn
ing coal. It's going to ruin all the national parks 
down there if they go ahead as they’re planning.

"I'm really attached to the natural side of things. 
See those stacks of rocks and fossils over 
there?" he said, pointing to various shelves 
around the living room of his Silver Lake house. 
"Utah is a great place to grow up if you’re involved 
with the naturalness and geological beauty of na
ture, as we all are. Why destroy that area just so 
we can have more electricity here in L.A.? That 
makes me want to write a tune about it. Kaiparowitz 
High is that tune."

The synthesizer plays a great role in Airpocket’s 
music. "People who don’t think you can make 
music with a synthesizer or a computer are weird,” 
said Bruce. "They draw these arbitrary lines about 
what constitutes a musical intrument or what con
stitutes a musical experience. That doesn’t make 
sense to me.

"The synthesizer's great at doing exactly what a 
synthesizer does—which is a lot. It's not 'mechani
cal' if the human being who controls it does so in a 
musical way.

"Sometimes we will combine electronics and 
natural sounds, manipulating the tapes like 
Ussachevsky, Davidovsky or Wuorinen.

"However, people in general still have a hard 
time relating to electronics. That's why we don't 
do a total electronic freak-out and expect to earn 
a living. Nor would a total freak-out be all that 
much fun. The reason our music moves through 
classical, jazz, rock, and funk is because all of us 
are so varied. We love all different kinds of 
music.”

While Ed attends school in Denver, "listening to 
Keith Jarrett, Oliver Messaien, Bartok and other 
musics, especially those with a non-bounded con
cept," the other four brothers—Bruce, Steve, Tom, 
and Walt—continue to mold and shape their Air- 
pocket concepts, sending Ed charts and cassette 
tapes as they go.

If their Fly On album is any indication, The Fow
ler Brothers are soon going to make a major musi
cal splash—just as soon as Ed gets out of school, 
that is. Salt Lake City will never be the same.

BRIAN TORFF
by arnold jay smith
Uis story is classic. The scenario has our 

young, good-looking hero walking down a Green
wich Village street. He steps into The Bottom Line, 
the City's most successful rock/jazz/pop/folk 
showcase, to buy a ticket for that evening's per
formance of the Oliver Nelson band (his last ap
pearance in New York, as it turned out). After pur
chasing admission for later that evening, our hero 
hears the band rehearsing and steps into the 
club—just in time to see Richard Davis, the bassist 
for the gig, walking out. Our boy gets up the nerve 
to ask if he could go home, get his bass, and sit
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in—at least for rehearsal. Oliver Nelson says 
something like, "Sure kid."

Brian Torff is our hero, and he stayed aboard the 
Nelson band until they went back to California, 
stopping long enough to record with some of the 
members on Sonny Stitt's Dumpy Mama for Flying 
Dutchman.

"It was Shelly Manne who casually said to me af
ter the last night at the Bottom Line, 'See you 
tomorrow at the studio?' My reply was an incredu
lous, 'Huh?' That's how Dumpy Mama came to be.''

Brian first caught the attention of some of us be
cause he was always there: in the clubs, with 
singers, on the scene. He backed Cleo Laine for 
her New York appearances in 1975, played with 
David Amram, and also supported Mary Lou Wil
liams for her long stint at the Cookery before he 
joined Ike Isaacs and Diz Disley in Stephane Grap
pelli's touring group. His other credits include Er
roll Garner and Roswell Rudd. Chicagoan Torff is 
21 and has studied at Berklee and Manhattan 
School of Music. He plays both acoustic and elec
tric bass, depending on the circumstances.

"Because there were no really good jazz radio 
stations, I guess I started in rock 'n roll. The jazz I 
started to hear was either watered down—Eddie 
Harris, Les McCann—or cut with rock like Blood, 
Sweat and Tears and Chicago. I drifted toward the 
latter. I started acoustic bass when I was 11 and 
Fender when I was 13, being much more dedicated 
to Fender. I couldn’t see much point in the acoustic 
at the time; I played it in the orchestra and it was 
no fun, because my early teacher was a big drag. I 
got into Fender because no one told me how to 
play it. I could come into the bands and experi
ment.

"At about 17 or 18, I began going to the clinics 
that my high school would run with guys like Clark 
Terry. They started to turn my ears on to new 
sounds. I had never experienced the sensation of 
swing and big bands and a jazz format in general. 
Sketches of Spain was the only jazz album in my 
house. On it Paul Chambers played some very in
teresting background things. I can remember be
ing four or five and listening, wondering what that 
was. That's where the fascination for the bass 
sound began. The correct approach to the bass 
came from my Berklee and Manhattan training.

"Ear training was my first training, taking things 
off of records. It also taught me harmony and the

function the bass plays. My idea is to be a strong 
soloist, melodic. I would listen to Ron Carter; he 
was so recorded that you couldn't miss him. Then, 
of course, Scott LaFaro. Now I listen more to horn 
players, because I'm trying to get that melodic 
conception of playing.

"I'm getting into the melodic and musical bass 
players, not just those who are technically profi
cient. Some of them are Ron, Eddie Gomez, Niels- 
Henning 0rsted Pedersen and George Mraz. You 
will notice that they are acoustic players. The 
acoustic/electric question has confronted me 
quite a bit, especially in the last year when I have 
been getting more calls for gigs. All they want you 
to do is go on the road for months playing Fender. 
Cleo Laine, Horace Silver, Woody Herman were 
some I have turned down because of it.

"The technical demand on acoustic is about fifty 
times what it is for Fender. When you pick up a 
Fender after you've worked at acoustic for a while, 
it's like swinging a lighter bat. I feel that the ex
pressive possibilities on the acoustic bass are far 
greater than on Fender. There comes a time when 
you have to make a decision. I chose to go acous
tic and make my career on it. I am very disap
pointed to see that some heavy players are going 
in the other direction. While I’m happy for their 
commercial success, I am not so thrilled about 
their artistic bent.”

Torff is still idealistic enough to believe that 
self-truth is more important than financial reward. 
"When jazz is at its greatest, it is very close to 
chamber music—for me, a very deep source of 
self-fulfillment. I can make four times as much 

playing with Cleo than I can with Mary Lou. But we 
are an art form, and that's a responsibility that 
takes dedication.”

What Brian has touched on, Ron Carter was em
phatic about in a recent db interview. If more of the 
young bass players turn their backs on the electric 
bass the repertoire will dwindle, making it harder 
for those that still prefer it to find material. "The 
repercussions of that," notes Torff, "could be 
polarization of rock and jazz and the entire fusion 
movement's dissipation. Right now, we are in the 
minority. The hot groups—Weather Report, Return 
To Forever—maybe they're just fads. I know they 
can play acoustic instruments, and they will, 
should the industry revert to its former attitudes.

"I think re-education is in order for those that 
package and sell jazz. The idea that jazz doesn't 
sell unless it has some pop tunes thrown in, is 
false. It's just a matter of exposure and promotion. 
The media controls the music so much that it 
breaks my heart. The few jazz things that I have 
seen on TV have been so poorly produced that, if I 
were sitting in the audience listening, I would say, 
'What is this?' And Mary Lou Williams is treated 
like some intermission pianist."

Dealing with the idiosyncracies and individual 
working methods of various artists has always 
been a problem with accompanists who work a lot 
of gigs. In a piano/bass duo format, one might think 
it would be a fairly easy thing, what with only one 
other person to listen to.

"With most artists, yes, it's that easy. You get 
their schtick down and it's the same thing every 
night. But not with the likes of Mary Lou. She's con
stantly changing every tune, every set, every 
night. It's always a challenge and she's always 
feeding me ideas and cues. I listen like crazy. The 
longer I am with her, the more I can feel her vibes. I 
can tell from a look on her face which direction 
she's going to go.

"A lot of artists don’t even try to be creative ev
ery night; so many can't be creative every night. 
They are not giving anything new, so it's hard to 
feed them anything new. They’re not receptive. I 
played with Tiny Grimes for a while. He forced me 
to play in a certain mold. It was very confining. I 
would offer a new idea, or direction, and he would 
totally reject it. You can't make music like that. No, 
you can't be creative like that. I'm too young to be 
in a musical straitjacket." db

caught... McLaughlin’s Shakti and Weather Report: Some

Defused Fusions . . . Stone Alliance: Buffalo Embryo ...
WEATHER REPORT
Personnel: Wayne Shorter, reeds, Lyricon; Joe 
Zawinul, keyboards; Jaco Pastorius, electric bass; 
Alejandro Acuna, drums; Manolo Badiera Medina, 
percussion.

SHAKTI
Personnel: John McLaughlin, acoustic guitar; L. 
Shankar, violin; Zakir Hussain, tabla; T. H. Vinaya 
bram, ghatham (claypot).

Beacon Theatre, New York 
City

Shakti, an all-acoustic group, is John 
McLaughlin and three Indian musicians. A 
different pair of females joins the band in ev
ery performance, and these ladies play drone 
instruments. Opening at the Beacon, the entire 
robed sextet sat in a close gaggle, front and 
center stage on a smaller platform. And a 
whooping audience loved ’em, though I found 
their ultimate achievement as modest as their 
format.

I’m told by manager Nat Weiss' office that 
Shakti’s no exercise in purism. Their charts, 
by Shankar and McLaughlin, use some Indian 
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scales; but the band’s thrust is improvisa
tion—something new for the Indians in
volved. "Yet,” reflected Carlos Santana in a re
cent Rolling Stone, "it’s hard to say (Shakti’s) 
music is new because it was played before 
Christ.” My feeling exactly. Santana goes on 
to say Shakti “sounds new because 
[McLaughlin’s] combining the West and the 
East.” But 1 couldn’t hear any sweeping fu
sion—the Indian influence predominated.

Shakti’s sound was linear, patterned, repeti
tive rhythm. And accompanying melodies and 
solos seemed harmonically restricted, only 
handmaidens to the pulse. McLaughlin’s oc
casional, blues-inflected note-bending pro
vided a slight Western tinge, but his speedy 
phrasing, percussively jampacked, showed the 
predominate Eastern influence it always had. 
There have been no significant stylistic altera
tions, a point further borne out by his duets 
with the drummers and Shankar, strongly 
reminiscent in their pacings of past duels with 
Billy Cobham and Jerry Goodman.

So, Shakti suits McLaughlin fine. And it 
was a cooking little set, which is why the au
dience whooped. Vinayabram’s frantic drum
ming was a particular hit; it got the lusty reac

tion usually accorded Airto or Bill Summers. 
And of course, the crowd cheered McLaugh
lin’s technical prowess. So what else is new?

Past that rhetorical question, 1 have a real 
one. Where is this music going to go? Santana 
calls Shakti’s efforts “. . not loud . . . but . . . 
the most intense music that I’ve felt since John 
Coltrane was alive.” Yet Coltrane—if the 
comparison must be pursued—explored all 
the physical properties of music, not just its 
percussive power. Perhaps Shakti’s vision is 
equally comprehensive, but I couldn’t hear it 
on this occasion. However, maybe 1 was as un
attuned as Woody Allen once claimed to be 
viewing mime. I think he went to watch 
Marcel Marceau, who was supposed to be 
“setting the table.” Allen only saw the Buda
pest String Quartet climbing in and out of a 
large trunk.

Weather Report has a new bassist, Jaco 
Pastorius, who has contributed a batch of new 
pieces to the ensemble’s book. Instrumentally, 
he appears to have a greater aptitude for coun- 
termelodic movement than his predecessor, 
Alphonso Johnson, but his role in the group is 
nonetheless much the same: the keeper of time 
and funky bottom. Alejandro Acuna has



moved from the percussion table over to the 
trap set, and was far too light and weak to sup
port the instrumental weight of the band.

After a wonderful first half-hour or so of re
workings of tunes from the last three albums, 
things began to bog down. Zawinul had been a 
key orchestrator of movement in that first seg
ment, filling gaps strikingly, suggesting origi
nal colors as a matter of routine. But Acuna’s 
rhythmic uncertainty became more obvious as 
the ensemble balance shifted heavily to 
Shorter’s side. For a time, the usually finely- 
tuned and well-oiled Weather Report became 
the rather tentative, mildly perplexed Wayne 
Shorter Quintet. After some uneventful solo 
Pastorius (his exercise on Parker’s Donna Lee 
that opens his recent LP), there was a slight 
regrouping of forces on two more Jaco tunes 
and a heated Afro-Cuban duel between the 
percussionists. From that point, however list
lessness and lack of invention prevailed for 
another 30 minutes.

But chalk it up to a bad night. At its best, 
Weather Report is far and away the most com
pelling fusion group because of the way its 
members surprise/improvise within a seamless 
flow. Smooth movement seems to be the be-all 
and end-all of most fusion ensembles, but this 
one strikes me as the only one around to rec
ognize that the flow can be intricately pat
terned with changes in color, tempo, and har
monics. Their first half-hour on this occa
sion—and six years of albums and memorable 
appearances—are conclusive evidence of their 
potency. —michael rozek

STONE ALLIANCE
Trafalmadore Cafe, Buffalo, 
New York
Personnel: Steve Grossman, tenor and soprano 
saxes; Gene Perla, bass; Don Alias, drums.

This combination is a natural. Alias, Perla, 
and Grossman have played together in various 
combinations on several albums and live 
dales, and have individually exhibited their 
talents as sidemen for the likes of Miles Davis, 
Elvin Jones, and Nina Simone, among others. 
They chose the Trafalmadore, an intimate 
club conducive to high listener involvement, 
for their debut performance, which found a 
receptive audience despite the necessary 
rituals of adjustment a new combo must make 
to their playing environment and each other.

Strenuous demands of interplay in the trio 
format were generally well met by these three, 
though an opening number found Perla keep
ing his bass lines elementary and repetitive, 
allowing Grossman acres of solo space over 
the versatile, unflaggingly imaginative Alias. 
First impressions may have been powerful, but 
they gave little indication of any group unity. 
As Perla, who may accurately be described as 
the group's “thermometer,” tested the climate 
created by the ensemble’s mood and audience 
reaction, his playing took on a more ani
mated, aggressive quality that brought him 
into better balance with the exuberant Gross
man and Alias.

Grossman was only 17 when he came up 
with Miles five years ago; today he remains 
out. of the Trane bag, an emotional soloist^ 
who flirts intermittently with the outer limitsg, 
but also exhibits enough control of tone and 8- 
feeling to play ballads with the best of the° 
young reedmen.

z\s the ensemble worked out some of the| 
stiffness heard in the opening numbers of the 8

AMERICA'S GREATEST MUSICAL EVENT
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VOLUME 6 of A NEW APPROACH TO JAZZ IMPROVISATION—FOR ALL INSTRUMENTS

¿11 “«Bird”
RON CARTER, KENNY BARRON, BEN RILEY & YOU PLAY

TEN Hit! JAZZ ORIGINALS by
CHARLIE PARKER

SIDE ONE: NOW’S THE TIME/YARDBIRD SUITE/CONFlRMATION/DEWEY 
SQUARE/BILLIE’S BOUNCE. SIDE TWO: DONNA LEE/MY LITTLE SUEDE 
SHOES/ORNITHOLOGY/SCRAPPLE FROM THE APPLE/THRIVING FROM A RIFF.
Book contains MELODIES and chord/scales for all songs—for all instruments. Stereo LP separa
tion is excellent. The above rhythm section provides the finest accompaniment anyone could ask 
for! Unique way to learn Charlie Parker’s songs.

¿As
Play-A-Long Book & LP Record Set $8.95 plus 50ö postage.
Send check or money order to:
JAMEY AEBERSOLD, 1211-D AEBERSOLD DR., NEW ALBANY, IN 47150

• SONOR

*DrSmmer’s 
wlim.

Bernard “Pretty” Purdie, one of the world’s most versatile percus
sionists, requires a drum that will consistently produce quality 
sounds. His choice is Sonor.
Because every part that goes into a Sonor drum is of the highest 
quality, “Pretty” Purdie knows he can always rely on his drums to 
give a flawless performance — whether in the recording studio or 
“live” on stage.
See for yourself why “Pretty” Purdie and other top drummers 
throughout the world insist on Sonor. Write for the name of your 
nearest dealer.

SONOR

Exclusive U.S.A. Distributor
CHARLES ALDEN MUSIC CO., INC.

Southwest Industrial Park, Westwood, Massachusetts 02090 
Area Code 617-326-6040
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cuitar.
Looking for a Natural Sound?

LATIN PERCUSSION
P.O. BOX 88 • DEPT. DB • PALISADES PARK • N.J. 07650

You just found it!!
...a Barcus-Berry transducer.

Not just another pickup... IT WORKS!

For detailed information and prices, write to:

bARCUS-bERRy SaLeS CORp.
5782 East Second St. • Long Beach. Calif. 90803

DRUMMERS 
THINK 
TIMBALES
Are you still beating 
the same set of drums? 
Expand your set's sound 
spectrum with LP’s exclusive 
TITO PUENTE TIMBALES. 
Even if your “bag” isn't Latin 
you’re in for a treat with 
this magnificent set of drums.
Their design is Cuban in origin and their 
larger sized, steel-reinforced shells are 
perfect for today's louder sounding groups. 
Hardware is heavy-duty throughout. 
Shells are of ribbed design 
for greater rigidity.
Now available in tiltable models. 
Also ask about our smaller 
version, Timbalitos.
Great for solo work. Send 50c for catalog

Tk’ust the leader.®

ASLEEP AT
THE WHEEL continued from page 1 7

we've got. I've got a Pro Reverb, your stan
dard high school band amp; in fact. Lucky 
bought it in ninth grade. Most bands have a 
bare minimum of double that. I'm not into 
equipment, I’m into guitars, and I'm into play
ing through my amp and letting it roar.

“I played in a square dance band as a kid, 
and in a bluegrass band in college, those were 
my only acoustic bands. I’ll jam acoustically 
any day of the week, but you get to like the 
power—and I understand when 1 hear a hard 
rock trio. I don’t enjoy them, but the power is 
there. What used to take a 20-piece band, 
Count Basie or Artie Shaw, now is replaced by 
three jerks playing at top volume. That’s the 
basic appeal, but it’s so crass, man, so crude, 
you can’t hear nothing ’cause there’s nothing 
to hear. 1 can dig Mance Lipscomb. Now, 
here’s Mance Lipscomb 20 times louder— 
what’s that all about?”

Like many revivalists, Benson is a musical 
conservative, referring to modern acoustic 
jazz, as well as electronic instruments, as fad
dish noise.

“1 saw John Coltrane. 1 saw Ornette Cole
man. 1 even played in a couple of jazz bands 
like that. But I just don’t dig it. I dig getting as 
far out as you can, but that off the wall emo
tionalism, it don’t make sense. Melodic sense 
and harmonic sense are part of music—as 
soon as you say there’s no melody, there’s no 
harmony, there’s no meter, there’s only tonali
ty, that’s a wall. If you want to be on the other 
side of that, fine, but it has nothing to do with 
what I do. I like meter in music, because I 
think rhythm is what it's about. 1 can under
stand what they’re doing, but it’s a wall; we 
couldn’t do something like that because it’s 
not what we’re into.

“Music loves people. Their despair, their 
joy; the thing that makes music worthwhile is 
people, the emotional component of the mu
sic. It exists on a level so far away from the 
university. How can it survive there? Learning 
how to have a good lime is not one of the ob
jectives of the university. You take jazz or 
blues or country music and stick it in a class
room, and all of a sudden you're analyzing it 
and not reacting to it.

"1 think that's one of the biggest problems 
with jazz—it’s like hillbilly music, where they 
were once so ashamed of what they were 
called, and that the music sometimes came 
from junkies or prostitutes, and was associated 
with lowlifes. Now jazz has been elevated to 
the academic. The music belongs in the honky 
tonks and the bars, it belongs in parties, in 
small concert settings, even in large concert 
settings—anywhere (hat people aren’t sub
jected to it in a weird way. I like people to 
think they can do what they want, within rea
son. They can scream and yell a whole set—it 
don’t bother me none. If they’ve got some
thing to say. I’ll hear them and react to it.

“It’s nice—the record player is my univer
sity—I’ve got 50 years of the greatest teachers 
in the world that I can sit right there on the 
record player. And that’s how they learned, 
too, by listening to other musicians, and by 
developing their ears. I can't read music— 
well. 1 can read it but 1 can’t just look at it and 
know it—so that limits me in a lot of areas. 
But it frees me up. too. If I had it down cold, it 
wouldn’t lay at my fingertips all the secrets 
these guys sweated to get at school. And also, 
one of the terms we use when we’re copping
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somebody’s licks is that we’re sweating their 
records. I like it being that way ... but I’ve got 
a lot of practicing to do, still.”

Ray’s cigar was down to a butt when pedal 
steel guitar player Lucky Oceans rapped on 
the door. After a moment’s reticence. Oceans 
consented to provide a concise history of his 
complex instrument, whose sound is virtually 
a necessity for any country or western record
ing, but yet is virtually unused outside that 
genre.

“The predecessor of the pedal steel would 
be the dobro,” the bearded Mr. Oceans ex
plained intently, “which is I don’t know how 
many hundreds of years old. In the ’20s, they 
made the first Hawaiian guitars, called lap 
steels today, which were electrified before 
other guitars. Bob Dunn was supposedly the 
first guy who put a pickup on a steel guitar, 
sometime around 1935. He played with Mil
ton Brown And His Musical Brownies. He put 
a pickup on his dobro because it couldn’t be 
heard over all the other instruments in the 
band. He played with kind of a slap effect—it 
sounded like a corny bass saxophone, but the 
phrasing of the day was hot on the steel.

“Pretty soon after that, they were marketing 
electrified Hawaiian guitars, usually with six 
strings in a straight A major tuning. Schools 
developed, and they’d sell people an A guitar, 
and then they’d say ‘Well, you finished your A 
lesson, it’s time to buy your E guitar.’ They 
just sold them another guitar, which made for 
a big racket.

“The original Hawaiian tuning, hundreds of 
years old, was the A major. A few guys de
veloped an A6 tuning, and people began to 
realize you could fool around with tunings. In 
the mid ’40s, they made the first double and 
triple neck guitars, which they went into be
cause, unlike a regular guitar, the pedal steel 
is fretted with a bar, like fretting a regular 
guitar with one finger. They had to add other 
necks to add different tunings if they wanted 
to get more complicated chords. Some chords 
were accomplished by sliding the bar, 
equivalent to bottlenecking. The whole idea 
was to expand the harmonic scope of the in
strument so you could play more chords like 
that, and the guys who developed this were the 
guys who developed a jazzy style on steel dur
ing the ’30s and ’40s: Bob Dunn, Leon Mc
Auliffe, Herb Remington, Joaquin Murphy, 
and Noel Boges. Each of these guys developed 
their own kind of tuning, which got spread 
around through all the other players.

“During the late ’30s, some guys were 
already experimenting with putting pedals on 
Hawaiian guitars, but they were really primi
tive. It would change the tuning for a whole 
song. At that time a pedal only raised the 
string, put more tension on it, like pulling the 
string through the tailpiece of the guitar. Your 
pedal would only go down so far, like to raise 
a C to a D. A few guys experimented with this, 
but mainly it was popular to use four necks on 
one guitar to get all the chords. It took a lot of 
jumping with both hands, and affected phras
ing, too.

“I don’t know when Alvino Rey came in, 
during the ’40s sometime, but he was the most 
popular steel guitarist in terms of reaching 
people. He had a big band. He brought in a lot 
of effects, stuff that was used for about 20 
years, but that we don’t use so much any
more.”

“It could be argued that he ruined the ap
peal of the steel guitar to lots of people be
cause he was so corny,” Benson observed.

“True,” continued Oceans. “It’s a novelty 
instrument and he appealed to all the novelty 
aspects. He made all kinds of sound effects, 
all kinds of weird glisses and shatters. But of 
course the saxophone used to be a novelty in
strument. The first thing you do with a new in
strument is figure out all the funny things you 
can do with it.

“In the mid ’50s, Bud Issacs figured out that 
you can take a pedal and bounce off and on it, 
like choking a string on a guitar, and from that 
point on the pulling of the strings has influ
enced country steel. Since that point, what’s 
called the E9th Chromatic neck is used—it’s a 
country tuning that almost every steel player 
uses. Also by the mid ’50s, the C6 neck was 
being standardized by Buddy Emmons and 
Curly Chalker. The C6 for jazz and Hawaiian 
and the E9th for country have been standard 
for the past ten years or so.

“Of course, every guitar is different, because 
one steel player will want to raise a set of 
strings a certain way, and he’ll have a little 
idea of how to do it, and the company will put 
it on for him. There is a standard set up but 
very few players stick to it.

“In the ’60s also, knee levers were de
veloped. You can only press two levers at a 
time with your feet, but by putting pedals onto 
places where they’re accessible to your knees, 
still using a volume pedal, you can depress 
two changer levers and two knee levers. The 
coordination’s easy, you do it until it becomes 
unconscious. The chops on a steel are still in 
your hands, although it looks difficult with 
your knees moving and your feet moving. This 
is a minor discipline. Your left and right 
hands give you sound, technique, speed.

“I taught myself. I used some instruction 
records, I played a little guitar before, but I 
didn’t know much about music. The problem 
is that there’s no formalized technique. Right 
now I’m trying to teach myself right hand 
technique, a theory of picking, but there are 
already 50 million ways. You ask Buddy Em
mons, who’s the Bible on steel guitar, how he 
does it, and he picks a certain way that 
wouldn’t make sense for me because his chops 
are so much greater than mine. I’m just trying 
to figure out my own idiosyncratic way. It’s 
such a primitive instrument that people just 
pick it up and learn it whatever way they can. 
Right now the public has it categorized as a 
country instrument, so there’s a prejudice 
against it being used in other fields.”

“There’s no other instrument that has that 
kind of tonal quality at all,” Ray said, ad
miringly, and added, “There arc no black 
steel players.”

“It’s a great instrument” agreed Lucky, 
“There just aren’t that many great players. 
There are no great players who are able to 
take it out of country. Every steel player for a 
livelihood has to play in a country band and 
make country sessions, because it’s an inbred 
thing. People just aren’t hip to steel—a guy 
can’t walk up to a jazz and/or rock band and 
say ‘I’m a steel player.’ It’s making inroads, 
though, mostly through the country rock 
thing, but that’s a prejudice right there—any 
band that’s got a steel is country rock. It’s 
been forced into this mold and people get 
forced to play it the same way over and over 
again. Which exaggerates the limitations 
rather than its possibilities.”

“Motown never uses it," Ray grumped. I 
suggested it might fit in with salsa music. We 
decided we had the makings of a great, in
novative fusion. db

Kenny 
Loggins 
got an 
Ovation.

Kenny Loggins is a musician and a 
composer. His songs are intimate, 
personal, warm. When composing 
he uses his Ovation Classic. The 
traditional nylon strings combine 
with the full-range Ovation sound 
to give Kenny musical warmth to 
match his lyrics.

And when Kenny goes on stage, 
he wants the;same intimacy and 
warmth to project to his audience. 
With any other classical guitar that 
would be almost impossible because 
the traditional classical guitar is 
played as a solo instrument in a 
hushed auditorium. But the Ovation 
Acoustic Electric Classic Guitar 
with built-in preamp and individual 
piezoelectric crystal pickups can 
take the personal feeling or Kenny's 
music and fill a concert hall.

If you want intimacy and warmth 
from your guitar, yet you need to fill 
a room witn it, do what Kenny 
Loggins did. Get an Ovation Electric 
Classic, Model 1613.

You can get a free catalog.
For a free new acoustic guitar catalog 

send to: Ovation Instruments Inc., 
New Hartford, CT. 06057

Enclose fifty cents and we 'll send you a 
poster of Kenny Loggins.

Name

Street

City

State a KAMAN company Zip
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The Boss
Triple-Tier

Stand

hasn’t wished for a stand to place multiple 
keyboards on in performance.Finally, there's 

the BOSS TRIPLE-TIER STAND, made of 
chrome-plated.heavy-gauge steel to support multi
ple instruments (or accessories) that are less than 

42" in width. And, it can be set up or broken down in 
seconds. Each tier is universally adjustable for 

keyboard height and angle The BOSS TRIPLE-TIER 
at $149.50(B) is just one of those simple, effective, 

and affordable ideas come true.
For more 
information, 
write
Beckmen Musical Instruments. Inc 
2117 Yates Avenue

BOBB Los Angeles. Ca 90040

Donny knows 
best! Danny Saraphine 
with “Chicago”. A pro’s pro who 
insists on the world’s finest 
drumsticks.

pro-mark
Write for free literature.
10710 Craighead/Houston 77025 
A subsidiary of Remo, Inc.

CRUSADERS continued from page 13 I

same feeling and conviction that he played 
There Will Never Be Another You or The Song 
Is You. But the critics bombarded him.

“You see, the sincerity of that music is 
sometimes not allowed in things that are more 
complex, because the complexity of the music 
itself often overshadows the heart—another 
one of the reasons the Crusaders went the 
other way.

“There’s something unnatural about taking 
that cerebral approach of jazz, you know. It 
was evident to Cannonball, and it is evident to 
the Crusaders. Okay, it’s good to go to music 
school and learn all about technique and com
position, and then get on stage and say, ‘Look 
what 1 learned!’ But it’s also good to approach 
music with a raw sincerity that doesn’t have 
anything to do with making the pieces fit into 
some critic’s complex, preconceived technical 
puzzle.

“Because of that word ‘Jazz,’ we were get
ting only a certain kind of radio play. Once 
the people heard our music—even if they 
liked rock ’n roll—they liked our stuff; but 
they weren’t getting to hear it very much, be
cause they were listening to the other stations. 
We couldn’t get played on those, because we 
were the Jazz Crusaders.

“As soon as we dropped ‘Jazz’ from our 
name, we began getting programmed on the 
AM stations, and all those barriers were 
dropped. We proved to ourselves that there 
was always something in our music that ap
pealed to the masses. And we proved there 
was something in black instrumental music 
that could open the doors for people like Her
bie Hancock and Donald Byrd.

“The critics, of course, immediately panned 
us, saying, ‘They prostituted themselves! 
They’re not being true to the art form!’ Well, 
who says you have to remain true to one musi
cal cause for all of the rest of your life? You’ll 
stagnate if you do. If we were playing exactly 
the same way today that we did in 1961, where 
would we be? After you’ve played Cherokee 
and played all of the possible harmonic con
cepts and all of the alternate harmonic chord 
progressions, then you gotta go somewhere 
else—to some other rhythmic concept, some 
other approach. In bebop, you took the stan
dards and turned them inside out. Okay, that's 
been done, so let’s go somewhere else. Let’s 
not henceforth, for now and evermore, estab
lish the Cherokee approach as the only cri
terion from which jazz will be evaluated.

“The challenges of the music are not always 
in the complexities. The so-called simplicities 
can be very challenging. As much as 1 respect 
Chick Corea and Mahavishnu and a lot of 
other great musicians, it takes a different kind 
of person to sit in on a Mahalia Jackson soul 
session. Joe Sample can do it. He was one of 
her favorite pianists. He can play gospel 
music, but he can also play on a Quincy Jones 
soundtrack.

“Whatever your line of work, you want to 
communicate with people. And. let’s lace it: 
everybody didn’t go to music school, but 
everybody can feel some kind of pulsation and 
relate to a melody if it’s something they can 
hum. If you communicate with people, they 
will respect and appreciate you for it.

“Now, if you come in with a conglomera
tion of scales and superimposed rhythms and 
dump it on them, people just can’t relate to it. 
We like to bring the audience along with us, 
which does not mean devising formulas and 
condescending to the audience. If you devise a

NOWiSUPER 
ROTOMATIC

A great new guitar machine 
with self-aligning, 
floating mechanism 
for exceptionally 
smooth action.
Designed for top grade 
acoustic and electric guitars. 
A truly technological 
achievement!
Guaranteed for life.
Highly polished.
Gold or Chrome plated.

ER
MUSICAL PRODUCTS, INC.

1278 West 9th Street Cleveland Ohio 44113

J
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■h clarinets.

□ The New
7 A. GIGLIOTTI

Hard Rubber 
Mouthpieces for

UUH Bb and A Clarinets.

ur dealer or write for Free Brochure
OTTO LINK, Inc.

121 S.W. 5th Street
Pompano Beach, Florida 33060
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formula music and do that for the rest of your 
life because you can make a few bucks, then 
you might as well be a carpenter.

‘ But if a man uses his music to bring people 
in, then he can say, ‘Okay, now that you’re in, 
listen to this. Now hear this. Now get this.’ It’s 
like what happens in a clinic. This is a 4/4 
beat; these are the eighth notes on top; on top 
of that is superimposed three. Now they can 
get the relationship, and you’re communicat
ing, and everybody feels good.”

N-L i ow in their mid-30s, the Crusaders 
drafted guitarist Larry Carlton, 28, when they 
returned from their leave of absence in 1970.

"1 used to sit in my room after junior high 
school,” Larry said, “and work out third-part 
harmonies to the Crusaders’ Tough Talk horn 
lines. I would memorize Wilton’s tenor solos 
on the guitar. In effect,” he laughed, “I’ve 
been in the group 14 years now, although I’ve 
been making records with them for only six.”

For the six years Larry has been on board, 
the group has remained stable. There was a 
problem, however, acquiring an acceptable 
bass player. As a result, Wilton Felder would 
often record the bass tracks for the albums. 
‘‘When we were playing more jazz-oriented 
things,” said Sample, “we could always get 
competent bass players, because everybody 
knew the jazz library. I mean, we’ve had them 
all—from Buster Williams to Leroy Vinnegar 
to Monk Montgomery.

“But when we made the transition back to 
our hybrid Texas jazz/funk, nobody else was 
doing it, so we had a problem. Great as all 
these other players were, they couldn’t play 
the jazz-funk that we were playing. It really 
happened on Chain Reaction. The original 
bass player on Chain Reaction laid down the 
original tracks, but they didn’t work. So Wil
ton had to overdub the entire album, which 
limited us because we weren’t able to flow as 
much as a creative unit. Now, however, we’ve 
found a new bass player from Atlanta—Rob
ert Popwell—and he’s working out fine. 
You'll notice the difference when you hear 
our new album.

“Robert added a new incentive, a new im
petus for everything. He’s listened to our 
music, and his ears are in tune to the contem
porary idiom. He can play funk things and he 
knows traditional bebop. He debuted with us 
at the Roxy Theater a couple of months ago, 
and he’ll be a regular working member of the 
group from now on.”

On their new album, Those Southern 
Knights: “We have moved into some new 
areas,” said Stix. “We’ve gotten into some 
electronics, and we are compositionally much 
more involved. We’ve added some strings and 
even some vocal colorings. Larry has done 
some excellent string writing on this one, ex
cellent.

“We play black influenced music, which is 
very ethnic. We draw on the classics because 
of our involvement in the academics. And we 
do a lot of improvisation. It all comes out to 
be our music, the music of the Crusaders.”

And regardless of reaction by the jazz “in
telligentsia,” that music is listened to by those 
who know in other musical areas. Dig part of 
the guest list at the group’s Roxy Theater 
opening in L.A. several weeks back: Elton 
John, Eric Clapton, Ronnie Laws, Rick 
Danko of The Band, and members of AWB 
and Chicago. As Stix Hooper rests his case, 
“We must be good for something.” db

The Eastman Summer Jazz Workshop
June 28 - August 6, 1976

• Arranging • Guitar 
• Improvisation • Film Scoring 

Jazz Theory • Woodwind Doubling 
faculty; Rayburn Wright, Manny Albarn 

Gene Bertoncini, Ramon Ricker, Bill Dobbins

Woodwind Doublers’ Institute
July 5-July 16 

Ramon Ricker, Al Regni, George Marge

Arrangers’ Laboratory - Institute
July 12-July 30, 1976 

Intensive study with 
Rayburn Wright, Manny Albarn, Bill Dobbins

New special program for 
talented high school students - 

six weeks of study with the 
Eastman Summer Jazz Workshop faculty 

write to Eastman Preparatory 
Department for details.

Basic Recording Techniques 
June 28-July 30, 1976

Advanced Recording Techniques 
July 19-July 30, 1976 

faculty: Ros Ritchie, Pat Pasco, and guests, 

for further information, write: 
Summer Session 

Eastman School of Music 
26 Gibbs Street 

Rochester, New York 14604
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CONN MOUTHPIECE/ AL 
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Here is a series of mouthpieces 
that offer you the same predict
ability and exactness you ex
pect from a finely tooled pre
cision instrument.
New design engineering and 
costly manufacturing equip
ment make it possible to hold 
extremely precise tolerances. 
Dimensional matching of cup 
volume and back bore is one 
result. This produces a well 
centered, rich tone quality in 

all registers. It means simpli
fied phrasing and increased 
endurance and range.
There are no inconsistencies in 
the manufacture of Conn 
mouthpieces. There is absolute 
uniformity from mouthpiece to 
mouthpiece. And this results in 
consistency in performance.
In a wide range of sizes and 
dimensions ... the Conn “Pre
cision Instrument” mouthpieces.

See it at your 
Continental Dealer.

con&menhal iam music
A Division of C. G. Conn Ltd.
616 Enterprise Drive
Oak Brook. Illinois 60521 •312/325-7080
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NOW 10 combine keys, Part II
CHARLES COLIN STUDIOS

FACULTY
Trumpet:

Danny Stiles 
Lew Gluckin 
Bob McCoy 
Jimmy Maxwell 
Joe Newman 
Gerard Schwarz 
Red Rodney 
Ted Weiss 
Chet Baker

Trombone:
Wayne Andre 
Eddie Bert 
Buddy Morrow 
Allen Ostrander 
David Taylor 
Bill Watrous 
Charles Small 
Urbie Green

Saxophone:
Eddie Barefield 
Lenny Hambro 
Lee Konitz 
Jan Konopasek 
James Moody 
Phil Woods 
Charles Lagond 
Paul Jeffrey 
Peter Yellin

Tuba:
Don Butterfield 
Sam Pilafian

For information, write,

French Horn:
Lester Salomon 
Julius Watkins

Bass:
Major Holley
Larry Ridley 
Rich Laird

Film Scoring
Music for Alms

Keith Robinson
Piano:

Harold Danko 
Roland Hanna 
Barry Harris 
Walter Bishop. Jr. 
Hal Galper

Guitar:
Ted Dunbar
Larry Lucie 
Vic Gaskin

Percussion:
Wm. V. Kessler 
Sam Ulano

Arranging, Theory, 
Jazz Improvisation:

Dr. Maury Deutsch 
Mercer Ellington 
John La Barbera 
George Russell 
Walter Bishop, Jr. 
Paul Jeffrey 
Peter Yellin

phone, cable:

by Dr. William L. Fowler

I n Part I of this article (down beat, June 3), the general effects of two different keys sounding 
at the same time, and the particular effect of keys with tonics an augmented fourth apart, were 
indicated. For those not familiar with the information contained in Part I, there is one main 
point to be recognized before the study of Part II begins: When two different keys occupy two 
different pitch areas, the key occupying the lower of these areas tends to predominate. Usually, 
then, the lower key sounds like the tonal base while the upper adds decoration. And this effect 
becomes invariable when the actual sounds of the lower key are io the general pitch area around 
middle C, supported by bass notes in that same key. And now, Part II.

Within bitonality, there are a number of formats concerning what key’s the melody, what 
key’s the harmony, and which is above what. Melody in one key over harmony in another, for 
example, or melody over melody, harmony over harmony, or more complex textures such as a 
melody-harmony combination in one key plus harmony in another key either above or below.

But no matter what the format and no matter what the key combination, a minimum of two 
scale notes in one key will duplicate two scale notes of the other key. Why? Because there arc 
only twelve chromatic pitches within the octave (C# and Db are the same in our tempered 
scale); but there are a total of fourteen pitches, be they duplicated or not, in any two diatonic 
scales.

Combine C and F, for example. All the letter names except B will turn out to be identical. Or 
combine C and G. Again, there will be only one non-duplication of scale tones, this time be
tween F and F#. But now combine C and D flat.

CHARLES COLIN STUDIOS 
315 W. 53rd. St. New York, N.Y. 10019 

Phone: (212) 581-1480
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Now ...
For September classes at the 
new Institute of Jazz Studies 
at North Carolina Central U.

Durham, N.C.
Under the direction of

Donald Byrd
Courses of study include:

• Jazz history
• Arranging
• Improvisation
• Jazz and blues ensembles
• Business of music

Write now for complete information

Donald Byrd, Chairman
Institute of Jazz Studies, Music Dept. 
North Carolina Central University 
Durham, NC 27707
Please send me, without cost or obligation, 
complete information on the Institute of Jazz 
Studies at N.C. Central U.

Name___________________________________

Address _________________________________

City_____________________________________

State_______________________ Z i p

Now only the notes C and F remain common to both scales. Yet even though they are dupli
cates in actual pitch, they are diametrically opposed in their melodic function within their 
respective scales. The note C, for example, is the tonic—that completely restful scale degree— 
when the key is C. But in the key of D flat, the same note—C—becomes the leading tone, that 
most active of scale degrees. And in other keys that same note assumes still other roles, like add
ing a tinge of the blues to both key of A and key of D.

From such apposition of melodic function between duplicate scale notes, plus the color 
clashes between a non-duplicate scale note and its chromatic alteration, come the individual 
characteristics of the eleven possible major key bitonal relationships, ranging from tonics a half 
step apart, such as D flat above C, to tonics a major seventh apart, such as B above C.

When the tonic of the tonal-base key (again, the key in the lower pitch area tends to dominate 
the total key feeling) is duplicated within the scale of the decoration key, the total effect tends 
towards the smooth, the modal, the blue:

But when the tonic (or the dominant, for that matter!) of the tonal-base key appears within the 
decoration key scale chromatically altered, the effect tends toward the rough, the brilliant, the

And the intensity of these two opposite general effects seems to deepen as the number of 
chromatically altered tones between keys increases. The A flat over C combination sounds more 
intensely modal than does B flat over C:
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—music—; 
workshop

POLYTONAL AMERICANA 
by Pat Williams

JAZZ DRUMMING WORKSHOP
THREE WEEKS WITH “THE PROS”
JULY19-AUGUST 5,1976

A he following excerpt from Pat Williams’ new An American Concerto (BMI)—premiered May 
2, 1976 at the Colorado Fusion concert—indicates Pat’s use of polytonality. This is a transposed 
score (Bb clarinet and trumpet, for example, will sound a major second below the score nota
tion). The function of Pat’s polytonality in the first movement is to clearly delineate the super
imposed, jazz-style historical quotes from the surrounding orchestral textures.
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The PRINCIPLES, ELEMENTS 
and TECHNIQUES of IMPROVI
SATION in contemporary jazz and 
rock styles. Conducted by CHARLIE 
PERRY with JACK De JOHNETTE 
and BOB MOSES. Instructors and 
students will perform with records 
and live groups.
DRUM CHART READING and 
INTERPRETATION-work with 
the actual charts and records of such 
bands as Buddy Rich, Thad Jones, 
Mel Lewis, Count Basie and others.
Workshop Fee: $150.
College or Advanced Placement 
credits available to qualified 
participants.

For further information write or call: 
Division of Continuing Education
Hofstra University 
Hempstead, N.Y. 11550
516/560-3313 Ä

HOFSTRA*
UNIVERSITY
JAZZ PLAYERS—ALL INSTRUMENTS
EMILE DeCOSMO HAS CREATED THESE BOOKS 

GUARANTEED TO MAKE YOU HEAR 
PROGRESSIONS. PLAY BETTER JAZZ LINES 

THROUGH THE POLYTONAL RHYTHM SERIES
□ The Cycle of Fifth«........................................ $2.00
□ The IPW Progretaion .................................... $3.00
□ The Bluet Scale............................................. $250
□ The Lydian Mode........................................... $250
□ The Trltone Cycle ..........................................$250
□ The Dorian Mode........................................... $250
□ The Mlxolydian Mode.................................... $250
□ The Byzantine Scale...................................... $250
□ The Ionian Mode ........................................... $250
□ The Diminished Scale.................................... $250
□ The Aeolian Mode..........................................$250
□ The Polytonal Guitar...................................... $2.00

Send check or money order to: 
EDC PUBLISHING DEPT. DB-151 

1611 Kennedy Blvd. North Bergen, N.J. 07047 
Foreign Orders ADD $1.00 PER Book FOR Air MAIL

1976 SUMMER 
JAZZ CLINICS 

18th Annual BIG BAND Clinics 
Rich Matteson, Director 

5th Annual COMBO/IMPROVISATION Clinics 
Jamey Aebersold, Director

For complete information, write today! 
- , 

। SUMMER JAZZ CLINICS 11 '
P.O. BOX 221,

I SOUTH BEND, IN 46624
| Please send me free brochure with full details on [ 
I 1976 Summer Jazz Clinics.
| Name | 
I Street ______________________________________ I
| City State Zip [

| Instrument Age |
I----------------------------------------------------------- J
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JAZZ AIDS 
from JAMEY AEBERSOLD 

□ TIME TO PLAY MUSIC! Vol. 5 
Intermediate level 8 tunes Groove. Latin. Bossa 
Nova. Rock. Swing, Be bop by Aebersold and Haerle 
Tunes include Killer Pete. Modal Voyage. Beatitude, 
etc Guide book + LP Easy Io play along with. For all 
instruments $8.95
A New Approach to JAZZ IMPROVISATION, widely 
acclaimed series of Guidebooks + Stereo LPs for all 
instruments. Each book includes treble & bass. Bb & 
Eb scales/chord progressions, melodic patlerns/ex- 
ercises All tracks to improvise with recorded by ex
cellent rhythm section (Dan Haerle p. Mike Moore or 
Rufus Reid. b. Charlie Craig, d. Mike Hyman, d) 
Each volume (Guidebook + LP) ...................... $8.95

(Canada add $130 per order)
Vol. 1. A New Approach to JAZZ IMPROVISATION 

(revised 4th edition) for beginning improvisors, 
melody—modes-scales-blues scales-time, etc

Vol. 2, NOTHIN' BUT THE BLUES beginner
intermediate Fun to practice with 11 blues tracks

Vol. 3, THE II-V7-I PROGRESSION intermediate 
A must for jazz players 10 pages of patterns/exer- 
cises 8 excellent practice tracks

Vol. 4, MOVIN' ON intermediate-advanced. 9 
songs. Latin-fast-4/4-modalBallad-Waltz-etc

JAZZ/ROCK VOICINGS FOR THE CONTEMPO
RARY KEYBOARD PLAYER by Dan Haerle An impor
tant. intermediate method includes voicings. princi
ples of chord function, substitutions, melody har
monization. etc $4.95

SCALES FOR JAZZ IMPROV, by D Haerle $6.95

NEW ADDITIONS
JAZZ CLINICIANS QUARTET Play for You — 

featuring Jamey Aebersold. alto & tenor. Dan 
Haerle. piano. Rufus Reid. bass. Charlie Craig, 
drums Can also be used as play-a-long record 
lor guitarist, bassist and pianist Music provided 
for each tune STEREO LP ....$5.95 postpaid 
□ CHASIN' THE TRANE by J C Thomas. The mu
sic & mystique of John Coltrane (hardbound)

$7.95
DAN HAERLE JAZZ-ROCK COMBO SERIES 

—12 combo arrangements scored for Trpt, Ten. 
Alto. Bone. & rhythm section

Each arr. $4.00. Write for catalog
THE JAZZ IDIOM by Jerry Coker (paperback 

1st printing) $2.45
LYDIAN CHROMATIC CONCEPT by George 

Russell $26 50
THE EVOLVING BASSIST by Rufus Reid
SPIRAL BOUND $12.50
Jazz Styles & Analysis: ALTO SAXOPHONE 

by Harry Miedema, edited by David Baker 125 
transcribed and annotated solos by 103 famous 
alto saxophonists $12.50

CONTEMPORARY TECHNIQUES for the 
TROMBONE by David Baker $25.00

THE PROFESSIONAL ARRANGER COMPOS
ER by Russell Garcia Standard text for big band 
writing $7.95

CHARLIE PARKER ORIGINALS—30 tunes in 
concert key $2.95
□ PENTATONIC SCALES FOR JAZZ IMPROVI
SATION by Ramon Ricker Study of Pentatonic 
scales in modern jazz 6 transcribed solos by C 
Corea H Hancock. K Jarrett. J Henderson. J 
Farrell, and W Shorter 40 pages of licks and ex
ercises Spiral bound $7.95

□ HUGE JAZZ FAKE BOOK, 1,002 songs in concert 
key with chord symbols and words 70 songs by H 
Silver. 20 by S. Rollins. 20 by M Davis. 32 by Duke, 
and many more ..........  $19.95

ARRANGING & COMPOSING for The Small En
semble: jazz/r&b/rock by David Baker. 1 84 pp $15.00

JAZZ IMPROVISATION by David Baker $15.00
ADVANCED IMPROVISATION (with 90' cassette) 

by David Baker Spiral bound 256 pp $25.00 
□ Jazz Styles & Analysis: TROMBONE by D Baker 
History of Jazz Bone via 157 solos.................. $15.00
COMBO ARRANGEMENTS by Jamey Aebersold 
$3.00 ea. Trpt. tenor, alto, bone & rhythm section

Horizontil—Modal Blues □ Blue Note—Med tempo jazz 
□ Boss: Nova De lai: □Beatitude—Latin/Rock
LI Sunrise—Easy Jazz Rock □ Hot Shot—Easy Rock

JOHN COLTRANE combo arrangements 
transcribed from original Blue Note recording (Blue 
Train) /Blue Tram. Moment 's Nolice. Locomotion. Lazy 
S/rd; Complete parts for trumpet/tenor/bone/rhythm

All 4 only $7.00 (add 30c post)
HORACE SILVER (combo arrangements). Com

plete parts for Irumpet/tenor/rhythm
All 4 only $5.00 (add 30c post)

PATTERNS FOR JAZZ by Jerry Coker et al
Excellent for daily practice $14.00

IMPROVISING JAZZ by Jerry Coker
Paperback (1 2th printing) $2.95
Send check or M.O. Free postage In the USA for 3 or 
more items: add 50c postage for 1 or 2 items.

JAMEY AEBERSOLD
1211-D AEBERSOLD DRIVE 
NEW ALBANY, IND. 47150 eAo

WAITS continued from page 16

doing wants to be a part of it, wants to ask me 
something or yell something at me.

Hohman: As far as pianists go, who do you 
listen to and admire?

Waits: I like Al Red Tyler, Huey Piano 
Smith, all of Art Tatum, Professor Longhair. I 
like Mose Allison a lot; we did a Soundstage 
show together a while back.

What’s Thelonious Monk doing now? The 
best thing he had out was called The Man I 
Love. The last time I saw him in San Diego, 
his son was playing drums. 1 certainly admire 
him. I love his private solo version of 'Round 
Midnight, the way it drags and pulls at your 
heartstrings. Al Cohn and Steve Gilmore 
played that one night in a storeroom of some 
club in New York, it just killed me, man. It’s 
such a low, moanin’, lonesome, real tragic 
style.

As far as other musicians go, I like Charles 
Mingus, Tampa Red, Bo Carter, Memphis 
Minnie. ... I saw Count Basie, Ella Fitz
gerald, and Frank Sinatra at the Spectrum in 
Philadelphia a while back, Ella was amazing. 
That’s the worst place to hear anything, but 
it’s a great place for hockey.

Hohman: One more thing, Tom. Let’s say 
you’re putting together an anti-Michelin 
Guide to cheap diners. How would you decide 
whether or not a greasy spoon is a five star 
joint?

Waits: Anyplace I can come out of with 
enough gas to open a Mobil station is alright 
by me.

HOW TO

Because it is a pure major scale, I have used the first phrase of Joy to the World to show the 
sounds of several key relationships in the melody-over-harmony format. The other key relation
ships now should be tested for their individual effects, using that same melodic phrase over the 
same chord progression in C. Here are the melodic phrases in the other keys, each beginning on 
its own tonic:

Now each of these keys should again be tested against the C major chord progression, this 
time starting the melodic phrase on the notes C or C sharp, whichever happens to be in the scale 
of the bitonal melody, exactly as was done in the second and third examples above (keys of E 
flat and E). Such a bitonal option is often more interesting than the literal transposition of a 
melody.

NEW YORK
New York University (Loeb Student Center): 

“Highlights in Jazz" presents Helen Humes w/Ger
ry Wiggins, Major Holley, Panama Francis; The 
Countsmen featuring Doc Cheatham. Bennie Mor
ton, Buddy Tate and Earle Warren (6/15).

Environ: New York Loft Jazz Celebration: Jankry 
Ensemble, Sheila Jordan (6/4, midnight); Blue 
Winds featuring David Eyges (6/5, 4-6pm); Inter

R-TX-ight before this article was scheduled to 
be sent oft to the printer, Tom swung back 
into Chicago with his new trio, a group featur
ing Frank Vicari (formerly of Maynard Fergu
son and Woody Herman’s bands) on tenor 
sax, Dr. Fitzgerald Hunnington Jenkins III on 
upright bass, and Chip White on drums. Tom 
explained that he had been performing with 
the trio for a while, and that even though it 
was costing him money every night they 
stayed together, he had already lined up a 
European tour for midsummer, the highlight 
of which would be a two-week stopover at 
Ronnie Scott's in London.

The addition of the trio has finally allowed 
Waits the freedom to really stretch out on 
stage, lending an added dimension to his al
ready powerful ramble. He sat down to the 
keyboards for a brief New Coat Of Paint, un
veiled the title song of the upcoming Pasties 
And A G String album, delivered a slambang 
Depot Depot, and kept the overflow audience 
in the palm of his grubby hand throughout.

Waits is indefinite as to how long the pres
ent trio will stay with him. Although he claims 
that he and his sidemen are “thick as thieves,” 
financial worries may dictate the future course 
of Tom’s ensemble plans.

Irregardless, Waits is on his way to Europe, 
in his first attempt to see whether he can com
municate his individual vision of America to 
music buffs on the other side. Odds are that he 
will succeed. For Waits defies classification, 
remaining a true original in a world of explod
ing imitations. He is one performer you can’t 
afford to miss. db

continued from page 42

face, Earth Forms Rituals (6/5, midnight); Ben Wal
lace & Jack Six (6/6, 4-7pm); Weirdness Factor 
(6/6, 8-11pm).

JazzMania Society: New York Loft Jazz Cele
bration: Jazz Open House (6/4. from 9pm); Bagel 
Brunch: Clifford Jordan (6/5, noon-3pm); Reggie 
Moore Trio (6/5, 4-6pm); Jazz Open House (6/5, 
from 9pm); Bagel Brunch: Dave Friedman/Harvie 
Swartz Quartet (6/6, noon-3pm).

Ladies Fort: New York Loft Jazz Celebration: 
Jess Cohen & The Left Field In 'N Out Band (6/4, 
8-11 pm); "Jazz At Dawn" w/The Bond Street Gang 
& Marvin Blackman (6/5, 6-10am); Monty Waters 
Big Band (6/5, 4-6pm): "Jazz At Dawn" w/0. Par
ker's 4th World (6/6, 6-10am); Joe Lee Wilson & 
Bond Street (6/6, 4-7pm).

Sunrise: New York Loft Jazz Celebration: Inter
national Percussion (6/4, 8-11pm); John Shea's 
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Buss Choir (6/5, 2-4pm); Laurence Cooke (6/5, 
4-6pm); Four Rivers featuring Mike Moss (6/5, 
8-11 pm); John Fischer & Perry Robinson (6/6, 
2pm); Intestinal Skylark (6/6, 4-7pm); Lookout 
Farm (6/6, 8-11 pm).

Sonny's Place (Seaford, L.I.): Ray Alexander 
(6/3,10,17); Clyde Lukas' Positive Force (6/4-5); 
Frank O'Brien (6/6, 8,13, 15); Tree Guitar Quartet 
(6/7, 14); Attila Zoller (6/11 -12).

Hotel Carlyle (Bemelman’s Bar): Marian Mc
Partland.

Central Presbyterian Church (St. Peters): Jazz 
Vespers: Joe Newman (6/6); Mark Shrode (6/13).

Sherry Netherland Hotel (Le Petit Cafe): Hank 
Jones.

Sparky J’s (Newark, N.J.): Jeff Hittman Quintet 
(6/15); Arthur Prysock (6/9-13).

Richard's Lounge (Lakewood, N.J.): Zamcheck 
(thru 6/5); Dr. Lyn Christie (6/9-12); Terry Silver- 
light (from 6/16).

Gulliver's (West Paterson, N.J.): Joe Morello 
Quartet w/Mack Goldsbury (6/4-5); Zoot Sims 
Quartet (6/11 -1 2); Masuo (6/7); Jack Lillo (6/14); 
JoAnn Brackeen (6/16-17); Ron Carter Quartet 
featuring Buster Williams, Kenny Barron & Ben 
Riley (every Tues.).

New School: Duke Ellington Society presents 
"Small Band Ellingtonia" starring Bob Wilber 
vi/Joe Newman, Jack Gale, Kenny Davern, Hank 
Jones, George Duvivier, Sonny Greer (6/13, 
2:30pm).

Arturo's: Masuo & Bob Mover (Wed.).
Folk City: Albert Dailey & Friends (Sun. 4-8pm).
Eddie Condon's: Red Balaban & Cats (Mon.- 

Sat.); guest artist (Tues.); guest group (Sun.); jazz 
Luncheon (Fri., noon).

Gregory’s: Warren Chaisson Trio w/Attila Zoller 
<i Wilber Little (Wed.-Sat.); jazz all other days.

Jim Smith’s Village Corner: Lance Hayward 
(Mon.-Tues., Thurs.-Sat.) add Jane Valentine

Rates: one insertion $1.35 per word ($20. minimum); three 
insertions $1.25 per word; seven insertions $1.20 per 
word; 13 insertions S1.15 per word; 22 times $1.05 per 
word. Payment must accompany copy except when placed 
by accredited advertising agency. Word count: count each 
word, symbol or number in body copy and company name; 
street address or post office box as one word; city, state. & 
zip code as two words. First words set in bold caps at no 
extra charge. No illustration or db box number permitted. 
All copy subject to publisher's approval. All advertisers 
must supply publisher with permanent address and tele
phone number. Deadline for copy and payment: eight 
weeks prior to cover date, down beat/Classified, 222 W. 
Adams St., Chicago. IL 60606._____________________ BOOKS_____________________
GEORGE RUSSELL'S LYDIAN CHROMATIC CONCEPT 
OF TONAL ORGANIZATION—This famous book may be 
purchased from Concept Publishing. Suite 1104, 12 East 
41st Street. New York. NY 10017, for $30.50

SAM ULANO'S CHOPBUILDERS FOR DRUMMERS. The 
first book of its kind. 72 solid pages, photos! $5.00 U.S A. 
S6.50 out of U.S. Send check or M.O. to Sam Ulano, P.O. 
Box 11 26. Radio City Station, N.Y. 10019.

1,002 JAZZ TUNES!
| New Fake Book Giant collection of best jazz ever as- _ 
- sembled. Play the finest jazz written & played by top I 
I stars—All Styles! 680 pages—Spiral bound. 3% ■ 
■ pounds of jazz! Use on jobs or reading/improvising ■ 
■ study. Try 7 days. Money Back Guarantee .... $19.95. | 

Order Now: IMPERIAL CREATIONS
Box 66-DB, New York. N.Y. 10022 I

k ■■ ■■ ■■ Mi Mi ■■ ■■ Ml IM Mi Mi M Mi Ml M

■
 THE EVOLVING BASSIST by RUFUS REID 
The finest book to date, with 146 pages for 
the doublebass and tne 4 and 6 string 
electric basses. Develop strong modern 
jazz sounds and strong bass lines from 
chord symbols. Includes transcribed solos 
and a selected discography.

$12.50 plus 60c handling. Foreign orders add $2.00
MYRIAD Lock box 503, 2138 E. 75th St. 
LIMITED Chicago, Illinois 60649

k\\__________________ ET CETERA__________________
CHARLIE PARKER T-SHIRTS! Also Ellington, Coltrane, 
Billie Holiday. Mangione. Lester Young, Dolphy, Clifford 
Brown. Original designs, satisfaction guaranteed. S-M-L- 
XL, $5.00. BIRD LIVES, P.O. Box 4583, Boulder, CO 80302.

(Sun.); Jim Roberts (Wed.).
Jimmy Ryan's: Roy Eldridge (Mon.-Sat.); Max 

Kaminsky (Sun.).
Rainbow Room: Sy Oliver Orchestra.
Storyville: New York’s permanent floating jam 

session w/a different group every night.
Stryker’s: Dave Matthews Big Band (Mon.); Ed

die Daniels (Thurs.); Chuck Wayne/Joe Puma 
(Sun.).

Surf Maid: Jim Roberts (Sun. & Mon.); Nina Shel
don (Tues. & Wed.); Frank Herman (Wed.-Sun., 
6-8pm); JoAnn Brackeen (Thurs.-Sat.).

Village Vanguard: Milt Jackson (6/1 -13).
West End Cafe: Franc Williams Swing Four (Mon. 

& Tues.); Earle Warren Group (Wed.); Swing To 
Bop Quintet (Thurs.-Sun.).

Information Not Available At Presstime. Call 
Club Or Jazzline (212-421-3592): Angry Squire; 
The Barrister (Bronx, N.Y.); Blue Water Inn (Sea- 
bright, N.J.); Boomer’s; Bradley's; Churchill's; 
Hopper's; Michael's Pub; Monty's; Studio We; 
Sweet Basil; Tin Palace; Top Of The Gate; West 
Boondock; Jimmy Weston’s; Willy's.

CHICAGO
Jazz Showcase: Flip Phillips w/Eddie Higgins 

(6/2-6, tent.); Yusef Lateef (6/9-13); Phil Woods 
w/Art Farmer (6/16-20); Jimmy Smith (6/23-27); 
all listings subject to change, call DE7-1000 for 
details.

Amazingrace: Bill Quateman (6/18-20); Tracy 
Nelson (6/25-27); frequent jazz, other name con
temporary acts, call FAT CITY for up-to-the- 
minute schedule.

Ratso’s: Name jazz, contemporary music 
nightly, 935-1505 for details.

Uptown Theater: Steve Miller (6/19).
Orphan's: Synthesis (Mon.); Ears (Tues.); Joe 

Daley Jazz Quorum (Wed.).

JOIN THE INTERNATIONAL JAZZ FEDERATION & GET 
FREE: JAZZ FORUM Magazine. SWINGING NEWSLETTER, 
EUROPEAN JAZZ CLUB'S GUIDE. JAZZMEN'S REFERENCE 
BOOK, etc., plus free advertisement. Information: Interna
tional Jazz Federation, P.O. Box 671, A-1011 Vienna, Aus
tria.

TONY MUNZLINGER'S 36 penetrating pen and ink studies 
of great jazz artists ... exquisite, limited edition, 107/' x 
147/' published in Switzerland $13.95. The Bill Lee Jazz 
Series, P.O. Box 248365 University Branch, Miami, FL 
33124.

YOUR SONG LYRICS SET TO MUSIC by top professional 
composer. Awrdy Cole, 55 Lansdowne Road. Dublin 4. Eire.________________HELP WANTED________________
WANTED: Jazz Composer-in-Residence, August, 1976 to 
May, 1977. For information contact: Dr. Peter Ciurczak, 
Music Dept., Emporia Kansas State College. Emporia, KS 
66801.___________________ LIGHTING___________________
LARGEST MUSICIAN'S HANDBOOK. Dimmers. Spots. 
Color Synthesizers. Foot & minimanual controls, Strobo
scopes, Fog, Kaleidoscopes, . . . Send $3.00 shipping: 
Roctronics, 22-DB Wendell, Cambridge, MA 02138.INSTRUMENTAL METHODS
GUITAR TEACHERS—Free catalog. New and better 
teaching publications that MOTIVATE and MAINTAIN stu
dent interest. GAGNER GUITAR PUBLICATIONS, P.O. Box 
55—DB. Dover, N.H. 03820.

JAZZ BASS LINES by Dan Pliskow. Written for musicians 
interested in learning how to play jazz bass lines to stan
dards and blues. $8.00. Dan Pliskow, 1134 Oakdale Dr., 
Smyrna, GA 30080.

SELF-STUDY DRUM COURSES—Conga, Rock. Complete 
charts plus recordings. Details free. Tip Publishing, 2689 
Limekiln, Dept. DB. Glenside, PA 19038.INSTRUMENTS & ACCESSORIES
UP TO 60% DISCOUNT! Name Brand Instruments. Catalog. 
Freeport Music, 114T, Main St., W. Babylon, NY 11704.

30% to 50% DISCOUNT! Any Model: Guitar Amp, Drum. 
Banjo. Dobro! Warehouse. D-95, Box 11449, Fort Worth, TX 
76109.

FREE! MUSICIAN'S DISCOUNT CATALOG featuring name 
brand guitars, amps, drums, keyboards, accessories. 
Super savings! Signature Supply. P.O. Box 25208, Los 
Angeles, CA 90025.

HOUSE OF MUSICAL TRADITIONS has hard to find ethnic 
instruments from the world over. Looking for that certain 
sound, chances are we have the instrument for you. Sup
pliers to members of Miles Davis, Pharoah Sanders, Dave 
Liebman, George Harrison, Paul Winter groups. 80 page 
catalog $1 00. (304) 258-3300, House of Musical Tradi
tions. Jazz Dept., Berkeley Springs. WV 25411.

N.A.B.: Bobby Christian Big Band (Thurs.).
Backroom: Kim Martell (Tues.-Sat.); Eldee 

Young (Sun.-Mon.).
Club Misty: AACM groups nightly, 664-0778 for 

details.
Enterprise Lounge: Von Freeman (Mon.).
Harry Hope's (Cary): Jazz, folk, or rock—name 

acts—nightly, call 639-2636 for details.
J’s Place: Fred Anderson (weekends after- 

hours).
Lurlean's: Lee Roland Quintet w/Joyce Williams 

(Fri.-Sun.).
Transitions East: AACM groups, 723-9373 for 

details.
Wise Fools Pub: Dave Remington Big Band 

(Mon.).

LOS ANGELES
Concerts By The Sea: Stan Getz (6/1-6); Cal 

Tjader (6/8-13); Tito Puente (6/15-17).
Lighthouse: Gloria Lynne (6/2-6); Rahsaan Ro

land Kirk (6/15-20).
U.C.L.A. (Royce Hall): "Guitar Summit 2" 

w/Laurindo Almeida, Barney Kessel, Herb Ellis, 
Sandy Bull (6/12).

Concerts At The Grove: Ray Charles, B. B. King, 
Carmen McRae, Dizzy Gillespie (all tentative for 
June).

Pilgrimage Theatre: Rudy Machias Latin Jazz 
(6/6); Benny Powell, Lifestyle (6/13).

Donte’s: Jazz all week; details 769-1566.
Total Experience: Top soul groups; details 

296-3457.
Azz Izz (Venice): Jazz nightly.
Golden Bear (Huntington Beach): Occasional 

jazz.
Sand Dance (Long Beach): Jazz nightly; details 

438-2026.PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
4 MUSICIANS!! *
* PROFESSIONAL MUSICIANS’ REFERRAL *

la $utn»d«ary of Boyd Kmi Eniarpn»««!

♦ is the LARGEST national registry of individual * 
musicians seeking groups ... and groups seeking

* new members. CALL TODAY! *
♦ (612) 825-6848 or (800) 328-8660 — Toll Free *

(void prohtditad by law,______________RECORDS & TAPES_____________
FAST RELIABLE JAZZ record, service—foreign orders 
welcome—send for FREE LP sales list. Jaybee Jazz, Box 
24504, Creve Coeur, MO 63141.

OLDER JAZZ, SWING LPs—lowest prices. Monthly lists. 
OC's, soundtracks, auctions! RECORDS, Box 1138D, Whit
tier, CA 90609.

FREE JAZZ AUCTION LIST: 10 ", 12". LP's and 45's. Elm
wood Record Sales. Box 10232, Elmwood, CT 06110

MAYNARD FERGUSON. 75 page book. Complete info on 
recordings as leader and sideman. Buyers qualify for auc
tion of records listed. $6.00. Foreign $7.00. Ed Harkins, 
617 Canyon Place, Solana Beach, CA 92075._____________ WHERE TO STUDY_____________
DRUM INSTRUCTION. Innovative! Revolutionary! Results 
within six weeks! Better than the local teacher! Instruction 
available in Manhattan or through tape home study. Not for 
beginners. Send $1.00 for information to the Stanley Spec
tor School of Drumming, 200 W. 58th St., Dept. 377. New 
York., NY 10019. Phone: (21 2) 246-5661.

SCHOOL OF CONTEMPORARY MUSIC (Striving to build a 
new way). Jazz-Classical-Rock. Full or part-time study. 
Monthly enrollment—professional diploma. APPROVED 
FOR VETS. Jeffrey D. Furst, Director, 2001 Beacon St., 
Brookline, MA 02146. (61 7) 734-7174.

HOME STUDY courses In modern theory, arranging, and 
composition for beginners and advanced. Personal faculty 
attention. Applied Music School, 505 W. Hillsborough, 
Tampa, FL 33603.

SUBSCRIBERS!
Please include a down beat address label 
whenever you write us about your subscrip
tion. The numbers on your address label are 
essential to insure prompt and accurate ser- 
vice CHANGEOFADDRESS

Please let us know six weeks before you move
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YOU ASKED IFOR IT 
YOU GOT IT.

more information about the 
music scene

down beat

wjsk; 
handbook ’76 
The Definitive Reference Book

a source of information you 
can use and refer to all year.

MUSIC HANDBOOK ’76
The Definitive Reference Book

FIND OUT FROM THE EXPERTS.
HOW TO be a studio musician

—from Harvey Mason
HOW TO become a ghost writer

—from Billy Byers
HOW TO get into music copying

—from Clint Roemer
HOW TO be a manager

—from Leslie Wynn
HOW TO get into music retailing

—from Don Griffin & 
Bob Scheiwiller 

HOW TO get on records
—from John Hammond

NEW GUIDES FOR YOU.
Fusion Musical Essentials
(a 35-album guide to music of the 70s)
Pro-Shop
(a buyers guide to musical instruments)
College Jazz Studies
(a guide to 300 colleges offering jazz 

courses)

UPDATED DIRECTORIES OF
Artists, Clinicians, Managers, 

Record Companies.
PLAY: Soft Cell 

A Complete Arrangement by 
Don Sebesky

... and there’s more ... and more ... 
but find out for yourself with your

own copy of

MUSIC HANDBOOK ’76
The Definitive Reference Book

fill out the coupon below and 
mail today with $1.95

down beat/MH76
222 W. Adams St., Chicago, II. 60606

Here’s my $1.95 for one copy of
MUSIC HANDBOOK 76

PLEASE PRINT 2066

Name_______________________________________

Address_____________________________________

City________________________________________

State Zip 

Baked Potato: Lee Ritenour (Tues.); Don Randi 
(Wed.-Sat.); Harry Edison (Sun.).

Parisian Room: Jazz all week; details 
936-8704.

Memory Lane: 0. C. Smith & Jack Wilson Trio.
Roxy: occasional jazz; details 878-2222.
The Cellar: Les De Merle (Mon.); details 487- 

0419.
Speak Easy (W. Hollywood): Jazz Mon. & Tues.
Monterey Mansion (Newport): Dave Pike Quar

tet.
Troubadour: Occasional jazz; details 276- 

6168.
Rudolph's Fine Art Center: John Carter Ensem

ble (Sun. 3-5 pm).
Etc. Club: Jazz vocalist nightly; details 

874-6431.
Blues Room: continuous Blues format; details 

769-8744.
Eagle Rock High School: Concerts (2nd Sun of 

month).
Beverly Cavern: occasional jazz; details 

662-6035.
TV: "Mark of Jazz" on KLCS-TV Ch. 58, Fridays 

at 8:30pm; Rufus Harley (6/4); Ramsey Lewis 
(6/11); Chris Connor (6/18).

SAN DIEGO
San Diego Stadium: KOOL Jazz Festival 

(6/18-19).
Catamaran: Stan Getz (5/24-29); George Ben

son (5/29-31); McCoy Tyner (6/1-6); Kenny Bur
rell (6/8-13); Ahmad Jamal (6/15-20); Stanley 
Turrentine (6/22-27); others.

Sports Arena: Paul McCartney's Wings (6/16).
Convention Center: Bob Marley & the Wallers 

(5/25); Charlie Daniels Band (5/30) .... boo, 
hiss: Leon & Mary Russell (tent., 6/4).

Mississippi Room: Jim Boucher Swing Quartet 
(Sun.-Mon.); Bob Hinkle 3 (Tues.-Sat.).

Cote D’ Azur: Cottonmouth D'Arcy's Jazz Vipers 
(Tues.).

Knight Club (Vista): Joe Marillo Quintet (Sun. 
afternoon).

Crossroads: Equinox (Fri.-Sat.).
Albatross: Island (Tues.-Sat.).
Bacchanal: Satisfaction (Wed.-Sat.).
Another Bird: Heat Treatment (Wed.-Sun.)
Chuck’s Steak House (La Jolla): Accapricio 

(Weds.-Sat.).
Fat Fingers: Kirk Bates (Tues.-Sat.).
Le Chalet: J.J. and Preston (tent., Sat.).
Safety: Jim Willis, jazz jams (Sun. afternoon).
Boat House: Cottonmouth D' Arcy's Jazz Vipers 

(Sun.).
John Bull: Rubyiat (Wed.-Sat.).
Ancient Mariner: Rubyiat (Mon.-Tues.).
Webb’s: Threshold (weekends).
Wong’s Golden Palace: Taste (Thurs.-Sat.).

CLEVELAND
New Jazz Emporium Room (Eastown Motor 

Hotel): jazz and soul nightly; Joe Williams 
(6/1 -6/6), Bill Doggett (6/11 -6/13), Jr. Walker & 
the All-Stars (6/18-6/20), Hugh Masakela 
(6/25-6/27), Martha Reeves (formerly "Martha" of 
Martha & the Vandellas; (7/2-7Z4).

The Theatrical: Glen Covington (June 3-5), 
Dennis Martin (6/7-6/19), Glen Covington 
(6/21-7/3), Jimmy Butts Trio, w/ Lady Ellen, 
vocals (7/6-17).

KANSAS CITY
Mr. Putsch's: Bettye Miller and Milt Abel.
Top of the Crown: Means/DeVan Trio w/Cindy 

Fee.
Twenty-five Grand: Blend w/Leslie Kendall.
Zorba the Greek: The V.I.P.’s.
Pandora's Box: Mike Ning Trio w/Linda Ott.
Alameda Plaza Roof: Frank Smith Trio.
Plaza Inn International: Don Gilbert Trio w/Janie 

Fopeano.
Jeremiah Tuttles: Pete Eye Trio.
The Uptown: Freddie Hubbard and Stanley Tur

rentine (6/3).
Drum Room: Sunday night sessions.

Pandora’s Box: Saturday afternoon sessions 
(3-6pm).

Poor Richard's: Saturday afternoon sessions 
(3-6pm).

Papa Nick's: Roy Searcy.

BOSTON
Allary’s (Providence): Mike Renzi 3plus guests.
Columns (West Dennis): Dave McKenna plus 

name guests.
Jazz Workshop: Yusef Lateef (5/31 -6/6); Mose 

Allison (6/7-13); Kenny Burrell (7/1 2-18).
Merry Go Round: Marilyn Sokol (5/31-6/12); 

George Shearing 5 (6/14-26).
Michael’s: good local bands nightly.
Oxford Ale House: Jazz Mondays.
Paul’s Mall: Esther Phillips (6/7-12); Muddy 

Waters (6/14-20).
Pier Union Oyster House: Al Vega 3.
Pooh's Pub: Band X (6/2-6); Clarise Taylor 

(6/9-13); Comic Strip (6/23-27); Peter Fish 5 
w/Jan Clayton (7/7-11).

Sandy's Jazz Revival (Beverly): Red Norvo 
(6/1-6); Art Farmer (6/14-19); Sheila Jordan & 
Ronnie Gill w/Manny Williams 3 (6/20); Fatha 
Hines & Marva Josie (6/21-26); Phil Woods 
(7/12-17).

Reflections: Jazz duos weekends, African food.
Wally's Cafe: Payton Crosley-Dave Stewart 4 

(weekends).
Whimsey’s: Dave McKenna, w/lunchtime 

pianistics par excellence.
Zachary's: Maggi Scott/Terry Keef/Keith Cope

land; dancing til 2; Sundays off.
Jazzline: (617) 262-1300. DB listings: (617) 

489-2298.

LONDON
Phoenix (Cavendish Square): Kathy Stobart 

Quintet (6/9); El Skid (Elton Dean/Alan Skidmore) 
(6/16); Turning Point (6/23); Malombo Music 
(6/30).

Fulham Volunteer (Fulham): West London Line- 
Up (6/5, 6/19).

Bird’s Nest (King's Road): Max Collie Rhythm 
Aces (Mon., Wed.).

Seven Dials (Covent Garden): Bobby Wellins 
(6/10); Ruby Braff/Lennie Felix (6/17).

100 Club (Oxford Street): Brooks Kerr Trio/Chris 
Barber (6/4-5); Art Hodes (6/9); Legends of Jazz 
(6/11); Ruby Braff/Lennie Felix (6/25-26); Gene 
Allen Jazzmen (every Sun.); modern and avant- 
garde (every Mon.); blues/rock (every Tues.); soul 
(every Thurs.).

Ronnie Scott’s (Soho): Monty Alexander, Tom 
Waits (till 6/12); Tony Oxley (6/13).

King’s Arms (Bishopsgate): Mike Osborne and 
Friends (every Fri.).

Tile’s Wine Bar (Victoria): Dave Gelly/Jeff Scott 
Quintet (every Wed.).

Red Lion (Hatfield): Alex Welsh (6/7); Chris Bar
ber (6/21); George Melly (6/28).

Prospect of Whitby (Wapping): Alvin Roy Jazz 
Band (every Fri., Sat.).

LAUGH I continued from page 37

set. Alias exploded a little less and drew on a 
broader, subtler scope of percussive ideas. His 
tenure as percussionist with Elvin Jones ob
viously influenced his drumming technique, 
but those who are familiar with Don only as a 
percussionist (or not at all) should get to what 
he’s saying on the traps as well. His restless, 
inexorable, propulsive flow of ideas truly 
fueled the movement of this trio.

After spirited readings of Grossman’s 
Haresah and another original. Aw Funk, the 
crowd was buzzing, truly primed for Alias’ 
Zulu Stomp, a funky cooker that received a 
roaring reception. After that reaction, Stone 
Alliance knows they’ll be welcome in Buffalo 
anytime, and 1 imagine they’ll be an asset to 
most music scenes elsewhere as well.

—john h. hunt
46 □ down beat



Thinkof themas
your musical instruments

The audience can’t see you. But they can sure 
heiaryou.

They don’t know it, but they’re depending on just 
one person to get the music to them. And that guy 
is you.

It’s not something an amateur can do. It’s an art. 
And that’s why Yamaha has designed 3 superb 
mixing consoles with the qualities and range of 
controls that the professional sound reinforcement 
artist needs.

For instance, our exclusive 4x4 matrix with level 
controls gives you more exacting mastery over 
your sound than the conventional method of 
diiving speaker amps directly from the bus 
outputs.

Features like that are years away except on the 
most expensive mixers. On the Yamahas, it’s 
standard equipment. And so are transformer

isolated inputs and outputs, dual echo send 
busses, an input level attenuator that takes +4 dl 
line level to -60 dB mike level in 11 steps, and 5- 
frequency equalization.

Whether you choose the PM-1OOO-16, the

B

PM-1OOO-24or the PM-1OOO-32, Yamaha gives you 
the flexibility you need to turn your job into an art. 
And because they’re designed from the ground 
up to perform on the road, more and more 
professional sound men around the United States 
and the world are depending on Yamaha, night 
after night, gig after gig.

If you’ve never thought of your mixing consol' 
as a musical instrument, we’d like to invite you 
stop by your Yamaha dealer. Once you’ve 
checked out the operation manual and tested 

io

for
yourself what the PM Series can do, we think you’ll 
come away a believer.

9 YAMAHA
Box 6600, Buena Park, CA 90620



frilly ^obbarn is sitting pretty

behind WBDIS ZlhDaHW Cymbals.
Billy Cobham's Avedis Zildjian Cymbal Set-up: 14" New Beat Hi-Hats, 22" Swish, 20" Crash, 22” Ride, 18" Crash. 28" Gong.

AVEDIS ZILDJIAN COMPANY
P.O. Box 198, Accord, MA02018

AVEDIS
ZILDJIAN CO.


	“My Benge has given me such confidence that

	and tell

	PRACTICE DOES NOT MAKE PERFECT UNLESS YOU PRACTICE PERFECTLY.

	FOR KEYBOARD PLAYERS WHO AEED Afi EXTRA HAAD.


	education in jazz

	the first chorus


	REVO

	LUT1ON ARV

	□ 88 Keys FULL KEYBOARD

	□	Touch Response LOUDT==soft

	□	Unitized Construction Stable Regulation and Tuning

	□	The PIANO for the Pro

	ESaldiwn

	The Daniels Backlash

	A Pair Of Boners

	Salsa Salute

	Bring On The Old

	RAHSAAN RETURNS

	Sweet Smell Of Bayou Success

	CANNONBALL SALUTE

	Garner Greets Grappelli


	T

	ASLEEP AT THE WHEEL




	ncujmoDcu nauarcMurv! some price!

	AL DIMEOLA

	MICHAEL MANTLER/ CARLA BLEY

	TOSHIKO AKIYOSHI- LEW TABACKIN

	GEORGE BENSON	

	Tom T. Hall

	CATALOG

	EBERHARD WEBER

	MERL SAUNDERS

	THE BRECKER BROTHERS


	Just Released!

	BIRD...PRES...TRANE BAGS...LATEEF CANNONBALL &THE ELF!

	JOHN COLTRANE-

	WILBUR HARDEN

	COUNTDOWN


	The Historic Savoy Recording Sessions

	THE CHANGING EACH OF HARLEM

	Distributed by

	Arista Records



	Hot sound, cool performance


	VHVWVAO

	with your new or renewal down bear subscription any one of the

	SUPER Albums

	listed here is YOURS FREE

	if you


	SUBSCRIBE NOW

	ERIC KLOSS

	TERJE RYPDAL

	CHARLES EARLAND

	ARCHIE SHEPP

	JOHN PAYNE “7



	When you join Ludwig’s ¿potlight Revolution you’re in good company

	OLD WINE—

	NEW BOTTLES

	ANDREW HILL

	SAM RIVERS



	PrafHe. I

	THE FOWLER BROTHERS by lee underwood

	BRIAN TORFF

	Try Gibson for a change of bass

	McLaughlin’s Shakti and Weather Report: Some

	Defused Fusions . . . Stone Alliance: Buffalo Embryo ...

	WEATHER REPORT

	SHAKTI

	STONE ALLIANCE


	• SONOR


	*DrSmmer’s wlim.

	You can get a free catalog.

	The Boss

	Triple-Tier

	Stand


	NOWiSUPER ROTOMATIC

	N

	con&menhal iam music

	NOW 10 combine keys, Part II

	JAZZ DRUMMING WORKSHOP

	JULY19-AUGUST 5,1976


	R

	1,002 JAZZ TUNES!

	more information about the music scene



	Thinkof themas

	9 YAMAHA





